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ABSTRACT 

Past studies of zebra finch song development have revealed conflicting predictors 

of song choice. This study sought to clarify the qualities of 1) the relationship between 

the chick and tutor and 2) the behavior of the tutor that might affect song choice by the 

pupil. The study subjects were born and raised in an aviary where the free social 

interactions of all individuals in the colony were possible. A cross-fostering design was 

used within the aviary, so that chicks would not only have exposure to the male that 

raised him, but also to his genetic father (if different than his rearing father) and to 

several other adult males. The results were surprising. 1) Chicks cross-fostered to nests 

within the same aviary as their parents' nest were found to recognize and learn their 

genetic father's song after fledging—despite their lack of exposure to him in the nest. 

Also, 2) simply being a father or a mated male was not a significant predictor of song 

tutor choice, while the quality of being an attentive father or mate was. On a less 

surprising note, 3) the male that raised the chick was copied more than other adult males, 

as was the genetic father. Additionally, 4) brothers raised together inhibited song 

similarity in one another, which supports the finding of "fraternal inhibition" found by 

Tchemichovski and Nottebohm (1998). Two song copying measures were used and 

compared, and cross-correlation was used to validate the methods of quantifying song 

copying behavior. Extensive behaviorial observations of the colony members were made 

in order to gain a reliable measure of the behavioral tendencies of the tutors for use as 

predictors of song choice. When given a choice that begins to approach the degree of 

choice in the wild, juvenile zebra finches revealed the sensitivity of their genetic template 
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to their father's song and the importance of the behavior of the song tutor for choosing 

song. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Abstract 

The social context of song learning was explored in this study of zebra finch song 

learning in an aviary that permitted the free association of all individuals. Song is a social 

behavior and zebra finches are a colonial species. Song learning in zebra finches has been 

extensively studied in the laboratory, where pupilsJiave little or no social exposure to 

other birds. Laboratory studies of zebra finch song learning have been extremely valuable 

to developing an understanding of the relevant predictors of song choice. Questions that 

have arisen as a result of these laboratory studies require a more complex social 

environment if the significant predictors of song choice in zebra finches are to be 

clarified. This study used 1) cross-correlation to validate a method of quantifying song 

copying behavior and 2) a measure of stable behavior of the adults in a captive colony of 

zebra finches. In addition, 3) chicks were cross-fostered between nests to determine 

genetic and environmental components of song choice and 4) a hierarchical GLM was 

used to test different hypotheses of song choice. This study shows the importance of the 

social environment in the study of a social behavior such as song learning. 

Song Learning—A Phenomenon Not Well Understood 

Despite the last 75 years of study bird song learning is still not a well understood 

phenomenon. Laboratory studies of song learning predominated in the early studies, with 

Marler (1970) performing several ingenious experiments to determine the timing of song 
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learning. Baptista and Petrinovich (Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986; Petrinovich 

1985, 1990; Petrinovich and Baptista 1984, 1987) followed with their serendipitous 

discovery of the importance of live song models. With more research it became 

increasingly evident that bird song learning models differ between species. For example, 

the quick maturation of the zebra finch disposes them to an accelerated song learning 

cycle when compared to the "typical" annual schedule of migratory passerines. Singing 

and song learning are social behaviors. The energy and time required to learn song is 

valuable to the individual learning song. The very fact that song is learned suggests that 

there is something of value about song that changes over time. The study of the social 

context of what is learned and when is increasing in the study of song learning (see 

Baptista and Gaunt 1997 for a review of the literature and Smith et al. 2002). This study 

shows that: I) there is a strong genetic component to zebra finch song—so strong that a 

pupil has the innate ability to learn his father's song and 2) the father that raises the chick 

is copied to a significant degree, thus indicating the importance of the chick's social 

environment on song choice. Additionally, 3) potential tutors that engage in affiliative 

behaviors are copied more than are others, and tutors that engage more in aggressive 

behaviors are copied less often. The following sections describe 1) the historical context 

of what is known about song learning in zebra finches as a result of laboratory 

experiments of the last 75 years and 2) the range of factors known to be an influence on 

zebra finch song learning. 
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The Historical Context of the Study of Sons Learning in Birds—the Example of the 

White-crowned Sparrow 

Early experiments to determine the causative factors in how, when and what is 

learned by a juvenile songbird consisted of playback experiments in a laboratory setting. 

Juveniles were socially and acoustically isolated from other birds, and then provided with 

playback of song that varied with regard to 1) the timing that a song was provided and the 

subject's stage of development and 2) with the species of the bird singing the song. In 

Marler's (1970) study, juvenile white-crowned sparrow males were found to have a 

"critical period" which spanned from 10-50 days of age after hatching. Under these 

experimental conditions the subjects only learned conspecific song. White-crowned 

sparrow juveniles disperse from their natal territories at about 50 days of age (Blanchard 

1941), so songs learned prior to dispersal would be sung at their new territories. The 

results of the experiment were thought to coincide well with white-crowned sparrow 

natural history. Conclusions derived from this study provided the original theoretical 

framework for the study of song acquisition in this and other species of songbirds. 

A single bird song learning model emerged from Marler's (1970) studies. With 

further research it became clear that both the ecology and the behavior of the species 

would affect song learning. Given Marler's conclusions regarding a critical song learning 

period at 10-50 days of age, one would expect that white-crowned sparrow males learn 

their father's song or the song of a close neighbor to the nest prior to dispersal. Baptista 

and Petrinovich found that the timing of the sensitive period discovered in laboratory 

studies using tape-recorded song did not apply to situations in which a live tutor was 
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present (Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986; Petrinovich 1985, 1990; Petrinovich and 

Baptista 1984, 1987). Both the song learning sensitive period and what was learned were 

found to be much more plastic in the presence of a live tutor. Baptista and Petrinovich 

inferred from these conclusions that social interactions and specifically post-dispersal 

male-male social interactions are important to the white-crowned sparrow song 

acquisition process. 

Effect Of Social Interaction on What Is Learned—the Brown-headed Cowbird 

The effect of social interaction on what is learned is illustrated by the work of 

West & King (1983 and 1988) and King & West (1977). Brown-headed cowbirds 

(Molothrus ater ater) are inter-specific brood parasites, i.e. they lay their eggs in another 

bird species' nest and the chicks are raised by the inhabitants of that nest. In West and 

King's experiments male brown-headed cowbirds were raised in various social 

environments. First, with social exposure to differing combinations of males and females 

of a closely related subspecies {Molothrus ater obsciinis), second with males of a 

distantly related species, and third, in isolation with later exposure to varying social 

situations. These experiments revealed that 1) males raised in isolation were more 

effective than males raised in the presence of conspecific males at eliciting a copulatory 

display from females (King and West 1977). Additionally it was found that 2) social 

stimulation from females, the intended target of the vocalization, shaped the male's song 

i.e. he sang the songs that elicited the greatest copulatory display even if it was the sub

species' song (King and West 1983). Finally, 3) the female's visual copulatory displays 
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encourage males to sing particular songs (West and King 1988). Males raised in isolation 

sang the most potent song for eliciting female copulatory displays, but males that sang 

these songs were also attacked by other males when removed from isolation and placed 

with conspecific males. The brown-headed cowbird song therefore functions not only in 

mate attraction, buy also in the structure of the dominance hierarchy amongst males— 

only the dominant male sings the most potent song. Social interaction is therefore of great 

importance to the development of the male brown-headed cowbird's song for mate 

attraction and dominance. Given the results of the current study, it seems that the social 

interaction of a song tutor and his mate may also play an important role in cueing song 

choice in juvenile zebra finches, perhaps in order that the pupil might emulate the song 

tutor's reproductive success. Knowledge of the natural history, social environment and 

the ecology of a species are therefore essential for making accurate inferences about the 

adaptive functions of song learning mechanisms. 

Subiects—Zebra finch Natural History 

The estrilidines of the Australian continent evolved with its aridification, which 

transformed greater Australia from widespread rain forest to a cover of grassland (Bowler 

1982 and Frakes et al. 1987, cited in Zann 1996). Zebra finches are extremely well 

adapted to arid grasslands with erratic rainfall. Their adaptations include their ability to 

travel long distances in search of water, breed non-seasonally, attain water from sources 

not available to other estrilidines and physiology that allows for water extraction from 

food sources, in addition to very low water requirements (Zann 1996). 
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Limitins Factors 

Zebra finches have evolved in an unpredictable, dry environment. Despite their 

remarkable adaptation to their environment, limiting factors for zebra finches include 

water availability, rainfall (for the production of grass seed for food) and high rates of 

predation. The zebra finch's diet consists almost entirely of grass seed. An average clutch 

size of five chicks near fledging age require constant foraging and feeding by both 

parents. Additionally, 66% of all breeding attempts in the wild are thwarted as a result of 

predation and 67% of juveniles die as a result of predation in the period of time between 

fledgling and independence (Zann 1996). 

Subjects 

Zebra finches are a colonial species which during the breeding season live in 

groups ranging from 5 to 25 breeding pairs, with a group of unpaired individuals and 

young birds living in close vicinity of the breeding pairs. All individuals congregate 

several times daily for social meetings where they feed, sit, bathe, and preen one another 

(Immelmann 1965, 1969; Zann 1996), thus providing juveniles with the opportunity to 

interact with and/or observe all adult males. Zebra finch song has no territorial 

significance, and is not used in any known male-male competitive interactions. Its 

hypothesized main function is in mate attraction and retention (Immelmann 1965). Male 

zebra finches only sing one song type during their adult lives and are primarily a 
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monogamous species (Zann 1996). Two-thirds of juveniles learn their father's song 

(Zann 1990). 

Nature of Food Resources (Spatial and Temporal Predictability) 

The zebra finch's ability to breed without regard for season allows them to take 

advantage of unpredictable rainfall and the ripening grass seed that these conditions 

bring. If conditions permit, i.e., adequate amounts of food are available, zebra finches are 

capable of several months of continuous breeding. Breeding has been documented in all 

months of the year in several areas and in several cases for 12 months or longer in a row 

(Zann 1996). The spatial and temporal predictability of food and water is low because 

both are dependent on rainfall, which is unpredictable across Australia. 

Population Fluctuations 

The evolution of coloniality in zebra finches is probably a response to predation 

pressures. Zann (1996) reports that predation costs are less in larger colonies, as "selfish 

herd" effects are probably being exploited. Zann (1996) observed that colonies range in 

size from 24-229 adults per colony during breeding cycles and between 20-350 adults per 

colony during periods of non-breeding. Population sizes can vary widely. During periods 

of sustained drought population sizes have plummeted. Surviving zebra finches 

congregate in large numbers around reliable water sources during especially dry periods. 

Relatively wet years result in population growth. During these years large numbers of 
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small breeding colonies are formed, which exist across Australia with the exception of 

the rainforest (Zann 1996). 

Social System 

Until recently zebra finches were thought to be nomadic (Immelmann 1965a); 

colonies seemed to travel from region to region in search of adequate breeding 

conditions, humelmann (1965) observed large-scale nomadism to the outskirts of zebra 

finch territories in years of severe drought, and he assumed that in non-drought years 

colonies would also travel in a nomadic fashion, on a smaller scale, until they found 

adequate conditions for breeding within the interior of the species' boundaries. Extensive 

observation by Zann (1996) revealed that nomadism is a mischaracterization of their 

behavior. Except in years of severe drought, smaller zebra finch colonies exist as 

subgroups of larger populations, which are centralized around a reliable water source. 

Small bands or colonies periodically break away from this "home base" to breed. Larger 

"home base" colonies are composed of differing categories of individuals. These 

categories include: 1) breeding adults that may periodically leave for breeding excursions 

to a breeding site within flying distance of a reliable water supply, 2) pre-fledgling 

juveniles, 3) new adults that become part of the breeding population and 4) immigrants 

that may stay to become part of the colony or just stop to rest and travel through to the 

colony they will eventually live with. Large "home base" colonies therefore have a fluid 

membership from which smaller breeding colonies break for breeding, and rejoin when 

not breeding. 
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Ecological and Biological Influences on Zebra finch Song Learning 

The unpredictability of an animal's environment determines the degree to which 

behaviors are innate or are phenotypically plastic, i.e. learned (Seligman 1970; Mayr 

1974; Figueredo 1995, 2000). Given that zebra finch song is learned, there must be 

something unpredictable regarding which song is the best to copy. Unpredictability in a 

chick's environment may result from a changing physical, social, or biotic environment or 

some combination of the three. A changing physical environment such as seasonal 

instability, e.g. unpredictable rainfall patterns, can result in unpredictable food resources 

such that a chick's development may be affected. A changing social environment may 

result from unpredictable male quality in neighbors, which would result in unpredictable 

male-male competition for mates, or in unpredictable female mate choice for the best 

males available. Unpredictability in the social structure of a colony could also be the 

result of immigration of potential new partners or new males with differences in mate 

attractiveness. In brown-headed cowbirds, for example, the structure of the male 

dominance hierarchy determines the potency (with regard to the female copulatory 

display elicited) of the perch song sung by the male (West et al. 1983, 1988; King & 

West 1977). 

Juvenile zebra finches are able to learn any live zebra finch model's song reliably 

(Slater et al. 1988). There is also a clearly innate component to zebra finch song. Females 

prefer high song rates (ten Gate and Mug 1984), and song phrases with more song 

elements are preferred over those with fewer (Glayton and Prove 1989). The presence of 
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unknown criteria. The degree to which the genetic component of song drives song choice 

is unknown, as is the degree to which early exposure to an adult's song in the nest drives 

song choice. It is hypothesized that song choice by the one-third of juveniles that do not 

choose their father's song may be based on criterion similar to that which females base 

their mate choice on, in an effort for juveniles to maximize their attractive qualities. 

Zebra finch Sons Structure 

Zebra finch males sing one song throughout their lives, and that song is 

crystallized by the time the juvenile is 90 days old (Zann 1996). Examples of 

representative songs from two different males are shown in Figure 1 -1. 

INSERT FIGURE I-I 

The smallest components of zebra finch song are called elements (song elements, 

syllables, notes). Song elements are continuous black tracings of sound on spectrographic 

representations of song that are separated by gaps of silence (Zann 1996) or in some 

cases by sudden changes in amplitude (Williams and McKibben 1992). The element and 

the silent interval that precede it are copied as one unit (Williams and Staples 1992), so 

the appropriate unit of analysis in zebra finch song is the element and its preceding silent 

interval. Song elements are highly variable structures that are rapidly modulated in 

amplitude and frequency (Williams, Cynx and Nottebohm 1989) and many elements 

contain complex harmonics (Williams et al. 1989). Despite the complexity of song 
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elements, they are accurately copied and very rarely improvised (Zann 1996). Song 

elements comprise the song-phrase, which is a somewhat stereotyped series of specific 

elements. The song-phrase is sung once or repeated in a song (e.g. Hall 1962; 

Immelmann 1965, 1969; Price 1979; Sossinka and Bohner 1980; Miller 1979; Simpson 

and Viccario 1996; Slater, Eales and Clayton 1988; Zann 1993; Cynx 1990; Sturdy et al. 

1999). During song learning juvenile zebra finches shape their song to match the song of 

an adult tutor or, more rarely, from parts of songs from different adults (Bohner 1983). 

Scharff and Nottebohm (1991) and Volman and Khanna (1995) report that song elements 

are sung in a consistent manner, i.e. song-phrases are consistent, but not invariant—song 

elements are sometimes dropped or repeated. 

Outline for the Present Study 

The present study was a cross-fostering design done in a single aviary where ail 

individuals were free to socially interact with one another. There were four classifications 

of song tutors. A song tutor was either 1) the genetic and rearing father of the pupil in 

question, or 2) the rearing father and not the genetic father, or 3) the genetic father and 

not the rearing father, or 4) neither the genetic nor the rearing father. The first three 

categories were used as predictors of song choice. Intensive behavioral observations were 

made to measure the behavioral tendencies of potential song tutors and these measures 

were also used as predictors of song choice. To mimic the learning environment a 

juvenile male zebra finch would experience in the wild, the current study was performed 

in an open aviary where all individuals had free access to one another. Each of the 12 
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adult males of the stock population were considered viable tutors. Each component of the 

tutors' songs was compared to the pupils' song components to determine the degree of 

song learning between the pupil and each song tutor. Juveniles were compared to one 

another in the same manner for the comparison of peers' songs to one another to see if 

pupils had an effect on one another's song development. Chicks were cross-fostered 

within the same aviary to clarify the mechanism by which a father's song is chosen in an 

environment that allows free interaction between post-fledging juveniles and their father, 

foster father, and several other adult males. The study design was intended to mimic the 

social conditions experienced by zebra finch chicks from hatching to adulthood in the 

wild. 

The mechanism by which the father's song is learned is unclear (Slater et al. 

1988). Spontaneous social interaction between the individuals of the colony was of the 

utmost importance in this study. It was my intention to give the pupils several possible 

choices for a song tutor in order that they might clarify the driving forces behind song 

choice. A dichotomous key was developed for the purpose of categorizing the song 

elements, and two subsequent finer-grained ranking scales were developed, one for 

measuring the degree of similarity between the elements and the second for ranking the 

degrees of song element sequence copying. A hierarchical General Linear model was 

used to partial out any variance shared between variables because several of the 

independent variables were not mutually exclusive. The order of the variables in the 

hierarchical GLM was therefore important because of the shared variance between some 

of the predictor variables. The dependent variables in this study were three different 
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measures of song similarity between a pupil and ail of the song tutors available during the 

time that the pupil in question was learning song. The predictor variables and their order 

will be presented and discussed in Chapter 3. 

This study tested two hypotheses regarding why 'h of juveniles in the field copy 

their father. The first "Copy Dad" hypothesis is the following; 1) a zebra finch pupil will 

copy the song of the male that raises him, regardless of a genetic relationship between the 

tutor and pupil. A zebra finch can begin mating as early as 67 days of age (Zann 1996), 

and the faster that song is learned, the faster that male will be able to pair bond and begin 

mating. This hypothesis addresses the environmental exposure of the song pupil to the 

song of the male in the nest. The second "Copy Dad" hypothesis is that: 2) a zebra finch 

pupil will copy the song of male that best matches his genetic template, i.e. his genetic 

father, regardless of whether this male raises the chick. This hypothesis also predicts that 

song learning (and therefore time to first mating) will be expedited. The third hypothesis 

is: 3) the pupil will copy the song of the male that is both his genetic father and his 

rearing father. In other words, the property of being both the genetic and rearing father 

would have a multiplicative effect on song choice, as opposed to the effects of those two 

properties simply being additive. For this third hypothesis the qualities of both sharing a 

genetic template and the early exposure of the pupil to the male in the nest are being 

hypothesized to expedite the song learning process. 

There were also hypotheses regarding the behavior of the song tutor as a predictor 

of song tutor choice. The fourth hypothesis concerns the behavior of the tutor. It is 

hypothesized that 4) a pupil will copy the song of the male with the most affiliative 
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interactions with females in order to emulate that male's attractiveness. The fifth 

hypothesis is that the 5) pupil will copy the song of the male with the best parenting skills 

in order to emulate this adult's reproductive success, and the sixth hypothesis predicts that 

6) the pupil will copy the song of the most aggressive male. There is no theoretical reason 

that a zebra finch should copy the song of an aggressive adult, but the results of previous 

studies have suggested that song tutor choice had been partially directed by the 

aggressive behavior of the tutor. The effect of peers on song emergence was also 

examined. It was predicted that song between siblings would either 7) converge because 

siblings would use one another as tutors, or 8) more dissimilar in order to individuate 

song. 

Previous Zebra finch Laboratory Studies of Song Learning—Factors Affecting Song 

Choice in Juvenile Zebra finches 

Previous laboratory studies of song learning in zebra finch have applied univariate 

designs that have revealed some of the significant factors in song tutor choice. 

Experimental designs have sought to isolate the variables relevant to song learning and in 

doing so have controlled the amount and length of the subject's social interactions with 

other birds. Our understanding of the relevant factors in song choice is limited in these 

studies because they do not allow for the social interactions that take place under natural 

conditions. As a result, the applicability of the results of these studies to the natural world 

has necessarily been compromised. Zann (1997) writes: 
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"While laboratory workers have enthusiastically exploited the advantages of 
captive zebra finches, their findings on vocal development, fascinating as they 
are, do not tell us what happens in nature, but indicate only a restricted range of 
possibilities that arise under confined (and artificial) conditions. Studies of free-
living zebra finches are critical to an understanding of the development and 
function of vocal communication in the species. However, such investigations not 
only are beset by the normal experimental limitations of field studies but suffer 
from extreme losses of experimental subjects from study populations due to 
exceptionally high levels of mortalities and emigration. Therefore, both field and 
laboratory approaches are necessary to elucidate the processes of vocal 
development in zebra finches..." 

The following sections describe the contributions of past studies to the body of 

knowledge of song learning in zebra finches. 

Cross-fostering in Past Zebra Finch Song Learning Studies 

In cross-fostering designs chicks are transferred from their genetic parents to 

foster parents before they have the ability to see or learn song, i.e. before neural song 

learning pathways have been established and song learning centers in the brain have fully 

developed. Cross-fostering experiments are used to separate the genetic and 

environmental components of an animal's behavior. Song learning in male zebra finches 

has been the focus of several cross-fostering experiments. Various cross-fostering studies 

in zebra finches i.e., cross-fostering between different species or between different 

subspecies of zebra finches, have shown that there is a strong effect of social experience 

on song learning (Clayton 1987a, 1989b, 1990). 
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Results from Previous Studies 

Several cross-fostering studies in zebra finches, including cross-fostering between 

different species or between different subspecies, have shown that there is a strong effect 

of social experience on song learning. The effect is mostly, however, on the structure of 

song elements learned rather than on song-phrase structure (Clayton 1987a, 1989b, 

1990). Zebra finches indigenous to Australia {Taeniopygia guttata castanotis) have been 

cross-fostered to the other subspecies of zebra finch, i.e. those indigenous to the Lesser 

Sundas Islands {Taeniopygia guttata guttata). The song phrase of T. g. castanotis is 

shorter, with fewer elements per phrase, and is a lower frequency than of the 7. g. guttata 

song. When cross-fostering between the two subspecies was performed, song elements 

were learned readily by male chicks, but subspecific song-phrase structure was retained, 

indicating a strong genetic component to this aspect of zebra finch song (Clayton 1990). 

Within-subspecies cross-fostering to determine the genetic and environmental influences 

on juvenile zebra finch song acquisition has not been directly tested previous to the 

current study. 

Zebra finches have also been cross-fostered to other finch species. Clayton cross-

fostered zebra finches to Bengalese finches {Lonchura striata). Clayton sought to: 1) 

demonstrate the importance of social factors for selective song learning, 2) examine the 

extent to which these two species will copy their foster-father's song and 3) examine the 

degree of the structural and temporal constraints on copying the other species' song. 

Zebra finch juveniles cross-fostered to Bengalese finches learned Bengalese finch song 

elements, but the juveniles' songs differed from their foster parents. Song elements were 
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not repeated as often per song phrase, and song-phrases were shorter, with fewer 

elements per phrase (Clayton 1989b) in the zebra finch pupils. That is, the songs were 

typical of zebra finch song in structure, but typical of Bengalese song in elements that 

comprised the songs. Clayton also found that social contact in the nest during the first 35 

days after hatching had a strong effect on what was learned. Some juveniles were placed 

with two foster fathers in succession, one during the first 35 days after hatching and 

another during days 35-70. If the second foster father was a different species than the 

juvenile's father or first foster father, then the juvenile had a reduced tendency to learn 

his second foster father's song. Sometimes these juveniles incorporated song elements 

from their first foster father's song into their song (Clayton 1987a). Experience in the 

nest during the first 35 days after hatching therefore affected what the juveniles in 

Clayton's (1987a) study learned. 

Previous cross-fostering experiments using zebra finches have therefore revealed 

a great deal about song learning. In summary, 1) there is a different likelihood of 

copying due to the timing and exposure to the father present in the nest (Clayton 1987a; 

Slater et ciL 1988). 2) The ability to learn song remains until suitable experience can be 

gained, (if a male chick is isolated from other birds and then placed with a live model, he 

can learn that model's song even if he is past his memorization phase of song 

development up to 120 days of age (Slater et al. 1993; Eales 1987a)). Additionally, 3) the 

likelihood of song copying differs between tutor and pupil when they are different 

species—song elements can be copied, song structure is not (Clayton 1989b, 1990) and 

4) zebra finch chicks will preferentially learn the song of the male that raises him, even if 
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the foster father is a Bengalese finch (Clayton 1989b; Immelmann 1969). Finally, 5) 

cross-fostering between species and between subspecies can inform us as to certain 

constraints on behavioral development, such as the temporal rearrangement that occurs 

when a juvenile zebra finch uses a Bengalese song model (Clayton 1989b, 1990). 

These experimental designs have revealed a great deal about the larger scale 

genetic constraints on song acquisition, imprinting and temporal sensitivity to a song 

tutor. These studies were not designed to provide the juvenile with a high degree of 

individual song choice. The purpose of this experiment is to explore the possibility of a 

more specific genetic influence—that of the juvenile's father. The finding that zebra 

finch song structure does not waver, even if the song tutor is another subspecies or 

another species with a song with a very different song structure indicates that there is a 

genetic component to zebra finch song. The purpose of the present study was to delve 

more deeply into the specificity of this genetic template that serves to shape a young 

zebra finch's song. This study tested the sensitivity of the genetic song template. Could a 

template be so sensitive as to direct a juvenile's song choice even among different 

conspecific songs? 

Hypothesis to Explain Whv a Pupil Copies His Father 

This study explored the possibility of a specific genetic influence on song 

choice—the influence of the juvenile's father. The previous findings that zebra finch 

song structure does not waver, even when the song tutor is another subspecies or species, 

indicates that there is a genetic component to zebra finch song. Could this genetic song 
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template be so sensitive as to direct a juvenile's song choice even among different 

conspecific songs? Essentially a zebra finch chick can have three different types of 

fathers: 1) a genetic father that does not rear the chick, 2) a rearing father that is not 

related to the chick (as in the case of a cross-fostering design) and 3) a genetic father that 

also rears the chick. The first hypothesis proposed is that zebra finch song pupils will 

learn their father's song. Zann (1990) reports that 66% of juveniles choose their father's 

song in the wild. A juvenile which chooses the song of the male in the nest may accrue 

fitness benefits by minimizing the time and effort spent in song acquisition because they 

spend most of the time during their first sensitive phase with him (Zann 1996). A juvenile 

could also accrue fitness benefits by copying the song that is easiest and therefore fastest 

to learn. If the pupil's genetic template gives that pupil a "head start" on learning his 

genetic father's song, the pupil should copy his genetic father's song. Two mechanisms 

could therefore result in a juvenile copying his father. 1) If the juvenile chooses the song 

heard prior to fledging, he should choose his foster father's song. This result would 

indicate that the environmental exposure to song is a stronger predictor of song choice 

than is the genetic component of song. If, however, song choice was based on matching a 

genetic component of song, then it would be predicted that the genetic father's song 

would be copied in lieu of the rearing father's song. This result would indicate that the 

genetic template is very sensitive and drives song choice towards the song of the male 

that best matches the song of the pupil's template. Different results were predicted in the 

cross-fostering component of this study depending on which mechanism was operating. 
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Both of these mechanisms could have resulted from any benefit derived from a juvenile 

learning his father's song. 

Behavior of the Model as a Predictor of Song Tutor Choice 

Zebra finches are an extremely social species and there has been much 

speculation regarding song tutor choice based on the behavior of the tutor (Immelmann 

1969; Clayton 1987; Williams 1990; Slater ei ai, 1991; Mann and Slater 1995; Slater, 

pers. comm. cited in Zann 1997; Houx and ten Cate 1998). Studies which examined the 

behavior of the tutor as a predictor of song tutor choice have focused both on the 

behavior of the tutor in the context of a relationship with the pupil and also of the tutor's 

behavior in general. 

Results from Previous Studies 

Regarding the behavior of the song tutor, conflicting observations and results as 

varied as aggression (Clayton 1987; Slater, pers. comm. cited in Zann 1997) to parenting 

behavior (Immelmann 1969; Williams 1990) have been hypothesized to play a role in 

song tutor choice. For example, in the case of aggression directed at the pupil as a 

predictor of song tutor choice, Zann (1996) witnessed a complete lack of aggression 

directed by fathers to chicks in the field. Slater et al. (1991) also found that 

aggressiveness on the part of the song model did not affect song model choice. 

Aggressiveness in their study was defined as the adult flying at wire partition between 

himself and the pupil. Slater et al. suggested that social constraints play a part in song 
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tutor choice, with the young bird learning from individuals with whom it forms a social 

bond. Mann and Slater (1995), however, found no evidence of a relationship between 

song tutor choice (where the song tutor was the pupil's father) and aggression, 

allopreening, clumping and shared roosting nests. Their results were supported by Houx 

and tenCate (1998) who also found no clear relationship between aspects of social 

interaction and song copying in zebra finches. Alternatively, Immelmann (1969) and 

Williams (1990) have both reported that the social interactions between a father and son 

are important in song model choice. In these studies categories of behaviors were not 

distinguished from varying degrees of social access to tutors. 

Hypotheses to Explain Whv a Pupil Chooses a Sons Tutor Based on the Tutor's Behavior 

Clayton (1987) suggested that the degree of aggressive behavior directed towards 

pupils by tutors can be used as a predictor of song tutor choice, while Williams (1990) 

found aggression directed towards pupils to have no predictive power. Zann (1996) 

reports observing no clear aggression in the wild. In the present study, free association 

among all individuals in the colony and a quantitative system of behavioral observation 

were combined with social behavior common factor scores to determine the stable 

behavioral traits of the song tutors. The first set of hypotheses for song choice in juvenile 

zebra finches had to do with the presence of the father or foster father in the nest. The 

second set of hypotheses has to do with the use of these stable behavoiral traits as 

predictors of song choice. Some possible hypotheses follow; 1) the pupil will copy the 

song of the most aggressive tutor, 2) the pupil will copy the song of the tutor that has the 
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most contact with females, and 3) the pupii will copy the song of the tutor that shows the 

best parenting skills. 

The Effect of Siblings on Song Similarity 

The question of whether a juvenile's peers can affect song development has rarely 

come in to question because the hypothesized functions of song predict that song should 

be learned from established and successful adult males. There is no question that a 

juvenile zebra finch's song development is strongly shaped by his social environment 

(Slater e/a/. 1988; Zann 1996, 1997). A juvenile's siblings can affect song development 

in species other than zebra finches (Cunningham and Baker 1983; Waser and Marler 

1977; Kroodsma and Pickeret 1984; Petrinovich and Baptista 1987; Byers and Kroodsma 

1992; Baptista and Gaunt 1997; Baptista and Schuchmann 1990; Marler et cil. 1962; 

Marler 1967). In studies of song learning a juvenile zebra finch is often thought of as an 

independent replicate even though he is often housed with other juveniles of the same age 

all progressing through the song developmental process. Given that these juveniles are 

practicing their subsong simultaneously, the potential does exist for these juveniles to 

interact vocally, thus potentially affecting one another's song development. Can juvenile 

zebra finch males that are raised together be considered potential song tutors, or do they 

influence one another's song learning in some other way? 
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Results from Previous Studies 

There is conflicting evidence regarding the effect of clutchmates on zebra finch 

song development. Three studies report no evidence of song development affected by a 

juvenile's peers (Eales 1987a: Slater err//. 1991; Mann and Slater 1995), while five other 

studies report that song development is affected (Tchemichovski ei al. 1998; Volman and 

Khanna 1995; Slater era/. 1993; Eales 1987b; Williams 1990). 

In cross-fostering studies by Slater et al. (1993) juveniles showed the strongest 

similarity of song elements to other song pupils with whom they were raised. These 

juveniles were separated from their parents at an early age. The similarity among pupils 

suggests that in the absence of a suitable song model, pupils used one another's 

developing songs as song models. Pupils were then separated from their peers and placed 

with a tutor after 120 days of age. When pupils were placed back in their peer groups, 

some juveniles dropped elements that were not shared by other members of their group. 

Slater c/ al. (1993) therefore report a "positive" effect of the presence of other juveniles 

on song similarity under these unusual rearing conditions, i.e. juveniles raised together 

without an adult song tutor will converge on similar songs. This result raises the 

possibility that even in the presence of adult tutors, juveniles may influence song 

emergence in one another. 

Eales (1987b) reported that that siblings raised together had a high degree of song 

similarity. The amount of song sharing between brothers, however, was confounded 

between sharing the same song model and the presence of brothers. It is therefore unclear 

from the results of this study whether siblings positively affected song sharing in one 
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another. In a similar design, Williams' (1990) performed an open aviary study in which 

pupils could freely interact with all available song models. Her results showed that the 

greatest resemblance of songs was between brothers, but once again, it is unclear whether 

brothers sang the most similar songs because they were raised by the same tutor their 

common father), or because they were exposed to one another's vocal developmental 

process. 

To date, only two studies have been specifically designed to test whether pupils 

have an effect on one another's song development. Volman and Khanna (1995) 

investigated whether juveniles never exposed to adult zebra finch song would use one 

another as song models. They found that the songs of brothers raised together without an 

adult tutor were as similar to one another as the songs of brothers raised together with an 

adult song model. The authors hypothesized that if untutored brothers raised together 

copy song elements from one another, then it is plausible that under normal rearing 

conditions they might influence one another's vocal development. Tchemichovski et al. 

(1998) found that the greater the number of siblings that a juvenile grew up with, the 

shorter the mean duration of the song phrase and the fewer the mean number of song 

elements copied from the father. They called this "negative" effect on song similarity 

fraternal inhibition. 

In the present study chicks of the same age were cross-fostered between nest 

boxes within the aviary. Cross-fostered juveniles were raised by foster parents but could 

still interact with their father and all of their brothers, genetic and foster, after they had 

fledged. Using a hierarchical General Linear Model allowed us to partial out the effect of 
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Conclusion 

The present study sought to clarify the predictors of song choice in juvenile zebra 

finches given an open aviary, which allowed the free association of individuals. The 

present design followed from the results of a large number of previous laboratory studies 

that raised questions about the interactions between various social tutors that serve as 

song sources. These factors can best be separated in an environment that allowed pupils a 

choice from several songs and tutors. The strengths of this study include: 1) the use of 

cross-correlation to validate a method of quantifying song copying behavior, 2) a 

measure of stable behavior of the adults in the colony, 3) cross-fostering within the same 

aviary and 4) a hierarchical GLM to test several different competing hypotheses of song 

choice in zebra finches. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 

Abstract 

Possible predictors of song choice in juvenile zebra finches include: the rearing 

relationship of the tutor to the pupil, the genetic relationship between tutor and pupil, and 

the behavior of the song tutor. The methods used for this study were chosen so that the 

researchers could allow spontaneous social interaction among the members of a captive 

colony of zebra finches so that the pertinent variables in song choice in juveniles could be 

explored. Techniques included: the development of a systematic method of measuring 

song copying behavior, within-species cross-fostering, and a quantitative system of 

behavioral observation. Cross-fostering was used to determine genetic versus 

environmental components involved in song model choice. Behavioral observations of 

the members of the colony were performed in an aviary, which mimicked their natural 

environment. A method for comparing model and pupil song was developed and tested 

against an established method in order to determine the best measure of song copying 

behavior. Additionally, an empirical versus theoretical range of song similarity measure 

was determined. Birds were randomly chosen for bi-weekly one-zero behavioral 

sampling using a 52-item behavioral ethogram. These observations were used to 

determine the social behavior of the birds and thus the relevant behavioral predictors of 

song model choice. A hierarchical GLM was used for the analysis of this data. The song 

analysis method developed for this study proved to be reliable and provided greater 

resolution with regard to the significance of the various predictors of song model choice. 
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Genetic and social (i.e., genetic versus foster father) predictors of song model choice 

were also revealed. 

Subjects: Care, Housing, Identification and Assignment to Nests 

Twelve female and twelve male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata castanotis) of 

the wild type color morph were attained from the Magnolia Bird Farm of Anaheim, CA 

and local breeders in the Tucson, AZ area. Birds were attained from different suppliers in 

order to ensure an adequate degree of genetic variability within the population. The 

population resided in an off-campus aviary for approximately 9 months, and was then 

moved to an on-campus indoor aviary for the duration of the study, which lasted for 19 

months. The population was allowed to breed for four 3-month periods. In an attempt to 

encourage synchronous breeding attempts between pairs, nest boxes were removed after 

each cohort had reached adulthood and were replaced after a breeding hiatus. Chicks 

were switched between 3 and 5 days of age, well before song could be learned or chicks 

could imprint on their parents'. Clutches were synchronized so that chicks of 

approximately the same age and size (within 1 or 2 days of hatching) were available for 

cross-fostering. 

' Zebra finch neural song learning pathway development begins at about IS days of age and is completed at 
about 55 days of age (Bottjer e/ at.. 1985: Doupe 1993; Johnson and Bottjer 1992; Kontshi and Akutagawa 
1985; Mooney and Rao 1994; Nordeen and Nordeen 1988). 
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The aviary for the first cohort was located approximately 7.25 km northwest of 

the University of Arizona, in Tucson, Arizona on a private property. The 3 x 3 x 3 m 

aviary was constructed of a wooden frame wrapped with two layers of galvanized steel 

chicken wire. A 2 x 2 x 9 m double-door entrance was located at the northeast comer to 

prevent any birds from escaping. Twelve 10 x 10 x 10 cm wooden nest boxes were 

evenly spaced 1.5 m up from the floor up to the ceiling on the east wall. This aviary was 

located outdoors. The aviary for the second, third and fourth cohorts was located on the 

U n i v e r s i t y  o f  A r i z o n a  c a m p u s  i n  T u c s o n ,  A r i z o n a .  T h e  a v i a r y  f r a m e  m e a s u r e d  3 x 2 x 2  

m and was constructed from 1 1/4 inch PVC pipe that was then wrapped with sheets of 

1.5cm galvanized wire mesh. The interior was provided with seventeen wooden nest 

boxes placed .6 m part and several multitiered wooden perches. This aviary was located 

indoors. The density of the birds in the aviary did not exceed that of more densely 

populated breeding colonies found in the wild (Zann 1996)." 

The zebra finches were free fed Arizona Feeds brand finch mix birdseed 

manufactured by Eagle Milling, 4743 N. Highway Dr., Tucson, AZ, with one ounce of 

Clovite brand horse vitamins manufactured by Fort Dodge Animal House, Fort Dodge, 

Iowa, stirred in for every pound of seed. They were also provided with water and cuttle 

bones. Full-spectrum lighting was provided for the indoor aviary using 40WTI2 Excella 

brand full-spectrum fluorescent light bulbs manufactured by S.L.I., U.S.A.. Dried 

timothy grass and 2 cm diameter cotton rope was cut into 2-3 cm lengths, shredded and 

* An Animal Care Protocol proposal was submitted to the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(lACUC) on June 12, 1996, and was approved July 10, 1996 (Protocol Control #96-084). 
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used for nesting material. Repeated behavioral observations of nest building and 

maintenance was used to assign residency in nest boxes and parentage of chicks, as 

described by Mann and Slater (1994). Residency in nest boxes was established when an 

individual was observed moving nesting material into a nest box on repeated occasions. 

Chicks were uniquely marked with a non-toxic blue marker on the bottoms of their feet 

and on their chests, in order to identify them while they were too small to color band. 

Zebra finches were individually color banded using open plastic finch bands and 

aluminum size D open bands manufactured by A. C. Hughes, 1 High Street, Hampton 

Hill, England. 

Cross-fostering 

Chicks were switched between nests before they were 5 days old, and all crosses 

were performed between nest boxes within the colony. Chicks of approximately the same 

age were transferred between nest boxes. This ensured that all siblings were the same size 

and could compete for food. An attempt was made to make reciprocal crosses between 

nests so that the songs of genetic brothers and foster brothers could be compared within 

and between nest boxes. Half-clutches were cross-fostered while the other half remained 

with their biological parents. Therefore, the environmental component of variance in 

song that results from a shared nest could be separated from the genetic component of 

song similarity between siblings that remained in their natal nests. Chicks remained in 

their natal or foster nests until they fledged, at about 17 days of age. To control for 

handling effects, uncross-fostered chicks were given equal handling time. Individuals 
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remained in the aviary until they reached sexual maturity, at which point their songs were 

recorded. The development of songs (Immelmann 1965) and distance calls (Zann 1985) 

is complete by the age of 80 days, so recordings taken at the age of 100 days should 

reflect sexual maturity (Zann 1990). 

Song Recording 

Normal zebra finch song consists of one song phrase repeated several times 

during a bout of singing. Each phrase is made up of about 3 to 13 song elements, where 

an element is defined as the smallest distinct, continuous trace on a zebra finch sonogram. 

Two elements are occasionally fused and learned as one by the juvenile male. In this case 

the observed "single" element would be counted as two elements, which was their state 

when sung by the adult (Clayton 1987). According to Zann (1990), song bouts vary 

considerably in duration and structure within individuals, but the single song phrase 

remains fixed in structure and duration once learned, which makes it the appropriate unit 

of analysis. At least three phrases from each individual were recorded for analysis. 

Recordings were done using a Marantz 3 head portable cassette recorder, model number 

PMD211, a Dak super-directional shotgun niicrophone, model number UEM-83R, using 

90 minute TDK SA high bias EC II/TYPE II tapes. 

Differing Techniques for Song Analysis 

The present study required a measure to determine the degree to which two song 

elements matched or did not match between each pupil-model pair. Additionally, a 
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measure of song element sequence similarity between pupils and models was also 

required. Cross-correlation was used for establishing an empirical 0% match and an 

empirical 100% match between song elements sung by different birds. A dichotomous 

key was constructed for keying out the song elements. Thirteen categories of song 

elements were developed and Likert scales were adapted from Williams (1990) to 

reliably identify song matches between model-pupil pairs. I compared the results of the 

methodology developed in this study with the song similarity index developed by Eales 

(1985) and followed by Bohner (1986), Clayton (1987, 1988), and Zann (1990). 

Sonographic Equipment 

Sonographic and cross-correlation analyses of the phrases and elements was 

performed through the use of Canary version 1.2.1, a sound analysis program developed 

at the Laboratory of Ornithology at Cornell University. 

Determination of Empirical versus Theoretical Range of Song Similaritv Measure 

It is unrealistic to expect a pupil to make an exact copy of a model's song element 

when the model itself exhibits day to day variation in song. Therefore, "true" matches of 

song elements between models and pupils can only be determined when day to day 

variation in song is accounted for. The cross-correlation method called the "sound 

comparative method" used in this study was described by Clark et aL (1987). Nowicki 

and Nelson (1990) compared 1) the "sound comparative method" against 2) visual sorting 

of notes by human observers and 3) k-means cluster analysis based on a principal 
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components analysis of 14 measured acoustic features. The three methods yielded 

generally concordant results. Two-dimensional cross-correlation of digital spectrograms 

was used in this study to determine non-matches between song elements sung by 

different birds and empirical 100% matches between song elements from different birds. 

Cross-correlation is the automated process of 'sliding' a spectrographic 

representation of sound over another spectrographic representation of a sound. The point 

at which the two sounds are as maximally overlapped as they can be yields a peak, and a 

maximal value of percentage of matching between the two sounds. Theoretically, the 

cross-correlation values range between 0 and 1 for any two sounds being compared. For 

example, two spectrograms of the same sound will yield a cross-correlation value of 1. 

However, because of variable recording conditions, in practice, the same song recorded 

from an individual on different occasions is unlikely to yield a 1.0 value. Therefore, a 

comparison of a bird to itself on different occasions should establish the value range for a 

"perfect empirical match". In order to establish a value for an empirical 1, the same bird's 

matching song elements recorded from different days were cross-correlated. This was 

done for 20 and 30 different randomly chosen birds and randomly chosen song elements 

(JMP IN 3.2.1, 1997). This value established the differences in song due to day to day 

variability in the subject's singing and in the recording environment. Zebra finch song 

elements can be extremely different and still share some of the same frequencies. An 

empirical 0 was therefore also established by cross-correlating 20 randomly chosen song 

elements from randomly chosen pupils with 20 other randomly chosen song elements 

from randomly chosen models. Once the values that represented the empirical 1 and 0 
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were known, pupil to model song element matches could then be compared. This was 

done for 20 pupil-model song element matching pairs, and song element matching pairs 

were established by taking the visually best matching model's song element from the 

subcategory that the pupil's song element had been assigned to. 

Song Element Matching 

Most studies of zebra finch song learning have relied on human observers visually 

matching spectrographic representation of song by using tracing paper copies (Bohner 

1983, 1990; Clayton 1987a, 1987b; Eales 1985, 1987a, 1987b; Price 1979; Arnold 1975; 

Immelmann 1967, 1969). Independent observers were generally only used in ambiguous 

cases, but initial decisions were usually confirmed (Bohner 1990). Several studies of 

zebra finch song analysis and the comparison of juvenile to adult model songs included 

the method devised by Eales (1985) (Bohner 1983; Clayton 1987, 1988; Zann 1990). In 

this technique the elements of the song-phrase were matched between the pupil and 

model and the percentage of song elements in common was calculated. Two measures of 

song learning were used: the percentage of the pupil's song learned from a particular 

model song, and the percentage of the particular model's song learned by the pupil. The 

percentage of the pupil's song learned from a particular model's song was called 

"Proportion" and was compared to the method developed in this study. 

A dichotomous key was developed in order to reliably and systematically 

categorize song elements. The dichotomous key allowed for the systematic categorization 

of song elements in order to reduce ambiguity (see Sturdy et al. 1999a). The 13 
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categories that emerged from this analysis bear striking similarity to Zann's 14 types of 

song elements that were derived from his sampling of 402 wild and 47 domesticated 

zebra finch songs (Zann 1993b). 

Description and Construction of the Element Classification Criteria 

Development of the dichotomous key was guided by first classifing elements into 

groups based on gross and then finer-grained distinctions. For example, the first 

distinction made in the key asked whether the song element was a noise or a harmonic, or 

some combination of the two. Harmonics were defined as sounds that produced one or 

more amplitude peaks (in dB) per kHz of frequency. This was done using fast Fourier 

transforms analysis (FFT) (see Canary 1.2.1). Noises were defined as sounds that did not 

produce several amplitude peaks using FFT. Song elements were defined as continuous 

traces of sound separated by breaks where no sound was made. Therefore, if a model's 

song element was a combination of a harmonic and a noise, for example, it was 

considered as one element. If a pupil fused two song elements that were separate in the 

model, they were considered separate for song element matching. The first step for 

keying out an element was to determine whether the song element was composed of a 

single harmonic or noise, a combination of two or more harmonics, or a complex 

harmonic and a noise. The element was then labeled accordingly. 

INSERT RGURE 2-1 
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For example, the noise in Figure 2-1 (see b.) had the following final classification: 

INBlaiii. This label described that this element was a noise, i.e. T" indicated that this is 

the first or only element, and "N" indicated that this was a noise and not a harmonic. This 

noise had white patches (indicated by "B") which indicated that the shape of this element 

was "stepped" (the grey is not evenly spread within the visual representation of the 

element). This noise was designated as being "long", which was indicated by the number 

" 1". "Long" was defined by a song element being > 9ms, and "short" was defined by the 

element < 9ms long. This noise was also called a "wide-band harmonic", which was 

indicated by the lowercase letter "a". A "wide-band harmonic" was 6 kHz or more in 

frequency, while a "narrow-band harmonic" was < 6 kHz in frequency. This particular 

element also has multiple dark spots (indicated by "iii"), which indicate the presence of 

tones in the song element. 

If an element had two parts (see "c" and "d" in Figure 2-1), the first part of the 

element was keyed out first in exactly the same way as an element with only one noise or 

harmonic. The second part of the element was keyed out in exactly the same way as the 

first part, except that instead of "I", "11" was used to indicate that it was the second part of 

the element. For example, element "d" in Figure 2-1 would have the following 

classification: IHB2biIINAlai. Please see Appendix B: Dichotomous Key Instructions 

and Definitions for a copy of the key itself and a full description of the definitions 

involved. 
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Description and Construction of the Sons Element Catalogue 

Zann (1993) sampled songs from 402 wild zebra finches to describe the structure 

of the song phrase. He compared the results of wild zebra finch song structure to that of 

47 domesticated zebra finches, and found little difference between wild and domesticated 

song. He identified 14 types of song elements. In the present study 13 element types (or 

categories) were identified from the songs of the 14 adult males present in the aviary. 

Song element categories were identified through the use of the dichotomous key in the 

following manner; first, all song elements were keyed out, thus giving them each a label. 

The next step was to print out each of the spectrographic representations of the model's 

songs and to cut out each of the song elements. Song elements were then glued onto 

cards, grouping those with similar labels. These cards were then sorted hierarchically into 

groups (termed categories and subcategories) containing generally similar elements. This 

yielded a total of 13 groups of song element types, some of which contained as many as 

26 different song elements and 7 different subcategories (see Figure 2-2) (e.g. Element 

Category A). At the other extreme, some categories contained only one element, e.g. 

Element Category G. 

INSERT FIGURE 2-2 

Description of Sons Similarity Scale 

Rating finer-grained matches between model-pupil pairs and pupil-pupil pairs, i.e. 

within sub-category rating scale to establish exact matches, was established using 

modifications to Williams' (1990) method. Please see Table 2-1 for a description of this 
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rating scale. The SS total between a pupil and tutor was the sum of all of that pupil's song 

elements compared to each tutor's song elements. An SS value was therefore determined 

for each pupil and all of the tutors available to that pupil. 

INSERT TABLE 2-1 

Song Element Copving Sequence 

Rating the sequence retention of elements in song copying also followed the 

method developed by Williams (1990). See Table 2-2 for a description of the song 

element sequence similarity (SES) rating scale. When rating the sequence retention of 

song elements, it was unreasonable to compare every pupil song element to every model 

song element, because a pupil's song element could only share sequence with a model's 

song element if there was some level of similarity between the song element in question. 

Therefore, pupil's song elements were compared to model's songs that shared an element 

in the same subcategory, which are defined as elements that share a similarity ranking of 

"3" or "4" for measure of song element sequence (SS) copying. In Williams' (1990) study 

the SS and SES indices were averaged, thus giving them equal weighting. In the current 

study the indices were analyzed separately in order to help us discern the importance of 

retained or rearranged song element order on song copying. The SES total between a 

pupil and tutor was the sum of all of that pupil's song elements that scored a 3 or a 4 on 

the SS scale compared to that tutor's song elements. An SES value was therefore 

determined for each pupil and all of the tutors available to that pupil. 
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INSERT TABLE 2-2 

Rational for Using Likert Scales 

A Likert scale is an ordinal ranking scale. Following Williams (1990), two 5-

point Likert scales were used to rank similarity between a model and a pupil's song 

elements with regard to 1) song element similarity (SS) and 2) song element sequence 

(SES) similarity. Williams (1990) stated that "the intervals between scores cannot be 

assumed to be constant, and therefore averaged similarity scores cannot be used for 

statistical comparison". For this reason Williams (1990) used non-parametric statistical 

methods for the analysis of her Likert data. Similarly, Joreskog (1994) questioned the 

validity of maximum likelihood estimates from covariances based on polytomous {e.g. 

Likert data) rather than continuous variables. Tepper and Hoyle (1996) compared the 

analyses of covariances based on theoretical continuous variables that underlay their 5-

point Likert data with results from maximum likelihood estimation from covariances 

based on the observed {i.e. continuous) data. The differences in the results of the analysis 

were negligible. It was therefore concluded by Tepper and Hoyle (1996) that the use of 

Likert data in parametric techniques was appropriate. 

In the present study, I used Likert scales to rate two aspects of song element 

copying on 0-4 scales. Each Juvenile's song contained a range of 2-7 song elements with 

a mean of 4.93 song elements. This means that each juvenile's song was rated on a 0-35 

Likert scale. The 35 point maximum was calculated by multiplying 5 possible Likert 
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points times 7 song eiements—the maximum copied by a juvenile. These expanded Likert 

scales render this data more amenable for parametric statistical analysis. 

Measures of Behavior 

Behavioral Data Encoding and Aggregation 

Birds were randomly sampled with replacement in 5-minute observation intervals. 

Each 5-minute observation period was further divided into ten 30-second intervals. The 

subject (focal bird) was the bird randomly chosen for each 5-minute observation period. 

Object birds were any other birds that interacted with the subject bird during an 

observation period. Subject birds were randomly chosen and sampled twice weekly, once 

by each of the two observation teams. Observation teams were comprised of two 

observers. Observers were undergraduate students that received over 60 hours of training 

over six weeks in preparation for recording behavioral observations. Observers were 

trained in 1) quickly identifying all of the individuals within the colony on sight, 2) 

memorizing the definitions of each of the 52 behaviors on the zebra finch behavioral 

ethogram (see Appendix H), and 3) memorizing the location of the behavior on the data 

recording sheet in order to keep an almost constant eye on the subject bird. Observers did 

not communicate with one another during observation periods about the subject besides 

his or her location. Behaviors received either a one or a zero score during each of the ten 

30-second intervals of each sampling period. A behavior that did not occur during the 30-

second interval received a score of zero, while a behavior that did occur one or more 

times received a score of one. Scores for all behaviors were tallied at the end of the 5-
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minute observation period. Observer A and observer B's scores for each behavior were 

then averaged. Sixteen trained observers were used in pairwise combinations in the 

present study. 

This system of One-zero Focal Animal Sampling was originally adapted for use 

with ceropithecine monkeys and was developed and validated over 18 years of use both 

in captivity and in the wild (R.J. Rhine, personal communication in Figueredo ei al. 

1992). This system, described by Figueredo ei al. (1992), allows for the simultaneous 

sampling of multiple behaviors on the same focal (subject) animal at the same time. Five-

minute sampling periods were broken up into ten 30-second intervals. If a behavior 

occurred once or several times in any 30-second interval, that behavior received a score 

of "1" while behaviors that did not occur received a "0". Therefore, no distinction was 

made between single and multiple occurrences of a behavior within any sampling 

interval. One-zero behavioral sampling allowed observers to concentrate on recording 

other behaviors for the remainder of each interval. The 30-second interval "1" and "0" 

scores were summed across each 5-minute period for each separate behavioral item, 

which yielded numerical scores for each of the 52 behaviors (Figueredo et al. 1992). 

These scores are called the "Hansen frequencies" per observation session. Raw item 

scores were averaged across the two observers, which is expected to be a more reliable 

score than that of a single observer (Figueredo et al. 1992). 
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Methodolosv for Testing the Reliability of Behavioral Data 

Reliability has traditionally been determined by the correlation between the scores 

for two observers over multiple occasions. Reliability can also be thought of in terms of 

Classical Test Theory, in which the total variance is composed of the true score variance 

and the error variance. The true score variance is the component of the score for the 

measured variable that was shared between both observers, while the error variance 

reflects differences between observer scores. For example, observer A may have recorded 

that the subject zebra finch "flies" at least once in 3 of the 10 30-second observation 

intervals, while observer B may have recorded that the subject "flies" during 5 of the 10 

30-second observation intervals. The average of the two observers for that particular 

subject during that sampling session on that behavior ("flies") would be 4. We can 

aggregate across all measurement occasions to get a more robust measure of the true 

score variance with aggregation over observers for that particular subject on that 

behavior. We compare this to the error variance, which is the variance between 

observers, to yield a measure of reliability between the two observers. In this study 

reliability was tested across all pairs of observers. 

Social Relations Model 

The study of social behavior is often difficult, complicated by the very nature and 

complexity of the social environment itself. A social organism's behavior is a result of 

genetics, developmental environment, and interactions with the other individuals. 

Individuals can be grouped into categories, such as sex or age group, which may explain 
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some traction of the behavior. It is no surprise, for example, that male white-crowned 

sparrows, which are territorial song birds, tend to be more aggressive than females. 

Additionally, the existence of specific relationships between individuals can also be used 

to predict an individual's behavior. The relationship between a zebra finch mother and her 

young is generally more affiliative, for example, than is a relationship between unrelated 

individuals. We can therefore use the knowledge of these types of relationships to help 

predict and explain other types of behavior. A Social Relations Model is a specific type 

of hierarchical General Linear Model in which every individual (the subject of a 

behavior) is related to every other individual (the object of a behavior) in a colony (or 

group of individuals) with respect to some type of behavior (the six social common 

factors, to be discussed in the following section). A Social Relations Model is like a 

repeated measures ANOVA design in that for every subject there is not one observation, 

but several. See Table 2-3 for a representative model of a social relations matrix. 

INSERT TABLE 2-3 

In a Social Relations Model of aggressive behavior, for example, the mean number of 

each individual's aggressive interactions with every other individual in the colony is 

calculated. The number that relates a specific pair of individuals is the mean number of 

aggressive interactions for that pair, and a matrix composed of cells relating every 

individual with every other individual is thereby created. The birds, that are the subjects 

of the behaviors, are represented by the columns and the birds that are the objects of 
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behaviors are represented by the rows in the matrix. In a colony composed of 20 

individuals there would be a 20 x 20 Social Relations matrix. The cells of a matrix are 

made up of the average of all of the observations of the interactions between two birds. 

A single observation was comprised of the time and date the observation was 

made, the names of the two observers, the identification of the subject of the behavior, 

the identification of the object of the behavior and the social behavior common factor that 

the behavior was a representative of. See Table 2-4 for the composition of two 

observations entered into their representative cells in their representative Social Relations 

INSERT TABLE 2-4 

matrices. Every cell within a Social Relations matrix represents the mean of the scores of 

the observations taken on the two birds specified by the cell (except for the diagonals, 

which relate each bird to itselO- The type of behavior entered into the cell, e.g. 

aggressive, submissive, affiliative, etceteras, is specified by the type of Social Relations 

matrix. There were six social relations matrixes in this study, one for each of the six 

social common factors. 

The cell means (Cjj) of the Social Relations Model for each common factor were 

calculated by averaging all of the scores for the behaviors that were indicators for that 

common factor. For example, C34 is the cell mean that, over several sampling occasions, 

defines the aggressive relationship of bird 4 directed toward bird 3. There are two cells 

for every pair of individuals on each behavioral matrix. For example, in one of two of 

these cells, bird 3 is the subject of the behavior and bird 4 is the object. Observations 
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including "bird 3 chases bird 4" would be recorded in this cell. "Bird 4 chased bird 3", 

however, would be recorded in the reciprocal cell, i.e. C43. If all of the observations of 

bird 3 with every other bird were averaged, therefore taking the column mean for bird 3, 

the average score for his aggression would be obtained. The score for a subject's 

aggressiveness, averaged across all object birds, is used as an overall measure of 

aggressiveness. If however, a particular bird has a level of aggressiveness that is not 

relatively high, but has a very high cell mean for aggressive behavior with only one 

particular bird, those two birds have an especially aggressive relationship. These two 

birds therefore have an aggressive relationship that is not explained by the organizing 

principles that define either bird. Therefore a Social Relations Model works to define the 

nature of the relationships between the individuals within a colony. 

Social Relations Models have been widely used in studies of primate social 

behavior (Rhine 1972, 1973; Rhine and Kronenwetter 1972). In traditional Social 

Relations Models, the outcomes of the models were behaviors (or behavioral states) 

between each individual and every other individual in each study. In the present study, a 

matrix of song copying behavior was developed. Cell entries were the amount of song 

copied from each adult male by each juvenile male. The adults were therefore the objects 

of the behavior (they were being copied), while the juveniles were the subjects. High row 

means identify adult song models that were more commonly copied. For each juvenile-

adult model pair there was a measure of song copied from that adult by that juvenile. In 

this study, every pupil was compared to every model that he had access to. Some song 

models died after the study was underway, so some models were not present in the aviary 
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aggressively or because she was strongly driven to find nesting material. She also 

happened to display several of the other salient indicators for the social aggression 

common factor, including "chases", "beak fences", "squawks", "threatens" and 

"charges", on a regulai- basis, more so than other females or males. Had this female 

engaged in behaviors more related to nest-building, such as "gathers nesting material", 

"builds/rearranges nest", or "broods", rather than so many aggressive behaviors, her 

feather-plucking behavior could have been ascribed to an entirely different motivational 

state. Her aggressive behavioral trait, however, was confirmed by the presence of the 

other behaviors that had salient loadings on the common factor of social aggression. 

Putting it Ail Together—A Quasi-Experiment 

This study of song learning in zebra finches required the free association of 

individuals in a social environment that approached their natural social environment. All 

of the data (behavioral, song, and relationships to potential song models) were combined 

in a hierarchical General Linear Model. The power of the hierarchical GLM can be used 

to study a socially complex system such as zebra finch bird song development to reveal 

the relevant predictors of song model choice. The observational power of regression can 

be combined with experimental manipulation to test multiple competing hypotheses 

based on theoretically based hierarchical ordering of the variables. This type of study, in 

which experimental manipulations are combined with natural variation in social 

interactions, is called a "quasi-experiment". 
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Description of the Predictor Variables 

The predictor variables for this experiment are presented and their meaning is 

explained in this section. See Appendix G for the operational definitions of the variables. 

PUPIL 

The variable called PUPIL was the identification of the particular juvenile male 

zebra finch that was learning song. 

Social Behavior Common Factors 

An individual's score on a Social Behavior Common Factor (see Figueredo et al. 

1992 for behavioral indicators for the common factors) indicated the degree to which he 

exhibited these behaviors regularly and therefore the degree to which he exhibited this 

internal state regularly. The Social Behavior Common Factors included: Singing and 

Parenting, Social Proximity, Social Contact, Social Submission, Social Aggression and 

Sex and Violence. 

MODEL 

The identification of a particular adult male zebra finch. MODEL contains 

behavioral differences between adult males not contained in the common factors and any 

unmeasured physical differences between adult males that could have affected song 

choice in juvenile zebra finches. 
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GENETIC 

The property of being the young male zebra finch's biological father. 

SOCIAL 

The properly of being the adult male that raises a particular young male zebra 

finch. 

GENETIC*SOClAL 

The property of being both the biological father of the juvenile and the male that 

raised the song pupil in question. GENETIC*SOCIAL is an interaction term that asks 

whether having the properties of both being a juvenile's biological father and the male 

that raises him boosts song copying of that male more than if these effects are simply 

additive. 

MAT ED AYS 

MATEDA YS is defined as the number of days that a song model engaged in pre-

egg laying mating behavior and the number of days that his brood was in gestation while 

an unrelated pupil was learning song. This variable determined the amount of exposure 

that a pupil would have to adult males engaging in a relationship with a mate {i.e. pair

bond maintenance, mating behavior, mate guarding and nest defense (to prevent egg 

dumping by other egg-laden females)). MATEDAYS was determined by counting back 
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in days from tiie time that the first egg was laid to determine the time that the male's mate 

became able to conceive. 

PARENTING DAYS 

PARENTING DAYS is defined as the number of days that a song model's brood 

was fledged to independence while the pupil in question was learning song. During this 

time this male would be engaged in the behaviors of fatherhood. MATEDAYS and 

PARENTING DAYS were included to rule out potentially confounding hypotheses for 

predicting song model choice. The property of being a parent is confounded with the 

behaviors involved in being a good parent. For example, a male may be chosen as a song 

model because he is a father, i.e. he has chicks of his own. Conversely, a male may be 

chosen as a song model, not because he is just a father, but because he is performing the 

behaviors that render a father a good father. The difference between the common factor 

score for Singing and Parenting and the PARENTING DAYS variables was the 

following: the Singing and Parenting common factor measured the degree to which an 

adult male exhibited these behaviors, i.e. was or wasn't an attentive father. PARENTING 

DAYS only indicated the number of days of exposure to a male that was a father, not 

whether he was a good or bad father. 

Description of the Hierarchical General Linear Model 

In a GLM both categorical and continuous variables can be used as predictors of 

the dependent variable (Cohen and Cohen 1969). Under the GLM the characteristic of 
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being a member of a group (e.g. male or female) is a kind of individual characteristic. In 

ANOVA, variables are categorical, such as genetic versus foster parent. In regression, the 

specific characteristics that make up an individual are continuous variables, rather than 

categorical variables. The GLM can be used in the study of systems such as this one, in 

which vital information will be lost if the system is broken down into either rigidly 

controlled experiments (for ANOVA), or into observational studies with no experimental 

manipulations (for regression). 

The hierarchical GLM can also separate the variance shared by two variables by 

allowing the re.searcher to hierarchically order the multiple predictor variables. In a 

hierarchical GLM several statistical tests are run, each one adding a predictor variable to 

the next analysis. For example, the variance explained by the first predictor, predictor 

"A", is subtracted from the variance explained by the first predictor plus the second to 

calculate the semi-partial of predictor "B". The predictor variables can be entered in the 

model in different orders to test different hypotheses. In the present study, for example, it 

was unclear whether the effect of the chick's "gene-environment interaction" predictor 

would be more or less important in the determination of song model choice than the 

"social" predictor experienced by the chick. The order of these two variables was 

switched in two different hypotheses to explain song model choice. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to determine the genetic and social predictors of 

song model choice in juvenile zebra finches. The free interaction of individuals within the 

colony provided the subjects with several different song models to choose from. The 

experimental design allowed the use of a hierarchical GLM for the data analysis 

Additionally, the song analysis method devised for this study was unique in that the 

empirical (versus theoretical) range of song similarity between a pupil and a potential 

song model was determined and used for comparison. The methods allowed for 

complicated questions of relevant predictors of song model choice to be answered. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

Abstract 

Song model choice in juvenile zebra finches was examined in this study. Several 

methods were implemented to determine the relevant variables for song model choice. 

These methods yielded 4 types of results. This study involved the observation and 

measurement of several aspects of song model behavior, the development of a systematic 

and thorough method for the comparison of pupil to tutor songs and cross-fostering 

chicks to nests within the same aviary. The 4 types of results included 1) the reliability of 

song and behavior measures, 2) the raw data and descriptive statistics, 3) the results of 

different measures of song similarity and 4) the results of the hierarchical GLM to 

determine song model choice. The results of this study showed that I) pupils had 

different song copying behavior, 2) several types of tutor behaviors had an effect on song 

model choice and 3) models were differentially copied. Also, 4) the properties of being a 

father or a foster father were significant predictors of song model choice and 5) the 

interaction of "father" and "male that raised the chick" (whether that be the foster father 

or father) was not significant. 6) Brothers raised together were also shown to have a 

negative effect on song similarity. 
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Introduction: 4 Types of Results 

This study yielded 4 types of results. The first type of result was the reliability of 

song and behavior measures. The reliability of song measures included the comparison of 

the reliability of different methods of measuring song copying behavior and the 

convergent validity of these different song analysis methods. The reliability of measures 

of behavior included the reliability of human raters, the internal consistency of behavioral 

items within factors, and the consistency of the song tutors' behavior through time. The 

second type of result was the raw data and descriptive statistics. This included 1) the 

validation of song element matching using cross-correlation to determine an empirical 

versus theoretical range of song similarity for comparison of songs. It also included 2) the 

raw data for the hierarchical General Linear Model (GLM), e.g. song similarity scores 

and cross-fostering information. The third type of result was the comparison of the 

different measures of song similarity. Song similarity was rated using two different 

methods: visual inspection by human observers and the use of a dichotomous key and 

rating scale. The fourth type of result was the product of the hierarchical GLM to 

determine song model choice. Two analyses were run: the first using song similarity (SS) 

as the dependent variable and the second using song element sequence similarity (SES) 

as the dependent variable. 
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Reliability of Song Measures 

Two methods of song analysis comparison were used and contrasted in this study. 

The reliabilities of these two methods were compared to determine the best method for 

measuring song copying behavior. The results of their comparison are reviewed in the 

following section. The convergent validity of these methods was also tested. 

Comparison of Reliabilitv of Different Methods of Measuring Song Copying Behavior 

The two methods of measuring song copying behavior that were compared in this 

study were developed in previous studies of song learning in juvenile zebra finches, as 

introduced in the Methods chapter. The two methods were 1) the song element similarity 

(SS) rating scale used in conjunction with the song element sequence similarity (SES) 

rating scale and 2) the Proportion measure of judging song element similarity. For the 

first method, reliability was tested across one pair of observers for 30 randomly chosen 

song elements, and each song element was rated with regard to both SS and SES. For the 

SS rating scale for observers A and B, a reliability of 95% was determined. For the SES 

rating scale for observers A and B, a reliability of 91% was determined. For the 

Proportion method of quantifying song copying behavior, the inter-occasion reliability of 

song copying behavior was used. In this case the same two observers were used to 

independently rate 30 randomly chosen song elements. The two observers rated the same 

elements twice with a period of at least six months between rating events. The probability 

of getting matches between occasions given chance was calculated using the normal 

approximation to the binomial test (z-test). For the first cohort, 86.1% agreement was 
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reached between occasions (z = 20.82, p < 0.05). For the second cohort, 58.5% 

agreement was reached between occasions (z = 15.38, p < 0.05). For the third cohort, 

98.5% agreement was reached between occasions (z = 15.85, p < 0.05), and for the fourth 

cohort, 55.8% agreement was reached between occasions (z = 12.78, p < 0.05). The 

reliability was therefore greater using the SS and SES methods than it was for the 

Proportion method. 

Histograms were created to show the difference between the two methods of 

measuring song copying behavior. Two histograms were created for each cohort. The 

first displayed the mean SS and SES scores for song models (Tables 3-2a, 3-3a, 3-4a and 

3-5a) and second showed the mean Proportion of song learned from song models (Tables 

3-2b, 3-3b, 3-4b and 3-5b). 

INSERT TABLES 3-2a, 3-2b, 3-3a, 3-3b, 3-4a, 3-4b, 3-5a and 3-5b 

Comparison of the two tables for each cohort reveals a large discrepancy in the amount 

that song models were copied. The Proportion method describes a situation where some 

song models were copied a lot, while others were not copied at all. For example, compare 

the average amount that first cohort pupils (Table 3-2b) copied song tutors 23 and 31. 

According to the Proportion method, song tutor 23 was copied in 20% of pupil's songs 

overall, while song tutor 31 was copied in 0% of pupil's songs. When the average SS and 

SES histogram for the same cohort (Table 3-2a) is examined, it is clear that all song 

tutors are represented by copied song to some degree. The difference between the amount 
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that each song tutor is copied also decreases using the SS and SES methods. In Table 3-

2a, song tutor 23 has an average of 7.8 SS units copied over all pupils and 2.3 SES units. 

Song tutor 31 has an average of 9.5 SS units and 0.6 SES units. The reasons for these 

discrepancies are outlined in the Discussion (Chapter 4). 

Convergent Validity of Song Analysis Methods 

The convergent validity of the methods of measuring song copying behavior was 

determined. The SS and SES methods worked in conjunction with each other—the SS 

method rated the similarity of song elements between two birds and the SES method 

measured song element sequence similarity between the songs of those two birds. The 

Proportion method was an all-or-nothing song copying rating for each song element 

between two birds. A proportion of song copied from each song tutor by each pupil was 

then determined. Roughly, the SS and Proportion analyses measure the degree to which 

song elements were copied, while SES measures the degree to which song element order 

is retained on song copying. SES is not independent from the measure of SS however, 

because it is not possible to examine whether the preceding and following song elements 

match in sequence if the element in the middle doesn't match between the two birds' 

songs in question. For this reason SS and SES are not mutually exclusive. Table 3-1 is a 

correlation matrix, which compares the three different indices of song similarity when 

adjusted for individual subject means. 

INSERT TABLE 3-1 
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Proportion and SS were correlated 0.514, Proportion and SES were correlated 0.643, and 

SS and SES were correlated 0.793, which is not surprising considering that SES is 

dependent on SS. All three methods therefore shared a fairly high correlation with one 

another. 

Reliability of the Behavioral Measures 

Zero-one "hits" on a 52-item behavioral ethogram were aggregated first across 

30-second intervals within each 5-minute session, then across observers, then across 

indicators of the common factors, and then over the entire time that the bird was under 

observation in this study. A "hit" refers to whether the behavior did (hit) or did not (not a 

hit) occur. At each stage of aggregation, reliability and validity coefficients were obtained 

supporting the psychometric utility of the procedure and providing estimates of the 

interobserver reliabilities, convergent validities, and temporal stabilities of the behavioral 

observations on each individual. 

Reliability of Raters 

A more robust measure of the true score variance with aggregation over observers 

for a particular subject on a particular behavior can be obtained by aggregating across all 

measurement occasions. This true score variance is compared to the error variance, 

which is the variance between observers, to yield a measure of reliability between the two 

observers. In this study reliability was tested across all pairs of observers and ETA was 
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calculated to be .639 (Intra-class Correlation, R"= .408, F (779,29275) = 25.95, p < 

0.0001). 

Internal Consistency of Behavioral Items within Factors 

The internal consistency of behavioral items within factors was calculated to be 

.59 (Intra-class Correlation, R"= .35, F (3335,12243) = 1.98, p <0.0001). The correlation 

of items within factors was .59, which is the degree to which these items were similar as 

measures of the same underlying motivational construct. For example, "contacts" and 

"huddles" are both salient indicators for the common factor for Social Contact, so they 

both act as measures for the underlying motivational state of affection for the individual 

that is the object of the attention. An individual that huddles for an extended period of 

time with another may, however, be showing more affection than an individual that 

briefly contacts (touches) another; both behaviors act as positive indicators of the same 

underlying motivational state, just not to the same degree. The internal consistency rating 

of .59 indicates the degree to which items that loaded saliently on the same factor were 

similar as measures of the motivational state represented by that factor. 

Models' Behavior—Consistency through Time 

Classical Test Theory was used to aggregate the state of an individual over 

several sampling occasions to calculate the trait of that individual. The state of an 

individual pertains to the day to day behavior of a subject, while the trait of an individual 

is defined as an individual's behavior pattern consistent through time. Classical Test 
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Theory (or more specifically, Test-Retest Reliability) dictates that an individual's 

behavioral trait is represented by the true score variance, while the variance of the state of 

the subject, more variable by definition, is represented by the error variance. An 

individual may, for example, be relatively and predictably submissive when compared to 

other birds, but may have been observed being aggressive to another member of the 

colony on a sampling occasion. His behavioral trait was therefore submissive, while his 

behavioral state on that day was aggressive. Measures of the number of "hits" on items 

that load saliently on the aggressiveness common factor yield a measure of an 

individual's trait for proclivity towards aggressive behavior. When taken over several 

sampling occasions these "hits" yield a measure of that subject's general level of 

aggressiveness (true score variance). The variance in the measure of his day-to-day 

peaks and valleys in aggressiveness level are the error variance when referring to his 

behavioral trait for aggressiveness. In other words, there are some days when an 

individual is more aggressive than on other days, but the mean aggressiveness level of a 

less aggressive individual is lower than that of a more aggressive individual overall. The 

temporal stability of an individual's behavior was therefore calculated using Classical 

Test Theory by summing behavioral scores across occasions. ETA was equal to .219 

(Intra-class Correlation, R"= .048, F (89,3246) = 1.86, p < 0.0001), which relates to how 

predictable an individual's behavior was from day to day. In this study, 4.8% of the 

variance in a zebra finch's behavior across measurement occasions could be predicted 

from the overall average of his behavioral common factor scores, while the remainder of 

the variance in his behavior could not be predicted from these scores. 
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Raw Data and Descriptive Statistics 

This section includes the measures of song copying behavior between each song 

model-pupil pair, the genetic and social relationships between each model-pupil pair and 

peer-pupil pair and the raw data for the MATEDAYS and PARENTING DAYS 

variables. Representative song-phrases from each song tutor are presented. This section 

also includes the pupil-peer song similarity values and a table of the behavioral factor 

scores for each of the six social behavior factors for the song tutor. The Descriptive 

Statistics section includes several histograms. The first set compares the different 

methods of quantifying song copying behavior. These tables are comprised of the 

average that each song tutor's song was copied for each of the different measures of song 

copying. The second set show how each song tutor compared to all other song tutors on 

each of the six social behavior common factors. Finally, the last set includes a histogram 

for each song tutor and his behavioral factor scores to illustrate his behavioral proclivities 

that may have affected song tutor choice in the pupils. 

Raw Data 

The raw data for each of the 58 subjects in this study is presented in Appendix D 

(Tables D-l through D-58) for pupil-tutor song copying behavior. Each of the 58 

subjects' information is featured in a separate table. For example, the information relating 

to Pupil #2 is displayed in Appendix D-l. Each table shows the relationship between the 

pupil and the song tutors that he had exposure to. Additionally, each table features all 
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three of the song similarity scores with relation to each song tutor/model (i.e. SS, SES 

and Proportion), the cohort that pupil was raised in, and the number of days of exposure 

to song tutors/models engaging in parenting behavior and mating behavior. 

The raw data for the peer to pupil (juvenile to juvenile) song copying behavior is 

located in Appendix D. Each of the 58 subject's data is featured in a separate table. Two 

measures of song copying behavior (SS and SES) between each pupil and all of his 

potential peers are listed in these tables. Each of these tables shows all peers available for 

song copying, their foster and/or genetic relationship to the pupil in question and SS and 

SES scores for each of the pupil-peer pairs of juveniles. Figure 3-1 shows a 

representative song-phrase from each adult song tutor. Each of the song elements is 

labeled in this figure in relation to its location in the song-phrase. Song element labels 

were used to identify each song element for song categorization and song element 

matching purposes. 

INSERT RGURE 3-1 

Figure 3-2 shows a matched and a non-matched song-phrase between a pupil and the 

song tutor he copied and the same pupil and his father's song-phrase. 

INSERT HGURE 3-2 
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Descriptive Statistics 

Tables 3-2a tiirough 3-5a are histograms that show the average amount that each 

song tutor was copied, with a different histogram for each of the four cohorts. These 

histograms show the degree to which tutors were or were not copied in a given cohort and 

the variance in song copying behavior from cohort to cohort using the SS and SES 

methods of measuring song copying behavior. Tables 3-2b through 3-5b show the mean 

percentage of song copied using the Proportion method for the song tutors in each of the 

four cohorts. These Proportion tables will be examined later in a discussion of the 

differences between the methods of song analysis. 

INSERT TABLES 3-2a, 3-3a, 3-4a and 3-5a 

These histograms show that 1) all song models/tutors were copied to some degree or all 

song models share similar song elements that are indistinguishable using any of the 

methods of song copying behavior used in this study. 2) There is variance in song 

copying behavior between song models and 3) the degree to which pupils retained song 

element sequence (SES) varied greatly from song model to song model. 

Each song model had a factor score for each of the six behavioral common 

factors. The six common factors were Singing and Parenting, Social Proximity, Social 

Contact, Social Submission, Social Aggression and Sex and Violence. The factor scores 

for each song model are listed in Table 3-6. Histograms of each of the six behavioral 

common factors were created to show the variance between song models on a given 
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behavior (see Tables 3-7 through 3-12). These tables show that there is a great deal of 

variance between individuals on all of the common factors. 

INSERT TABLES 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11 and 3-12 

Histograms were also created for each of the 14 song models and their behavior on all six 

common factors (see Tables 3-13 through 3-27). Clearly, the song models used in this 

study were all very different with regard to their behavior. The variation between song 

models/tutors provided diverse choices for pupils if song model choice was at all 

dependent on the model's behavior. 

INSERT TABLES 

3-13, 3-14,3-15, 3-16, 3-17, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20, 

3-21,3-22, 3-23,3-24, 3-25,3-26,3-27 

Validation of Song Element Matching Using Cross-correlation 

Cross-correlation is an automated analysis of two sonographic representations of 

sound. A computer essentially "passes" one sonograph over the other. When the two 

sonographs overlap as much as they can, a peak correlation between the two sonographs 

is calculated and is used as a measure of their similarity. This method was used to 

determine the validity of the measures of song copying behavior developed for this study. 
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Establishing Empirical Evidence for Song Copying Matches and Non-Matches 

To set the value range for a "perfect empirical match", a comparison of a bird's 

song to itself on different occasions was performed. An n = 20 yielded a mean of .809 

with a standard deviation of .067. The distribution for the n = 30 values yielded a mean of 

.805 with a standard deviation of .072. The differences between the analyses were 

negligible, .so groups of 20 were used for the remaining analyses. The mean value of .809 

revealed that day to day variation in singing and in the recording environment exists. This 

mean value indicated the correlation value to expect for a "perfect empirical match". To 

set the value range for an "empirical zero", randomly chosen elements from randomly 

chosen birds were cross-correlated. An n = 20 yielded a mean of .577 with a standard 

deviation of .094. This indicated the correlation value to expect when there was no match 

between song elements. The means and standard deviations for the "empirical one" and 

"empirical zero" measures provided meaning to the mean and standard deviation for the 

comparison of pupil elements to matching model elements. 

The mean correlation value for matching pupil and model song elements was .786 

with a standard deviation of .061, or essentially a "perfect" match. Similar results were 

found for cross-correlations of matched song-phrases between pupils and models. Cross-

correlation analysis yielded a mean of .754 with a standard deviation equal to .059. Some 

pupils only incorporated pan of a model's song-phrase into his song. In these cases, the 

parts of the song phrase that matched betv/een pupil and model were cross-correlated. For 

example, pupil #63 only copied part of model/tutor #10's song and this comparison 

yielded a match of 81.2% (see Figure 3-2). 
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INSERT FIGURE 3-2 

The matching parts of song-phrases were used for this analysis to illustrate the high 

degree of copying fidelity between pupils and adults. The results of the cross-correlation 

analysis illustrate two points: 1) pupils have the ability to copy song models/tutors with 

extremely high fidelity and 2) the song element matching technique developed for this 

study yielded clear matches between copied song elements. 

Comparison of Results Using Two Different Methods: Visual Inspection by Human 

Observers versus the Use of A Dichotomous Key And Rating Scale 

Two hierarchical General Linear Models were compared to determine the best 

method for the measurement of song copying behavior in this study. The predictor 

variables for the methods of measurement were the same. The predictor variables were 1) 

PUPIL (individual differences in song copying ability between pupils), 2) the six 

behavioral common factors and 3) MODEL {i.e. differences between song models that 

result in one model copied more than another, behavioral differences already accounted 

for). MODEL was followed by 4) GENETIC (the property of being the pupil's genetic 

father affecting song model choice), 5) SOCIAL (the quality of being the father that 

raises the chick affecting song model choice) and 6) the interaction term GENETIC x 

SOCIAL. The last two variables were 7) MATE DAYS, i.e. the number of days of 

exposure to song models engaging in mating behavior (by pupils in their song learning 
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stages), and 8) PARENTING DAYS, the number of days of exposure to song models 

engaging in parenting behavior. The comparisons only differed in the dependent variable, 

i.e. how song similarity was measured. The first GLM (Table 3-28) used the visual 

inspection by human observers method as described in Eales (1985). In this method the 

dependent variable was called "Proportion" because the percentage of the pupil's song 

learned from each song model was calculated. The second GLM (Table 3-29) used the 

method described in this work for song element similarity rating,- the Song Similarity 

method (SS). In the SS method all song model's song elements were categorized. A 

dichotomous key was used to classify each element, and pupil's song elements were 

further compared and rated using the scale developed by Williams (1990). There was a 

third method, the Song Element Sequence method, which addressed issues of the 

retention of element sequence on song copying. This method will be discussed later. The 

two methods of comparing song element similarity (PROPORTION and SS) were not 

designed to take song element sequence similarity into account. 

The results from the PROPORTION and SS methods of song element copying 

behavior were quite different. 

INSERT TABLE 3-28 

The "Proportion" method explained 21.7% of the variance in song model choice. The 

significant predictors of song model choice were: 1) Social Contact (F = 16.66, p < 0.05), 

2) MODEL (F = 2.77, p < 0.05), 3) GENETIC (F = 84.05, p < 0.05) and 4) SOCL\L (F = 

33.35, p< 0.05). 
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INSERT TABLE 3-29 

The GLM using SS as the dependent variable explained 46.2% of the variance. The 

following predictors were significant: PUPIL (F = 0.08, p < 0.05), the behavioral 

common factors Singing and Parenting (F = 0.99, p < 0.05), Social Proximity (F = 3.01, p 

< 0.05), Social Contact (F = 16.66, p < 0.05), Social Aggression (F = 1.93, p < 0.05), and 

MODEL (F = 2.77, p < 0.05), GENETIC (F = 84.05, p < 0.05) and SOCIAL (F = 33.35, 

p < 0.05). 

The result of the comparison of the PROPORTION and SS indicated that the 

methods differed considerably. In the PROPORTION GLM, PUPIL was not significant, 

while SS GLM, not only was PUPIL significant, but it explained 26.7% of the variance in 

song model choice. PUPIL is simply the identification of the individual pupil. It is placed 

first in the GLM to partial out the individual differences in song learning behavior 

between pupils. 

The PROPORTION GLM and the SS GLM differed in the number of behavioral 

common factors that were significant. In the PROPORTION GLM Social Contact (F = 

16.66, p < 0.05) was the only significant behavioral common factor. In the SS GLM 

Social Contact was also significant (F = 17.95, p < 0.05), in addition to Singing and 

Parenting (F = 29.88, p < 0.05), Social Proximity (F = 9.57, p < 0.05) and Social 

Aggression (F = 23.16, p < 0.05). In both analyses MODEL was significant, (F = 2.77, p 

< 0.05 for the PROPORTION GLM and F = 14.70, p < 0.05 for the SS GLM). MODEL 
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was significant in both GLMs, but the amount of variance explained by this variable 

differed. In the PROPORTION GLM MODEL explained 2.8% of the variance and in the 

SS GLM MODEL explained 10.0% of the variance in song model choice. Additionally, 

GENETIC and SOCIAL were significant in both GLMs, but the amount of variance 

explained (ETA*) was different. In the PROPORTION GLM, GENETIC explained 

iO.5% of the variance, while in the SS GLM, GENETIC explained 1.1%. Similarly for 

the SOCIAL variable, in the PROPORTION GLM it explained 4.1% of the variance, 

while in the SS GLM SOCIAL explained 1.1%. 

The Hierarchical General Linear Model 

Did a particular pupil learn more from a particular adult (tutor/song model) than 

any pupil learned from any adult in general? If a pupil did leam from a particular tutor, 

the purpose of this experiment was to parse apart the variance explained by the 

explanatory variables. A hierarchical general linear model was used for this analysis. In 

the following equation, yy is the song similarity index between pupil i and tutor j. yij was 

calculated for every male adult-male juvenile pair that were present in the aviary at the 

same time. The analyses of methods to assess song copying behavior revealed that the SS 

method provided greater resolution than did the PROPORTION method. The SS and SES 

measures of song copying were therefore used in conjunction with two hierarchical 

GLMs to assess the relevant independent variables in song model choice. Two yij values 

for each tutor-pupil pair were calculated, one for SS and one for SES. The SS and SES 

GLMs were slightly different because the SES measure was dependent on the SS 
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measure, as stated previously. Song element similarity had to be partialled out of the SES 

GLM before any differences in song element sequence could be discerned. 

The Equations 

Equation 3.1 

SS yij = |i + tti + piXij + PiXij + P3X3j + ^4X4] + PsXsj + PeXej + Yj + Sjj loci.jj + Eij Is(i.j) 

+ ̂  ij (iG(i.j)•Is(i.j))+ Tiij Xiij + Oij X2ij + error 

Equation 3.2 

SES yij = SS +11 + Oj + piXij + ^2*2] + P.^X3j + P4X4j + PsXsj + PeXej + 7j + 5ij Icii.j) 

+ Eij Is(i.j) + C ij (loci.jj •Is(i.j))+ T|ij Xiij + 0ij Xiij + error 

The definitions of the components of the equations follow. 

The Mean of SS or SES (u) 

|i is the mean measure of elements shared (SS) or of element sequence shared 

(SES) between each tutor and each pupil. |X is the mean of the dependent variable in the 

general linear model. There is a degree of similarity between each pupil's song and each 

adult's (tutor's) song simply because any two zebra finch songs are similar. Additionally, 

the shared aviary environment of this study may have resulted in a base-line similarity 

between any pupil and any tutor that was not a result of the pupil learning song from that 
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particular tutor. |4. is the amount that zebra finch songs in this study are similar to one 

another simply because zebra finches sing zebra finch song. 

Characteristics of the Pupil that Mav Have Driven Sons Choice 

Characteristics unique to each song pupil may have affected song learning. For 

example, pupil i may be a more accurate learner than his peers. There is only one variable 

in this model to account for variation in song learning based on the characteristics of the 

pupil. 

Variation in Song Learning Based on the Pupil (o^) 

If pupil i affects his own song learning, tti is the variation in song learning based 

on the traits of pupil i. The value of this variable is estimated from the GLM. 

Characteristics of the Adult Male (tutor} that Mav Have Driven Sons Choice 

Several characteristics of the tutor have been hypothesized to affect song learning 

in juvenile zebra finches. The tutors' stable behavioral traits were used as predictors of 

the song chosen by juveniles for song learning. Stable behavioral traits were reliably 

determined using the methodology explained in Chapter 2. 
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Social Behavior Common Factors (fiixij, PiXy, ̂ 3X3], P-iX4j, fisxsj and fioXej) 

Common factors were used to reliably determine stable behavioral traits of the 

tutors in this study. The methods used for determining factor scores is explained in 

Chapter 2.The social behavior factors were 1) Singing and Parenting, 2) Social 

Proximity, 3) Social Contact, 4) Social Submission, 5) Social Aggression and 6) Sex and 

Violence. Each tutor had a score for each of the six common factors that could then be 

used as predictors of song choice in pupils. The Xij, xoj, X3j, X4j, X5j and Xej variables 

represent tutor j's factor scores for each of the six factors. The beta weights, i.e. Pi. P2. p3. 

P4, p5 and Pb are the weights assigned to each of the factor scores. 

The Main Effect of the Tutor (jj) 

The main effect of tutor j was represented by y-y yj was a result of characteristics 

of tutor j that drove song coping behavior in pupil i that were not included in the six 

social behavior common factors. The color of the adult male may have driven song model 

choice, for example. This is a variable estimated from the model. 

Characteristics of the Relationship Between Pupil i and Tutor i 

Characteristics of the relationship between pupil i and tutor] have been 

hypothesized to have an effect on song learning. A portion of the chicks were transferred 

between nest boxes (cross-fostered) within the aviary to determine the effect of genetics 

and/or rearing environment on song learning. The following variables address the effects 

of different types of relationships between the tutor and the pupil on song learning. 
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A Genetic Relationship Between Pupil i and Tutor j (dijlca.j)) 

A genetic relationship exists in cases where pupil i is bom to tutor j. Ic(i.j) is a one-

zero indicator variable. If pupil i was fathered by tutor j, Icd.j) is one, while if pupil i was 

not bom to tutor j, Ic(i.j) is zero. 6ij is the beta weight assigned to Icci.j)-

A Rearing Relationship Between Pupil i and Tutor j (Sijlsaj)) 

A rearing relationship exists between pupil i and tutor j when tutor j is the male 

that raised pupil i. Is(i.j) is a one-zero indicator variable. Is(i.j) is equal to one if tutor j 

raised pupil i, and Is(i.j) is equal to zero if tutor j did not raise pupil i. Ey is the beta weight 

assigned to Is{i.j). 

Both a Genetic and Rearing Relationship Between Pupil i and Tutor j (QjlG(i.j)*Isa.j)) 

lGii.j)*Is{i.j) is the variable that denotes the interaction of Icd.j) and Isd.j). Ic(i.j)*Is(i.j) 

is defined as the relationship between i and j when pupil i is both bom to and raised by 

tutor j. I^ij is the beta weight assigned to Ic(i.j)*Is(i.j). 

Potentially Confoundine Explanations for Sons Choice Based on the Behavior of the 

Tutor 

The final two variables in the model address potentially confounding variables 

which confuse the status of the tutor with the behavior of the tutor. In these two cases the 
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relationship between the tutor and the pupil may only be their simultaneous presence in 

the aviary. 

Exposure to an Adult (Tutor j) in a Mating Relationship Which May Have Affected Song 

Learning in Pupil i (rjij-^nj) 

If tutor j was a father during the period of time that pupil i was learning song, 

pupil i could have chosen to copy tutor j's song not because he was a good father, but 

simply because he was a father at all. xnj is the number of days that pupil i was in the 

aviary learning song while tutor j was engaged in mating behavior including mating, mate 

guarding and nest defense. r|ij is the beta weight assigned to Xiij. 

Exposure to an Adult (Tutor j) in a Parenting Relationship Which May Have Affected 

Song Learning in Pupil i (dijXr,]) 

Similarly to the previous variable, if tutor j was in a mating relationship during 

the period of time that pupil i was learning song, pupil i could have chosen to copy tutor 

j's song not because he was a good mate, but simply because he was a mate at all. X2ij is 

the number of days that pupil i was in the aviary learning song while tutor j was engaged 

in parenting behavior not directed at pupil i. 0ij is the beta weight assigned to X2ij. 
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Determination of the Order of the Variables in the Hierarchical GLM 

An important aspect of hierarchical GLMs is that it can separate the variance 

shared by two variables. In a hierarchical GLM several statistical tests are conducted, 

each one adding a predictor variable to the next analysis. For example, the variance 

explained by the first predictor, predictor "A", is subtracted from the variance explained 

by the first predictor plus the second, i.e. the variance explained by predictors "A+B", i.e. 

"(A+B) - A". The result is the semi-partial of predictor "B" (the variance explained by 

predictor "B"). The predictor variables can be apriori theoretically ordered according to 

multiple competing hypotheses (Chamberlin 1890) in order to test all valid hypotheses. In 

the present study, for example, it was unclear whether the effect of the chick's "gene-

environment interaction" predictor {i.e. the Genetic variable) would be more or less 

important in the deteirnination of song tutor choice than the experience of being raised by 

a male in the nest {i.e. the Social variable). The order of these two variables was switched 

in two different hypotheses to explain song tutor choice. In this study the exposure to the 

father in the nest (sometimes the foster father) was an equally good predictor of song 

model choice (F( 1,706) = 13.05, p = .0003) with the predictor of being the chick's 

genetic father (F (1,706) = 13.21, p = .0003). Both predictors were significant—switching 

their order in the hierarchical GLM didn't change their significance, and they both had an 

eta (proportion of variance accounted for) of l.l. I therefore used a hierarchical GLM in 

order to determine 1) whether one predictor was not significant once the variance for the 

other predictor was partialed out, and 2) whether one predictor explained more of the 

variance than the other. The power of the hierarchical GLM can therefore be used to 
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study a socially complex system such as zebra finch bird song development to reveal the 

relevant predictors of song choice. 

The order of the variables in the hierarchical General Linear Model was 

determined apriori. The effect of Pupil i could have an effect on song acquisition, but not 

as a result of anything having to do with the song tutor. The effects of Pupil i were 

therefore partialed out first. The second group of variables in the model was tutor j's 

social behavior common factor scores, i.e. measured aspects of the tutor's behavior. The 

order of these scores always followed the Pupil variable and preceded the "Tutor j" 

variable. The order of the tutor behavior measures didn't matter because they were 

orthogonal to one another. The next variable in the model was always the "Tutor j" 

variable, which accounted for any attributes of tutor j that had an effect on song copying, 

but were not measured for this study. This variable had to follow the behavior common 

factor scores so that the common factor scores could partial out any variance in song tutor 

choice explained by the behavior of tutor j. The next behaviors entered in the model were 

Social and Genetic. As explained above, the order of these two variables was switched in 

two different hypotheses to explain song tutor choice. The following variable was the 

G*S interaction term, which by definition must be entered after the main effects of the 

variables that make up the interaction term. The final two variables in the model, MATE 

DAYS and PARENTING DAYS were entered last because they were potentially 

confounding explanations for song copying resulting from the quality of being a good 

mate or a good parent, respectively, as opposed to just being a mate or a parent. 
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Results: Song Choice 

The results of both of the GLMs for song choice follow. The two GLMs differed 

with respect to the dependent variable, i.e. song element similarity (SS) and song element 

sequence similarity (SES). 

Hierarchical GLM Usins Sons Similaritv (SS) as the Dependent Variable 

The SS GLMs were used to determine the relevant variables in song element 

copying. Predictor variables were ordered in this GLM according to competing 

hypotheses regarding the importance of genetic similarity to a particular song model or 

the importance of the relationship between the chick and the father that raised him, for 

example. In the various SS GLMs computed, PUPIL was always first, all six behavioral 

common factors came next and MODEL followed. The variables GENETIC, SOCIAL, 

GENETIC X SOCIAL, MATEDAYS and PARENTING DAYS varied in order according 

to the hypothesis being tested. If a GLM run was to test the relative importance to song 

model choice of the song model being related to the pupil or of the song model raising 

the pupil, two GLMs were computed, with the order of these variables switched. The 

GLM that explained the most variance in song tutor choice was then chosen. See Figure 

3-4 for a pie chart of the breakdown of variance explained by SS. 

INSERT FIGURE 3-4 
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INSERT TABLE 3-29 

The Pupil Predictor Variable 

PUPIL was a significant predictor of song model choice (F = 0.08, p < 0.05), 

wiiich indicates variation in song copying ability between pupils. PUPIL explained the 

bulk of the variance in song model choice, i.e. 26.1%. The large proportion of variance 

explained by this variable indicates that there was a great degree of variation in song 

copying behavior between pupils (See Table 3-29). 

The Common Factors for Social Behaviors as Predictor Variables 

Of the behavioral common factors. Singing and Parenting (F = 0.99, p < 0.05), 

Social Contact (F = 16.66, p < 0.05), Social Proximity (F = 3.01, p < 0.05), and Social 

Aggression (F = 1.93, p < 0.05) were significant predictors of song model choice. 

Therefore, song models that performed the behaviors that load saliently on these factors 

affected song model choice in juvenile zebra finches. The behaviors that pertain to the 

Singing and Parenting common factor are SINGS (DIRECTED), IS BEGGED FROM, 

FOOD IS STOLEN, and ALLOFEEDS. Birds that scored highly on this factor performed 

these behaviors relatively often, and were therefore diligent parents as defined by these 

behaviors. All of these behaviors load saliently on the Singing and Parenting common 

factor. 

The behaviors associated with the Social Proximity common factor were SINGS 

(UNDIRECTED), BABBLES (SUBSONG), APPROACHES, IS APPROACHED and 
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REMAINS NEAR (STILL). All of these behaviors loaded saliently on the Social 

Proximity common factor except SINGS (UNDIRECTED) and BABBLES (SUBSONG), 

which both had a negative effect. Therefore birds that engaged in a high degree of 

undirected singing and babbling were birds that were not often in close proximity to 

others. The behaviors that comprised the Social Contact common factor were IS SUNG 

TO, ALLOPREENS, IS ALLOPREENED, HUDDLES and CONTACTS. All of these 

behaviors affected this common factor positively, or birds that scored highly on this 

common factor were birds that had the trait of touching and being touched often. The 

final common factor that significantly affected song model choice was Social Aggression. 

The behaviors that affected this common factor were SQUAWKS (AGGRESSIVE), 

THREATENS, CHARGES, CHASES, BEAK FENCES and PULLS TAIL. All of these 

behaviors indicated the trait of aggressiveness on the part of the subject bird. For a 

complete description of these behaviors and factors, please see Figueredo et al. (1992). 

Neither Social Submission nor Sex and Violence were significant predictors of song 

model choice (F = 0.68, p > 0.05 and F =0.00, p > 0.05, respectively), which indicates 

that the behaviors that load saliently on these behaviors did not have an effect on song 

model choice. 

The Model Predictor Variable 

The next variable entered in the SS GLM was MODEL, which was significant (F 

= 2.77, p < 0.05) and explained 10.0% of the variance in song model choice. There was 

therefore differential copying of song models. Some adult males were just copied more 
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often than were others for reasons unexplained by the differences between males 

delineated in the social behavior common factors. 

The Property of Being a Genetic and/or Foster (Social) Father as a Predictor of Song 

Choice 

The variables in the SS GLM that followed MODEL were GENETIC, SOCIAL, 

and the interaction term GENETIC x SOCIAL. GENETIC was a one-zero variable. The 

pupil's father received a one and all other song models were assigned zero. SOCIAL also 

was a one-zero variable. The song model that raised the pupil was assigned a one, while 

all other song models were assigned zero. The GENETIC x SOCIAL interaction term 

indicated the cases where the genetic father was also the father that raised the chick. 

Changing the order of the GENETIC and SOCIAL variables did not change their 

significance; they both remained significant predictors of song model choice (F = 84.05, 

p < 0.05 and F = 33.35, p < 0.05, respectively). This result indicates that the property of 

being a pupil's genetic father is a significant predictor of song model choice—regardless 

of whom the pupil was raised by. Additionally, the property of raising a chick is a 

significant predictor of song model choice, regardless of whether that father is genetically 

related to the chick. The variance explained by the GENETIC and SOCIAL variables was 

1.1% each, so they explained only a small amount of the variance in song model choice. 

The interaction of the variables GENETIC and SOCIAL was not significant. The 

property of being a both a genetic and social father resulted in his son copying him more 
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parenting or mating relationships was calculated and used as a predictor of song element 

copying. As a result we were able to differentiate between a song tutor being chosen 

because he was a father that scored highly on the appropriate behavioral common factor 

and a male that was simply a father or male in a mating pair. 

The difference between the common factor score for Singing and Parenting and 

the PARENTING DAYS variables was the following. The Singing and Parenting 

common factor included behaviors that were performed by an adult to a juvenile. This 

speaks to specific relationships between juveniles and the adults that parented them. 

PARENTING DAYS relates to the number of days that a juvenile was in the aviary with 

an adult male with chicks that had not yet reached nutritional independence. The time 

between when an adult's brood started to fledge and when the brood became nutritionally 

independent were defined as PARENTING DAYS. These behaviors were not directed 

towards the juvenile in question, but it was important to ask the question of whether a 

juvenile would copy an adult male simply because he had a clutch of his own. 

PARENTING DAYS was not significant as a predictor of song element copying (F = 

0.03, p > 0.05). The PARENTING DAYS variable was entered after Singing and 

Parenting in the model because the variance explained by parenting of one's own chicks, 

1.e. the Singing and Parenting common factor, would be lost in the more inclusive 

variable of PARENTING DAYS. 

The predictor variable MATE DAYS addressed the hypothesis that exposure to an 

adult male engaged in a pre-egg laying mating relationship would direct song model 

choice. This hypothesis was confounded with the hypothesis that a song model engaged 
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in the behaviors indicative of a good mate would determine song model choice. 

Copulations between mates to fertilize eggs begin at day -11 to egg hatching (Zann 

1996). MATE DAYS was defined as the number of days that a fledged juvenile was in 

his sensitive phase of song learning while in the presence of an adult in pre-clutch mating 

behavior. The amount of mating behavior engaged in by the adult in question was 

irrelevant. This variable was simply defined by the adult male being in a relationship with 

his mate that preceded egg laying. This predictor variable was not significant (F = 3.77, p 

> 0.05). 

Directions of Effects of Significant Variables 

INSERT TABLE 3-30 

Table 3-30 shows the unstandardized least squares regression weights (B-weights) 

for the significant predictor variables in the SS GLM. The B-weights indicate the 

direction of the effect of the predictor variable on copying song elements. These 

parameter estimates are conservative. In a hierarchical GLM parameter estimates are 

underestimated because they are calculated simultaneously—they are underestimated due 

to colineairity. Of the four significant factor scores in predicting song element copying 

{i.e. Singing and Parenting, Social Proximity, Social Contact and Social Aggression), 

only the behaviors of the Social Contact common factor had a positive effect on song 

element copying. The behaviors that load saliently on Singing and Parenting, Social 
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Proximity and Social Aggression all have a negative effect. Song models that engaged in 

Social Contact behaviors were copied significantly more than were song models that did 

not engage in these behaviors, and conversely, song models that engaged in the behaviors 

indicated on the common factors including Singing and Parenting, Social Proximity and 

Social Aggression were copied less often. 

Hierarchical GLM Usins Sons Element Sequence (SES) Similarirv as the Dependent 

Variable 

The SES GLM tested the various predictors of song model choice with song 

element sequence similarity (SES) as the dependent variable. This model varies slightly 

from the SS GLM. In the SES GLM, SS is the first predictor variable because SS and 

SES were not independent measures of song copying, as described in the Methods 

section. The song element sequence score (SES) was a function of the similarity of song 

elements, so only song elements that shared a Likert score of 3 or 4 on the SS scale were 

rated for song element sequence similarity. 

Significant Predictor Variables 

INSERT TABLE 3-31 

In the SES GLM (see Table 3-31) the variable SS was significant (F = 801.27; p < 

0.05), which was a moot point, given the dependency of the definition of the SES 
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variable. PUPIL was significant (F = 4.52; p < 0.05), i.e. pupils differed in their copying 

of element sequence. The significance of PUPtt. for the SES measure of song similarity 

reflects song individuation on the part of the song pupils. Some pupils dropped out song 

elements or copied from more than one song model. The three common factors that were 

significant were Singing and Parenting (F = 23.99; p < 0.05), Social Contact (F = 14.27; 

p < 0.05) and Social Aggression (F = 19.78; p < 0.05). This indicates that song models 

that engaged in the behaviors of these factors affected song element sequence copying in 

pupils. MODEL was significant (F = 15.42; p < 0.05), meaning that some model's 

element sequences were copied more than were others. GENETIC also affected whether 

that model's song element sequence was copied (F = 12.68; p < 0.05), as did SOCIAL (F 

= 4.74; p < 0.05). GENETIC x SOCIAL also did not significantly boost song element 

sequence copying (F = 1.30, p > 0.05). Song element sequence copying was not affected 

by MATEDAYS (F = 1.17; p > 0.05) or PARENTING DAYS (F = 0.05; p > 0.05). See 

Figure 3-3 for an example of a juvenile that copied 81.2% of his father's song elements 

and retained song element sequence. See Figure 3-5 for a pie chart of the breakdown of 

variance explained by SES. 

INSERT FIGURE 3-5 

INSERT FIGURE 3-3 

The R-Squared denotes the amount of variance explained. The amount of variance 

left for this model to explain was the variance not explained by SS because of the 
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dependence of SES on SS. The SES GLM explained 66.7% of the variance in song 

model choice, but 42.4% of that variance was explained by SS. That left 24.3% of the 

variance explained by SES. Of that 24.3%, PUPIL explained 13.6% and 6.5% was 

explained by MODEL. 

Directions of Effects of Significant Variables 

INSERT TABLE 3-31 

The directions of the effects for the significant predictor variables in song element 

sequence copying indicated how the variables affected song element sequence copying 

(see Table 3-31). The effect of the Singing and Parenting common factor was positive 

(unstandardized B-weight = +1.367), as was the effect of the behaviors of the Social 

Aggression common factor (unstandardized B-weight = +1.369) and the Social Contact 

common factor (unstandardized B-weight = +1.477). Song models that engaged in the 

behaviors of the Singing and Parenting common factor (i.e. SINGS (DIRECTED), IS 

BEGGED FROM, FOOD IS STOLEN, and ALLOFEEDS), the Social Aggression 

common factor (/.e. SQUAWKS (AGGRESSIVE), THREATENS, CHARGES, 

CHASES, BEAK FENCES and PULLS TAIL), and the Social Contact common factor 

(/.e. IS SUNG TO, ALLOPREENS, IS ALLOPREENED, HUDDLES and CONTACTS) 

were copied with more fidelity with regard to song element sequence than were other 

song models. 
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Results: Effects of Peers on Song Similarity 

To determine the significant effects of brothers on song element copying 

similarity (SS), the effect of brothers on song element choice was examined. The term 

"brothers" includes genetic brothers raised in a common nest, genetic brothers not raised 

in a common nest and foster brothers. Previous results indicated that pupils did not 

significantly copy the songs of models that were neither their genetic nor social fathers. 

In this analysis song models were chosen that shared either a social, genetic, or both a 

social and a genetic relationship to the two pupils in question. Genetic and/or 

environmental similarity to the common song model between the subject and object pupil 

was accounted for by hierarchically ordering the variables in the GLM. 

Hierarchical GLM Equation—the Effect of Peers 

Two yij values for each tutor-pupil pair were calculated, one for SS and one for 

SES. Song element similarity (SS) had to be patrolled out of the SES GLM before any 

differences in song element sequence (SES) could discerned. In the following equations, 

yik is the song similarity index (either SS or SES) between pupil i and peer k, and tutor j 

is the tutor common to the pupil and peer in question, yik was calculated for every peer-

pupil pair that was present in the aviary at the same time and shared either a common 

father, a common rearing environment, or both. 
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Equation 3.3 

SS yik = |i + Oti + pk+ Y(i.j)Xij + Y (j,k)Xjk + Y (i.j.k)(Xij Xjk) + Sjk lG(i.k) + Cik Is(i.k) 

+ C ik (Ic(i.k) •Is(i.k)) + error 

Equation 3.4 

SES yik = SS + |I + tti + Pk + Y(i.j)Xij Y(j.k)Xjk + Y(i.j.k)(Xij Xjk) + 5ik lG(i.k) 

+ £ik Is(i.k) + C ik (Icci.k) •Is(i.k)) + error 

The Mean of SS or SES (fi) 

Just as in Equations 4.1 and 4.2, |.i is the mean measure of elements shared (SS) or 

of element sequence shared (SES) between individuals. |a. is the song similarity between 

juvenile male zebra finches that is a result of their biological predisposition to produce 

zebra finch song and their shared aviary environment. 

Characteristics of the Pupil or Peer that May Have Driven Song Choice 

Characteristics unique to each song pupil may have affected song learning. 
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Variation in Song Learning Based on the Pupil (Oi) 

If the identity of pupil i affects his own song learning, Oj is the variation in song 

learning based on the traits of pupil i. The value of this variable is estimated from the 

GLM. 

Variation in Song Learning Based on the Peer (Pk) 

If the identity of peer k affects his own song learning, Pk is the variation in song 

learning based on the traits of peer k. The value of this variable is estimated from the 

GLM. 

SS or SES Similarity Between A Pupil's And Peer's Songs Due to a Common Tutor 

Song similarity between pupil i and peer k due to sharing a common tutor (tutor j) 

had to be partialed out before the effect of the presence of peer k on song learning in 

pupil i could be determined. The following three terms partial out any similarity between 

pupil i and peer k due to sharing a common tutor, i.e. tutor j. 

SS or SES Similarity Between Pupil i and Tutor] (Y(i.j)Xij) (MOD-PUPIL) 

Xjj is the song similarity score between pupil i and tutor j. 7(,.j) is the beta weight 

assigned to xy. 
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SS or SES Similarity Between Peer k and Tutor j (Y(j.k)Xjk) (MOD-PEER) 

Xjk is the song similarity score between peer k and tutor j. Y(i.j) is the beta weight 

assigned to xjk. 

SS or SES Similarity Between Pupil i. Peer k and Tutor j (Y{i.j.k)(Xij xjk)) (MOD-PUPIL x 

MOD-PEER) 

XijXjk is the song similarity score of pupil i and tutor j in common with the song 

similarity score of peer k and tutor j. Y(i.j,k) is the beta weight assigned to xy xjk-

SS or SES Similariry Between Pupil i and Peer k's Songs due to the Effect of Peer k on 

Pupil i 

If pupil i's song learning is influenced by the presence of peer k, the following 

variables determine if the nature of the relationship between the two juveniles has an 

effect. The effect of a genetic relationship, a common rearing environment, or both is 

examined. 

A Genetic Relationship Between Pupil i and Peer k (5ik IccLk)) (GENBRO) 

A genetic relationship exists when pupil i and peer k are related as brothers. lG(i.k) 

is a one-zero indicator variable. If pupil i was peer k's brother, lG(i.k) is one. If pupil i and 

peer k are not related, lG(i.k) is zero. 5ik is the beta weight assigned to lG(i,k)-
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A Rearing Relationship Between Pupil i and Peer k (Eikls^.k)) (SOCBRO) 

A social relationship exists between pupil i and peer k when pupil i and peer k are 

raised together. Is(i,k) is a one-zero indicator variable. Isd.k) is equal to one if pupil i and 

peer k were raised together, and Is(i.k) is equal to zero if pupil i and peer k were raised 

separately. Eik is the beta weight assigned to Is(i.k)-

Both a Genetic and Rearing Relationship Between Pupil i and Peer k (^iklG(i.k)*Is(i.k)) 

(GENBRO X SOCBRO) 

lG(i.k)*Is(i.k) is the variable that denotes the interaction of iQi.k) and Isci.k)-

lG(i.k)*Is(i.k) is defined as the relationship between i and k when pupil i is both genetic 

brother to and raised with peer k. ^ik is the beta weight assigned to Ic(i.k)*ls(i.k). 

Hierarchical GLM Usins Sons Similarity (SS) as the Dependent Variable 

Table 3-34 shows the results of the SSBROTHERS GLM for the test of pupil's song 

similarity to one another using the similarity of song elements (SS) as the dependent 

variable. 

INSERT TABLE 3-33 

MOD-PUPIL (Y(t.j)Xij) was defined as the portion of song copied by the pupil from the 

common song model. MOD-PEER (Y(j.k)Xjk) was the portion of song copied by the peer 

from the common song model. The MOD-PUPIL x MOD-PEER (Y(i.j.k)(Xij xjk)) 
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interaction term was defined as the song copied in common from the song model by the 

two juveniles. MOD-PUPIL, MOD-PEER and the MOD-PUPIL x MOD-PEER 

interaction term were entered first in order to partial out any similarity between the pupils 

in question that was due to a shared social environmental or a shared genetic component 

with the common model. The final three variables in the model, i.e. GENBRO (5ik lG(i.k)), 

SOCBRO (EiklscLk)), and GENBRO x SOCBRO (^iklG(i.k)*Is(i.k)), were entered last in order 

to determine whether pupils had an effect on one tinother's song development after the 

effect of the common model was determined. GENBRO was a one-zero variable that 

indicated a genetic relationship between the two juveniles. SOCBRO was a one-zero 

variable that indicated a shared raising environment between the two individuals. 

GENBRO X SOCBRO was the interaction of the two juveniles being both genetic and 

social brothers to one another. It was necessary to partial out the effect of the common 

model first because it is unreasonable to assume that pupils that are not yet singing or are 

singing subsong have a greater effect on song development than do adults, who are 

singing fully developed and crystallized song. 

For the analysis using song element similarity (SS) as the dependent variable, 

both GENBRO and SOCBRO were not significant (F = 2.97, p > 0.05, and F = 2.73, p > 

0.05, respectively). This indicates that the presence of genetic brothers does not influence 

song development, and the presence of social (i.e. foster) brothers does not affect song 

development. The final variable in the model was the interaction term 

GENBRO*SOCBRO. This final term was significant (F = 6.23, p < 0.05), or brothers 

that were raised together and were genetic brothers had an effect on song development. 
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Table 3-35 shows the results of the SESBROTHERSGLM. None of the last three 

predictor variables, i.e. GENBRO (F = 0.99, p > 0.05), SOCBRO (F = 0.04, p > 0.05), or 

GENBRO*SOCBRO (F = 2.35, p > 0.05) were significant. This shows that the presence 

of brothers, either genetic, social, or both, does not have a significant effect on the order 

of song elements learned from the song model. 

Conclusion 

The results of this study of song model choice revealed several significant 

influences on song learning in juvenile zebra finches. This study revealed 1) that pupils 

varied in their song copying behavior, i.e. some pupils copied song elements with more 

fidelity than did others and 2) several different kinds of song model behavior affected 

song copying behavior in pupils. Some behavioral traits resulted in more song copying 

e.g. the behaviors of the Contact common factor, while others resulted in less song 

copying, e.g. the behaviors of the Aggression common factor. 3) Some song models were 

copied more than others were and the more copied models changed from cohort to 

cohort. 4) Social fathers and genetic fathers were copied more often than were other song 

models, but the interaction of being a pupil's genetic and social father only had an 

additive effect, i.e. the interaction was not significant. Lastly, 6) brothers raised together 

inhibited song similarity in one another. The reliability of the method of measuring song 

copying behavior developed and used for this study was also validated. Reliable 

quantification of song copying behavior and of the social behavior of the song models 
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was coupled with the use of a hierarchically ordered General Linear Model to extract 

these results from this complex system. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 

Abstract 

Song choice in juvenile zebra finches was studied in an open aviary environment 

where a song pupil had access to his rearing father (if different from his genetic father), 

his genetic father, and 10-12 other adult males. The pupil was free to observe and interact 

with all individuals in the aviary, thus affording him a choice of song tutor based on his 

assessment not only of the tutor's songs, but also of the quality of that tutor's social 

relationships with all individuals within the aviary. The results were surprising. Chicks 

cross-fostered to nests within the same aviary as their parents' nest recognized and 

learned their genetic father's song after fledging despite their lack of exposure to him in 

the rearing environment. Males with strong pair bond maintenance behavior were copied 

more often than males that did not display these behaviors. Males that were relatively 

aggressive were copied less often than were males that were less aggressive. Simply 

being a father or a mated male was not a significant predictor of song tutor choice—the 

quality of being an attentive father or mate was a significant predictor. The quality of 

being both a father and the male that raises the chick were additive. The qualities of being 

the rearing father and of being the genetic father outside of the nest were both significant 

predictors of song tutor choice, but the interaction of the two significant predictor 

variables was not significant. Finally, brothers raised together inhibited song similarity in 

one another. Past studies of song tutor choice in juvenile zebra finches have resulted in 
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conflicting conclusions. The results of this study will help to clarify some of the 

significant predictors of song tutor choice in juvenile zebra finches. 

Introduction to the Discussion 

Zebra finch song learning behavior has been studied extensively in the laboratory 

(see Zann 1997 and Slater e/ al. 1988 for reviews). Few studies of bird song learning 

have taken place in the wild due to the complexity of their social environment combined 

with their nomadism and fluctuating group structure (Zann 1996). Zebra finches are a 

social species and singing is a behavior that occurs in a social context. Researchers have 

recently recognized the importance of studying bird song learning within the social 

environment in which it occurs in the field. Smith et al. (2002) conducted a large aviary 

study of brown-headed cowbird song learning. Smith stales that studies "using large 

groups with free assortment of individuals are the first step towards understanding the 

effects of the larger social context surrounding social learning." The social context of the 

present study combined with multivariate statistical techniques, an extensive and 

quantitative method for measuring song copying behavior and extensive behavioral 

observations allowed for the clarification of several conflicting results of previous studies 

of zebra finch song learning. 

The results of this study showed that 1) male chicks recognize and copy their 

genetic father's song despite a lack of exposure to him when raised by a foster father. 2) 

Male chicks copy the song of the male that raises him. 3) The interaction of being the 

raising father and the genetic father was not significant. 4) Chicks choose to copy the 
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songs of males that have more affliliative relationships than males that have less, and 

accordingly, 5) chicks copy the songs of more aggressive males less than the songs of 

less aggressive males. Additionally, 6) male siblings inhibit song similarity in one 

another. On a methodological note, 7) a method of song comparison was adapted for use 

from Williams (1990) and was shown to be extremely reliable and increased both 

resolution and accuracy when compared to a previously used method. In this chapter 

zebra finch social and mating systems are discussed to explain why chicks have the 

ability to recognize their genetic father's song despite his lack of exposure to him in the 

nest. Additionally, Boyd and Richerson's hypotheses regarding cultural transmission are 

invoked to illuminate possible reasons why the social behavior of the tutor is important in 

the song learning process. 

Discussion of Comparison of Song Analysis Methods 

Two methods of measure for tutor-pupil song element similarity were compared. 

The two methods differed in their degree of resolution and accuracy. Resolution refers to 

the power with which significance for each of the predictor variables in the analysis could 

be determined. Accuracy refers to the degree of certainty that a song element was, in fact 

copied from a specific song tutor. There are song elements in zebra finch songs that are 

easily distinguishable, and there are song elements that seem to be shared by a great 

proportion of individuals. The Song Element Similarity (SS) measure of song copying 

behavior was both more resolute and more accurate than was the Proportion method of 

measuring song copying behavior. 
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The resolution of the SS measure of song copying was far better than the 

resolution of the Proportion measure. In the SS analysis 4 of 6 social common factors 

were significant, while in the Proportion analysis only 1 of the 6 were significant. The 

Pupil predictor variable was also only significant when the SS method was used. 

Additionally, the proportion of variance explained by the Pupil variable was high 

(26.7%). This means that the SS method showed substantial differences in learning 

between pupils, while the Proportion method did not. The reason for the discrepancies 

between the SS and Proportion method's resolution and accuracy was the difference in 

stringency required by the SS method when compared to the Proportion method. The 

Proportion method demanded that each pupil-tutor song element pairing be given an "all 

or nothing" rating with regard to whether that song element was copied from that song 

tutor, while the SS method ranked each pupil-tutor song element pairing on a 0-4 point 

Likert scale. Hence the SS method measured the degree to which song elements were 

copied, and not just whether they were copied. The difference in accuracy between the 

two methods had to do with how the elements were compared between the pupil and 

tutors present. In the Proportion method the song elements were examined in the context 

of the whole song. The SS method required that each song element be separated from the 

song-phrase it came from. The SS method included the categorization of similar song 

tutor song elements into first similar categories, and then into similar subcategories. It 

was therefore impossible to rate a song element as similar based on the similarity of the 

song-phrase it came from using the SS method. Additionally, there were several song 

elements common to many of the song tutor's songs. See, for example. Category A of 
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Appendix C. Category A-1 alone has 13 different song elements that are similar enough 

to share the same subcategory! Using the SS method required that the pupil's song 

element get a similarity rating of 2 for sharing a common song element category, and a 3 

or 4 for sharing a similar subcategory. 

The SS method was defined by the use of a system of categories and 

subcategories of song elements, which stemmed from their identification codes 

determined by keying out each song element using the dichotomous key. Assignment to a 

particular category (see Appendix C: Song Element Catalogue) defined all 0 and 1 scores 

between each of the tutors' song elements, which greatly reduced the amount of outright 

comparison on the part of the rater. The rater was essentially left with at most 13 

comparisons to make {e.g. category Al) (see Figure 3-3) and at the least, 1 comparison to 

make {e.g. category Gl). The amount of comparisons to make using the Song Element 

Catalogue was a tremendous reduction from the 70 comparisons required when just 

comparing a pupil's song element to the 70 possible tutor song elements available. 

Additionally, because the elements in the catalogue were separate from the songs they 

came from, there was no way for a rater's judgement to be skewed as a result of cues 

taken from looking at the whole song. 

The Proportion method was developed to measure similarity between two songs 

being compared, while the Song Element Sequence Similarity (SES) method measured 

the similarity of the order of the elements to either side of the element in question 

between two songs. The Proportion and SES methods were significantly correlated. An 

examination of the methodology provided an explanation. In the Proportion method song 
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elements are compared by eye and by using tracing paper copies of the song elements to 

determine any similarities. In order for a tutor and pupil's song elements to be considered 

for SES comparison, the two song elements in question must share a 3 or a 4 SS rating. 

The reason that Proportion and SES were so highly correlated has to do with comparing 

song elements without first separating the element out of its song for analysis using the 

Proportion method. This study required that each pupil's song be compared to 12-14 

tutor's songs. That means that each juvenile's song element had 60-70 tutor song elements 

to be compared to. Given this many possibilities, it was difficult for raters to consider a 

song element without considering the song elements around it, if given the opportunity. It 

was the raters' tendency to find the entire song that matched best overall, rather than to 

just match the song elements, and then to give the song element in question it's all or 

none copying ranking. Using the SES method, raters were never given the chance to rate 

SES without first being required to rate SS blind to the song-phrase that the song element 

in question came from. It was overwhelming to try to compare each pupil's song elements 

to every possible tutor song element, which was what was required by the Proportion 

method. The tendency for raters to use the whole song-phrase to aid in zeroing in on the 

song tutor copied explains the high correlation of 0.793 between the Proportion and SES 

methods of measuring song copying behavior. 
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Discussion of Song Tutor Choice Analysis 

A hierarchical GLM was used to test several hypotheses regarding significant 

predictors of song tutor choice. This experiment took place in an open aviary 

environment, which allowed the free association of all individuals in the colony. The 

hierarchical GLM testing the significant predictors of song tutor choice using SS as the 

dependent variable is summarized by Equation 3.1. The results serve to clarify some of 

the conflicting results of past studies of song learning in zebra finches. Some of these 

previous conflicting results have to do with: 1) the behavior of the song tutor, 2) the 

nature and quality of the relationships that the tutor engaged in, 3) the effect of a genetic 

relationship between pupil and tutor and 4) the effect of being raised by an adult male of 

no genetic relation to the pupil. The results of this study discussed in this section concern: 

1) differences in individual learning ability between pupils, 2) why pupils learn their 

father's song, and 3) the behavior of the tutor as a predictor of song tutor choice. 

Individual Differences in Song Cooing Behavior 

In the GLM that used Proportion as the dependent variable (see Table 3-28), the 

explanatory variable PUPIL was not significant because the method assumed equal 

copying ability between all pupils. In the Proportion GLM, song element matching was 

"all or nothing". Hence there was no measure of the fidelity of the copy because it was 

thought that there was no variance in song element copying fidelity between individuals. 

Zann (1996) reported that there is no variation in copying ability between pupils in the 

wild with regard to copying fidelity, so it was not unreasonable for the researchers of 
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previous studies to assume equal song copying ability between song pupils. Conversely, 

in the GLM in which SS was the dependent variable (see Table 3-29), the degree to 

which a song element was copied was measured. Pupils clearly differed in their song 

element copying behavior, whether it was by 1) copying more or less song elements than 

their peers, or 2) by copying song elements with more or less copying fidelity or 3) by 

retaining song element copying sequence to differing degrees. Copying with less fidelity 

could have resulted from: 1) creating new song elements by fusing previously separate 

song elements (see Figure 2-1), 2) by copying only a part of a song element (essentially 

splitting it), or 3) by changing a song element, perhaps as a result of a learning error. 

Variation in song copying between pupils could result from: I) some pupils 

copying more song elements than others, 2) some pupils being more faithful copiers than 

others, or 3) some combination of the two. Pupils were more faithful copiers than others 

if they got higher Likert scale scores for SS and SES. To determine if the distribution of 

the number of song elements copied by juveniles was skewed towards a greater number 

of juveniles copying more song elements than others, the median number of song 

elements copied was determined. The median number of song elements copied was 4.5 

while the mean was 4.7 song elements. Thus the number of song elements copied by 

juveniles was normally distributed. The range of song elements copied was 3-7. 

To determine if pupils that were copying more elements were also copying with 

more fidelity, the number of song elements copied was correlated with the mean of SS 

scores complied across tutors for each pupil. The result was R = 0.58.Typically, 

correlations of 0.60 reveal items that are caused by the same factors, but that differ in 
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significant ways. For example, in humans, anxiety and depression share a correlation of 

about 0.60, as do intelligence and creativity. In juvenile zebra finches because song is 

used in mate attraction and mate retention, song has been hypothesized to confer some 

aspect of the male's fitness. Song phrases with more song elements are preferred over 

those with fewer by female zebra finches (Clayton and Prove 1989), as they are in satin 

bowerbirds (Loffredo and Borgia 1986). Therefore pupils that had a greater ability to 

copy more song elements than average did, and with relatively better song element 

copying fidelity. In other words, the reason why the PUPIL variable explains such a large 

proportion of the variance in song tutor choice is because pupils that copied more also 

copied better. 

Why Pupil's Leam Their Father's Song 

Previous hypotheses have been proposed to explain why two-thirds of zebra 

finches leam their father's song in the wild. For example, it has been proposed that 

juveniles leam their father's song to ensure that species-specific song is leamed (Slater et 

cil. 1988), but the rarity of mixed-species flocks (Zann 1996) makes this hypothesis 

unlikely. Altematively, juveniles may leam their father's song so that females can judge 

the degree of genetic relatedness to avoid inbreeding (Clayton 1987), but the highly fluid 

social environment provides females with several potential unrelated mates to choose 

from. Early exposure to a father's song in the nest or a genetic predisposition to the 

father's song may both provide mechanisms by which the father's song is used as the 

song model. This study provided pupils with one or two types of fathers. If a chick was 
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cross-fostered, he had a non-related rearing father and a genetic father out of the nest, but 

in the aviary. If a chick was not cross-fostered, he had a genetic father who also raised 

him. Both the properties of being a pupil's genetic father and being a rearing father were 

significant predictors of song copying behavior in juveniles in this study. 

A chick may increase his future reproductive success by copying the song of his 

rearing father, despite a genetic relationship with this male. Increased exposure to the 

rearing father's song may allow the juvenile to learn to sing faster, which may lessen his 

time to first pairbond formation, and therefore to first reproduction. The juvenile gets 

more exposure to his rearing father's song because he is exposed to him more than any 

other adult male in the nest and after fledging (because the father helps to feed the 

fledglings). A juvenile which chooses the song of the father present in the nest may 

accrue fitness benefits by learning that song faster due to maximized exposure to that 

song. Alternately, a juvenile may also base his song choice on the interaction of his 

genetic predisposition and the environment in which he learns. Song may be easier to 

acquire and therefore less costly in terms of time and energy if the song learned matches 

the individual's template. If so, the juvenile may choose the song that best matches his 

genetic template, which would most likely be his genetic father's song. Again, early song 

learning may potentially lessen the amount of time to first mating. Lessening the time to 

first mating is important considering the extremely high rate of mortality in this species 

due to predation (Zann 1996). 

The results of this study showed that not only do pupils copy the songs of the 

male that raises him, but they also have the ability to recognize and copy their genetic 
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father's song when this adult is different than the male that raised him. Why should a 

pupil have the ability to recognize the song of his genetic father when not reared by him? 

Birkhead et cil. (1990) discovered through DNA fingerprinting that cross-fostering occurs 

in the field as a result of intraspecific nest parasitism (egg dumping) and through extra-

pair copulations (EPCs). The frequency of extra-pair parentage through intraspecific nest 

parasitism and EPCs was 10.9% of offspring or 36% of broods in wild zebra finches, 

which affects a substantial proportion of song pupils. Additionally, Clayton (1990, 

1990a) found that if zebra finches are given a choice between different members of the 

opposite sex, both males and females chose the same individuals to interact with, thus 

demonstrating differential attractiveness among individuals. Finally, Houtman (1992) 

showed that females chose attractive males (relative to their mates) to engage in EPCs 

with when given the opportunity. In summary, 1) extra-pair parentage occurs in the wild, 

so juveniles are not always raised by their genetic fathers. Additonally, 2) differential 

attractiveness between individuals has been demonstrated in the laboratory, and 3) 

females chose to engage in EPCs with males that they found more relatively attractive 

than their mates. Therefore EPCs are driven by the presence of relatively more attractive 

males when compared to a female's mate. 

Zann (1996) reported that the father in the nest is copied 66% of the time in the 

field. Is the mechanism by which the father's song is copied a function of exposure to the 

father in the nest, or could it be an adaptation for dealing with intraspecific brood 

parasitism (egg dumping) and/or EPCs? Both egg dumping and EPCs denote situations 

where a juvenile male is not raised by his reproductively successful father, but by a 
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foster, or "social" father that has been duped into unwittingly raising another male's 

progeny. The process of successfully raising a brood of zebra finch chicks is extremely 

time and energy intensive, with both the mother and the father constantly collecting seed 

to feed a growing brood. A male chick bom to an attractive and therefore reproductively 

successful male may have a genetic song template that matches his genetic father's so 

that he can recognize and copy his genetic father's song. Due to relatively different levels 

of attractiveness some males are chosen for EPCs more than are others. The progeny of 

EPCs are raised by the female's pair-bonded mate, but some component of the genetic 

template for the father's song remains. Copying his genetic father outside of the nest may 

enhance the juvenile's relative attractiveness to females when he is an adult if his song 

confers some aspect of the genetic male's attractiveness. The very fact that his genetic 

father is not raising the juvenile may indicate that his genetic father is more relatively 

reproductively successful. The juvenile might indirectly acquire some aspect of 

attractiveness by choosing his genetic father's song. The juvenile will have the same 

amount of exposure to his genetic father's song as he will to the songs of the other males 

in the colony besides the male that raises him. 

Behavior of the Model as a Predictor of Song Tutor Choice 

The behavior of the song tutor was hypothesized to be a significant predictor of 

song choice. Previous studies have suggested that various aspects of a song tutor's 

behavior were salient predictors of song choice, including aggression (Clayton 1987; 

Slater, pers. comm. cited in Zann 1997) and parenting behavior (Immelmann 1969; 
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Williams 1990). Conversely, other studies have found no relationship between song 

choice and the behavior of the tutor (Houx and ten Gate 1998; Mann and Slater 1995; 

Slater et al. 1991). Aggression directed by fathers to chicks has not been witnessed in the 

field (Zann 1996), which suggests that aggressiveness witnessed in the laboratory may be 

a cage artifact as a result of abnormal rearing conditions (Zann 1998). As early as 1969, 

Immelmann suggested that father-son interactions are important in song tutor choice, and 

it was also suggested by Williams (1990) that male-fledgling relationships direct song 

choice. Zann (1997) suggested that the social experiences that link a pupil with his song 

tutor during the 35-65 day sensitive phase are the experiences that will guide his song 

development. The experiences that link a father and son during the pupil's sensitive phase 

are the behaviors that comprise the Singing and Parenting factor (see Appendix I). These 

behaviors include SINGS (DIRECTED), IS BEGGED FROM, FOOD IS STOLEN 

(FOOD IS STOLEN loaded negatively on the Singing and Parenting common factor), 

and ALLOFEEDS. Behaviors involved in parenting directed song copying behavior in 

this study, but not in an expected way. For song element copying, song tutors that 

engaged in strong Singing and Parenting or in Social Aggression behaviors were copied 

less often than were other tutors. In these cases, song element sequence was retained to a 

greater degree than it was when tutors did not have high scores for these behavior factors. 

Alternatively, tutors that engaged in the behaviors that comprise the Social Contact 

common factor were copied more often (SS) and song element order was retained to a 

greater degree than with song tutors that did not have high Social Contact factor scores. 

Social Contact denotes the behaviors engaged in by a male that spends a lot of time in 
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affiliative contact with other birds, like the behaviors involved in maintaining the pair 

bond, i.e. singing to the female, preening her and being preened by her, huddling, and 

touching. 

The mean Song Similarity (SS) scores for different types of tutors were put in to 

bar graph form for comparison (see Figure 4-1). The different types of tutors were: 

INSERT FIGURE 4-1 

1) fathers that were both genetically related to and reared the pupil, 2) foster fathers, 3) 

genetic fathers that did not raise the pupil and 4) adult males in the aviary that were 

neither genetic nor rearing fathers ("non-fathers"). The mean SS score for non-fathers 

was higher than expected. The property of being a non-father was not a significant 

predictor of song tutor choice. Therefore the high SS mean for non-fathers seemed 

incongruous with the results. The mean song element sequence (SES) scores for different 

types of tutors was also examined (see Figure 4-2) and the non-father category had a 

lower mean than the other groups, which is what was expected given the results of the 

GLMs. 

INSERT FIGURE 4-2 

In an attempt to determine why the SS mean for non-fathers was higher than 

expected, the non-father category was divided into two groups: non-fathers that were not 
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copied and non-fathers that were copied by more than six juveniles. "Most copied non-

fathers" was determined by adding up the number of times that the adult was copied 

when it was not a genetic nor social father to the pupil in question (see Figure 4-3). Of 

the "non-fathers", #10, #31, #32 and #50 were copied by at least 6 pupils, while males #1, 

INSERT FIGURE 4-3 

#45, #157 and #162 were never copied by pupils that hadn't been raised or fathered by 

them. The behavior of these two groups of non-fathers was then examined in the light of 

their Social Contact and Social Aggression common factor scores. The Contact common 

factor was chosen because a high contact score was a significant predictor of a high SS 

score. The Aggression common factor score was chosen because a high aggression score 

was a significant predictor of a low SS score. Figure 4-4 is a key for Figures 4-5 and 4-6. 

Figure 4-5 shows the Contact common factor and Figure 4-6 shows the Aggression 

common factor scores for all adult males. Of the "Most Copied Non-fathers", all had 

INSERT nCURES 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 

relatively high Contact scores and most had relatively low Aggression scores. 

Conversely, of the "Never Copied Non-fathers", most had relatively low Contact scores 

and the highest Aggression scores of all tutors. In other words, when there was no rearing 

or genetic relationship between a pupil and a potential tutor, the behavior of the tutor 
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became an important predictor of song tutor choice. The reason why the "non-father" SS 

mean was higher than expected can be explained by zebra finch song element similarity. 

Every zebra finch male in this study had a number of "short noise" song elements that 

were very similar to one another. As a result of the methodology used for scoring song 

element similarity, these similar song elements were grouped into the same category 

(Category A), and therefore shared high SS scores. Non-fathers had a much lower SES 

mean. As stated earlier. Song Element Sequence Similarity is a very good measure of the 

similarity of the overall song-phrase because element sequence is very different between 

males. Song Element Similarity can be high for a song element compared between birds 

because of the similarity and prevalence of common short-noise song elements in zebra 

finch song. Therefore the prevalence and similarity of short-noises accounts for the high 

SS mean in non-father tutors and SES is ultimately the best measure of overall song 

similarity between individuals. 

Discussion of the Effect of Siblings on Song Similarity 

Zebra finches evolved in a harsh and unpredictable environment where there was 

"strong selection for early maturation, high fecundity and proficient parental care" (Zann 

1997). Learning from fathers has only been demonstrated in the wild in zebra finches 

(Zann 1990, 1993) and Geospiza finches (Grant 1984; Millington and Price 1985; Gibbs 

1990), both of which evolved in similarly harsh environments. As a result of a very high 

mortality rate in zebra finches (only 20% of juveniles survive to sexual maturity (Zann 

1996), song learning has evolved to be extremely expeditious in these two taxa. The 
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sooner song is learned, the sooner a mating can ensue. Song similarity between siblings 

was examined to determine the possible effects of siblings on song in this strongly driven 

system. The first of two hypotheses regarding the effect of siblings on song similarity is 

the following: 1) siblings will use one another as song tutors as a side effect of the drive 

to learn song quickly. This hypothesis predicts that siblings' songs will be more similar to 

one another as a by-product of expediting song development. The second hypothesis is 

that 2) zebra finch song functions in individual recognition, and therefore siblings should 

attempt to individuate song. The first hypothesis predicts that siblings will develop songs 

that are more alike than different, and the second predicts that siblings raised together 

will have songs that are different from one another. The first sibling in a zebra finch 

clutch to learn song may learn a close copy of the father's song to expedite song learning 

and therefore to expedite mating. So the first sibling to begin to sing should copy his 

father's song as accurately as possible. If, however, a Juvenile's brothers have begun to 

sing before him, this juvenile should either leave out song elements, thus copying a 

shorter version of the father's song (Tchemichovski et al. 1998), or incorporate song 

elements from another tutor into the father's song. In other words, if a juvenile's brothers 

are already on their way to learning their father's song, the juvenile in question will be 

driven to learn a variation on the father's song. 
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Peers Inhibit Song Similarity in One Another 

Previous studies that have indirectly examined the effect of the presence of 

siblings on song development in zebra finches have suffered from the inability to separate 

out the common genetic and environmental effects of the father from the potential effects 

of the siblings (Eales 1987b; Williams 1990). Both Eales (1987b) and Williams (1990) 

state that the effect of song sharing among brothers was probably due to the shared 

parental environment and genes. In the present study the common paternal effects were 

partialled out. The results support Tchemichovski et al.'s (1998) findings that brothers 

raised together inhibit song element similarity in one another. Eales (1987a, p. 1363) 

stated "if there are adult song models present, it is possible that the choice made by one 

male of the brood (perhaps the most advanced) will influence the selection made by the 

other sibs." The hypotheses to explain why siblings might affect song development in one 

another were contradictory in their predictions. The first stated that siblings might use 

one another as song tutors as a side effect of the drive to learn song as quickly as 

possible, and the second suggested that if song functions in individual recognition, then 

siblings should attempt to have different songs from one another. The results of this 

experiment support the hypothesis that juveniles will attempt to learn a song different 

from the one that their siblings are singing, Le. the "song as a mechanism for individual 

recognition" hypothesis. 
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Song May Be Individuated to Function in Individual Recognition 

Miller (1979) and Bohner (1983) have previously suggested the idea of song 

functioning in individual recognition in zebra finch song. Bohner hypothesized that this 

mechanism might allow siblings to have different songs even though they copied their 

song from the same tutor, and Zann (1990) argued that the ability to individually 

recognize a sibling by song might help them to avoid inbreeding. Tchemichovski et cil. 

(1998) showed that rules seem to dictate the incompleteness of imitations and the order of 

song development: more complete imitations are made when song develops sooner. They 

showed that siblings that begin their song development process slightly later will use 

their father's song as a model and their sub-singing brothers' songs as a guide of what to 

sound different from, thus potentially indicating a mechanism by which siblings learn 

different songs. Baptista and Gaunt (1997) suggest that learning song is advantageous 

over the inheritance of song because it is an imperfect mode of transmission. This may 

allow cultural mutations to occur more quickly than genetic mutations can. Cultural 

mutations can therefore be incorporated into song to function in individual recognition. 

In the present study it was noted that other tutor's song elements were included in the 

juvenile's song. Only two song elements were improvised out of 340 total pupil elements, 

which supports Tchemichovski et al. (1998) and Zann's (1996) findings of little or no 

improvisation. It seems as though in situations where an adequate song tutor is 

unavailable, juveniles will use one another as tutors, but in more naturalistic 

environments more tutors are available and from these adults, songs are individuated, but 

not improvised, during the development process. 
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Possible Alternative Interpretations of the Results 

The following section addresses some possible alternative interpretations of the 

results. 

Copying Dad: Possible Contributing Factors and Alternative Interpretations 

Song development and learning is complex in this social species. Theoretically 

speaking, there are a myriad of contributing factors to zebra finch song development, 

each factor contributing to the final song sung by the pupil. For example, song element 

complexity, such as the number of hannonics, may be limited by the morphology of the 

chick's vocal tract. The morphology of the chick's vocal tract is the phenotype donated 

from the chick's genetic parents, in addition to the quality of the chick's developmental 

environment. Some aspect of the chick's developmental environment, such as diet 

quality, may affect the song that the chick can eventually sing if the environment is 

somehow deficient in providing the nutrients, for example, that a chick would need to 

develop into his full singing potential. A developmental constraint on singing ability may 

therefore reflect the quality of the parenting received by the chick (Nowicki et cil. 1998). 

A chick may simply not be able to sing a more complex song than his vocal tract allows. 

The genetic template or the morphology of the vocal tract, which is formed from the 

interaction of the genetic template and the developmental environment, may act as a 

constraint on the song learned. Therefore a chick might choose his social or genetic 

father's song based on many factors, including template matching, copying the best song 
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choice of 12-14 potential song tutors. Allowing a song pupil exposure to all of the social 

workings of his colony helped to reveal the important contributing factors to song tutor 

choice. Additionally, the song analysis method adapted for this study allowed for strong 

resolution of song copying behavior in juvenile zebra finches, which allowed for even 

greater clarification of the significant predictors of song choice. The hierarchical General 

Linear Model was the vehicle that allowed for the use of several contributing predictors 

of song tutor choice in this quasi-experiment where individuals freely interacted with one 

another and statistical control was used to separate out the significant predictors of song 

tutor choice. 

The Importance of the Quasi-Experiment 

The study of a social behavior, such as song learning, requires study in a social 

environment if the applicability of the findings to the natural world is to be retained. An 

experimental design such as this study, that 1) allowed for a high degree of social 

interaction, 2) included a moderate degree of experimental control in the form of cross-

fostering and that 3) yielded the statistical power required to result in strong, statistically 

controlled, interpretable results, is called a quasi-experiment. Quasi-experiments allow 

for studying subjects in a naturalistic environment combined with limited experimental 

manipulation. Quasi-experiments sacrifice a high degree of experimental control for 

external validity, and replace experimental control with statistical control. It is usually 

recommended that the statistical tests used are planned for in the experimental design, in 

this case it was absolutely necessary. All individuals were allowed free interaction with 
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all other individuals within the colony i.e. the experiences that any bird was exposed to 

were not experimentally controlled, with the exception of who the chick was raised by 

through cross-fostering. Each subject revealed the product of his social experience and 

his genetic component of song by his song choice, thus allowing the significant predictors 

of song tutor choice in zebra finches to emerge. The combination of free interaction of 

individuals and the statistical control afforded by a Hierarchical General Linear Model 

allowed for the clarification of the significance of the predictors of song choice that were 

contradictory in previous studies of song choice in juvenile zebra finches. 

Limitations of the Present Study 

An aviary study can only approximate what happens in the wild. The limitations 

of the present study had to do with the simplification of the factors that affect song 

learning in the wild as a result of using an aviary where emigration and immigration were 

not possible. Additionally, due to time constraints the effect of the tutor's secondary 

sexual characteristics on song choice were not explored. For example, an analysis of tutor 

song energy output as a predictor of song tutor choice could have proved informative. 

The effect of male size on song tutor choice was also not examined. Another limitation 

was that the paternity of 5% of chicks was in question due to the possibility of extra-pair 

copulations and egg dumping (Birkhead et al. 1990). The inability to determine paternity 

100% of the time probably decreased the magnitude of significant predictors of song 

tutor choice, but only to a negligible degree. Additionally, the genetic contribution to the 

song template from the pupil's mother has not yet been explored. Conceivably the genetic 
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template for song is inherited from both parents, rather than only from the father. An 

analysis of the song sung by the mother's father as a predictor of song tutor choice would 

be an interesting direction of further inquiry. 

Relationship of Results of Present Study to Theories of Song Learning 

This study revealed a great deal about the significant predictors of song choice in 

juvenile zebra finches in an aviary where all individuals were free to interact with one 

another. The major results of the present study are summarized below. 1) Chicks cross-

fostered to nests within the same aviary as their parents' nest recognized and learned their 

genetic father's song after fledging despite their lack of exposure to him in the rearing 

environment. 2) Brothers raised together inhibited song similarity in one another. 3) 

Males with strong pair bond maintenance behavior were copied more often than males 

that did not display these behaviors. 4) Males that were relatively more aggressive than 

other adult males were copied less often. 5) Simply being a father or a mated male was 

not a significant predictor of song tutor choice. The quality of being an attentive father or 

mate was, however, a significant predictor of song choice. 6) The song of the male that 

raised the chick was copied more often than was the song of other males. 7) The quality 

of being both a father and the male that raised the chick was additive—the interaction of 

the two significant predictor variables was not significant. How do these results relate to 

theory of bird song learning? The number of different song learning systems seems to be 

almost as vast as the number of species of songbirds. The ecology of the species in 

question shapes the exact function of song learning in that species. As a result there are 
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several different theories to explain different systems of bird song learning. This section 

relates the theories of zebra finch song learning included in this study with the current 

body of bird song learning theory that may apply to this system. 

The proposed "main" functions of bird song include: intra-specific competition, 

mate attraction, and mate retention (Kroodsma and Byers 1991). Intra-sexual selection is 

defined by the competitive interactions between members of the same sex to acquire 

mates, which can take the form of ritualized aggression or actual fighting between males 

to gain access to females, for example. Intra-sexual selection does not play a part in the 

zebra finch mating system. Zebra finches do not engage in active male-male competition: 

they have no territories to acquire or to defend, aggression has not been witnessed 

between males in the field and song is not used in male-male interactions (Zann 1996). 

Mate acquisition is the process by which a male attracts a mate and forms a pair bond, 

and mate retention is the behaviors that a male engages in to maintain the pair bond with 

his mate. Song has been hypothesized to function in mate acquisition and male retention 

in zebra finches (Slater et al. 1988). 

Vocal signals can be acquired by both inheritance and learning working in 

conjunction (Baptista 1996), as in the case of zebra finches. Baptista and Gaunt (1997) 

state that in songbirds, live tutors serve to both instruct juveniles and to evoke stored 

songs out of the juvenile. The reason why birds learn their songs, as opposed to having a 

completely innate song still remains unclear. Something about the chick's environment 

must be unpredictable, thereby rendering the advantages of learning song greater than the 

costs. That is, certain important aspects of the song for mate attraction and retention in 
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zebra finches must vary in ecological time for learning to take place. 

Unpredictability in the young bird's environment may result from a changing 

abiotic or biotic environment. For example, seasonal instability, like unpredictable 

rainfall patterns result in: 1) unpredictable food resources such that a chick's 

development may be affected or 2) unpredictable foliage density which may affect song 

transmission. A shortage of food resources has been shown to affect song development in 

zebra finch chicks (Nowicki, Peters and Podos 1998). Unpredictable foliage density 

probably does not greatly affect zebra finches because their songs are sung in very close 

proximity to the female (Zann 1996). A changing social environment may result in 

unpredictable male quality in neighbors, and unpredictable mate quality and 

unpredictable competition for mate choice. A changing social environment may be the 

result of the immigration of potential new partners with differences in mate attractiveness 

or dominance. Zann (1996) has documented a high degree of emigration and immigration 

in zebra finches. 

Baptista and Gaunt (1997) state that the advantages of learning over innate song 

are that learning is imperfect In transmission from generation to generation. Imperfection 

in transmission may result In: 1) song learning from dad with small Imperfections, which 

could serve as a mechanism for Individual recognition (In zebra finches: Zann 1990; 

TchemlchovskI and Nottebohm 1998) or for 2) non-assortative mating (Grant 1984). 

Conversely, the closeness of genetic template and song of father result in a more accurate 

copy, or faster learning. In other words, if all males are equal in quality, then a pupil 

should copy the song of his genetic father in order to leam more accurately and more 
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quickly due to similarity between the pupil's genetic template and his genetic father's 

song. Zebra finches and Darwin's finches (Geospiza finches) have evolved in similarly 

harsh and unpredictable environments with extremely variable rainfall patterns. In 

addition to a harsh abiotic environment, zebra finches must contend with a great deal of 

predation pressure, especially in the days between fledging and adulthood (approximately 

day 17 after hatching to day 90) (Zann 1996). First time zebra finch parents are as 

successful at raising chicks as are experienced parents (Zann 1996), so simply mating as 

soon as possible after fledging has developed as one of the important strategies in which 

individuals increase their fitness. Baptista and Gaunt (1997) state that: 

"Although it is not certain why, a premium exists (in zebra finches and Geospiza 
finches) to learn songs from fathers which in turn may enable males to acquire 
vocal signals at a younger age, preparing them for earlier breeding. Both groups 
are deziens of ephemeral habitats and both have been selected for early 
maturation and may reproduce by 3 months of age." 

2^bra finches and Darwin's finches may learn their father's song because of the 

advantages afforded by learning quickly and accurately, and may add small changes for 

individual recognition (Zann 1990; Tchernichovski and Nottebohm 1998). Bohner (1990) 

showed that zebra finch juveniles selected song tutors whose songs matched their father's 

song. Zebra finches that learned the most complete imitations of their father's song 

tended to induce more egg-laying in their mates (Tchernichovski and Nottebohm 1998). 

Aviary-reared zebra finch males from the same population as the females had higher 

reproductive success than did aviary-reared males from a different population. Salience 

as a song tutor was related to the song of the adult male as well as to the total number of 

young the adult male fledged. All male offspring copied significantly more syllables from 
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their fathers' songs than from others' songs (Williams et al. 1993). Evidence for copying a 

song that matches the pupil's genetic template exists in other species. White-crowned 

sparrow juveniles learned the songs of their neighbors that closely matched their father's 

songs (M.R. Lein, unpublished data, from Baptista and Gaunt 1997), and canaries have 

displayed epigenetic rules for copying strain-specific song (Mundinger 1995). 

In the field, learning from unrelated adults is the most commonly observed trend 

among birds that learn their song(s) (Baptista and Gaunt 1997). Why copy non-relatives 

as opposed to relatives? One possible reason has to do with the unpredictability of the 

nutritional stress that the chick experiences during his early development in the nest. The 

quality of parenting is unpredictable as a result of variation in availability of food due to 

changing competition for food and due to changing environmental conditions. The 

nutritional stress that a chick may experience during his important formative stages can 

result in an inability for the individual to develop to his full potential (Nowicki, Peters 

and Podos 1998). The individual that was not able to develop to his full potential may be 

the pupil in question's father! If one of the functions of song is that it is an honest 

indicator of mate quality, a pupil should strive to copy the song of the most healthy and 

therefore attractive male that he can copy, which may not be his genetic father. He should 

copy the song of a model genetically resistant to stress and/or the song of a relatively 

stress-free individual. Additionally, given that most pupils are not sons of the most 

attractive male, there is usually a more attractive male's song to copy. Chicks should 

therefore copy the song of the most dominant or reproductively successful male 

(dominance and reproductive success being honest indicators of male quality) in order to 
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emulate those qualities to prospective mates. If there are males who are more attractive 

than a chick's father (and/or if the paternity of the chick is uncertain due to IBPs and 

EPCs), then tutors other than the chick's father should also be copied. If emigration and 

immigration are constant on a low level, then copy the song of an attractive male that has 

recently joined the colony. For example, hand-raised village weaverbirds were isolated 

from their fathers. Pupils were found to copy the song of the dominant male in the group 

that they were raised in (Jacobs 1979). Female village indigobirds were found to solicit 

copulations from males that sang from high, conspicuous perches(Payne and Payne 

1977). Male copulation success is differential in this species. Song types are shared 

between neighbors, and song types change from year to year. Song pupils tended to copy 

the song of the most reproductively successful male from year to year (Payne and Payne 

1997). Houx and ten Cate (1998) found no indications that zebra finch tutor choice is 

contingent upon subsequent behavior of the tutor. The results of the present study directly 

conflict with the results of this previous study. In this study, the significance of the 

behavior of the tutor as a predictor of song choice is attributed to the higher precision and 

accuracy of the song comparison implimented, in combination with the extensive 

behavioral observations taken and used in the hierarchical GLM. 
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Boyd and Richerson's Theories of Cultural Transmission—Application to Social 
Learning in Zebra Finches 

Boyd and Richerson (1985) proposed a theory of how individuals navigate the 

pool of "cultural traits" available via genetic learning biases. Boyd and Richerson 

propose that the environment will determine to what degree genetic and/or cultural 

evolution is required. That is, behaviors that are learned are learned because something 

about the individual's social and or abiotic environment is unpredictable from generation 

to generation, and therefore the best behaviors to learn are always changing, while 

behaviors that are more strongly innate correspond with predictability in evolutionary 

time. Boyd and Richerson believe that genetic learning predispositions called "learning 

biases" direct social learning. They describe three modes of cultural transmission: direct 

bias, indirect bias and frequency-dependent bias. 

Cultural transmission is chiyacterized by direct bias if one cultural variant is 

simply more attractive than another, e.g. there is something special about the song itself. 

The potential benefit of a direct learning bias is that this rule could quickly direct the 

individual towards the best cultural variant. The drawback to a direct learning bias is that 

it doesn't track environmental fluctuations, and in this way is very similar to an innate 

behavior; it is not plastic through evolutionary time. Cultural transmission is 

characterized by indirect bias if the pupil uses the value of a trait that characterizes an 

individual to emulate the attractiveness of that individual. In the case of song choice in 

zebra finches, it is hypothesized that the song of the adult male would emulate some of 

the attractiveness of an attractive male if an indirect learning bias were operating. 

Attractiveness could be measured by that male's frequency of extra-pair copulations, or 
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by a well-maintained pair bond. There must be something special about the adult male 

being emulated, but there need be nothing special about the song itself. Lastly, cultural 

transmission is characterized by frequency-dependent bias if pupils pick the cultural 

variant used by the most individuals. This method does not require a choice, merely an 

identification of the variant that occurs with the most frequency. 

Depending on the learning bias in question, one could predict which songs would 

be learned. If a direct learning bias played a part in zebra finch song acquisition, there 

should be one "best" song, which would be reflected in female population preferences. In 

cowbirds, for example, the "best" song with regard to female preferences is the most 

simplistic and completely innate perch song. As stated in the Introduction, intra-sexual 

dominance within male cowbirds is reflected in the strongest and most dominant 

cowbird's song—he sings the most simple and attractive song and the other males are 

stuck learning some other not-so-evocative song (West et al. 1983, 1988; King & West 

1977). Female zebra finches show preferences for certain males over others (Houtman 

1992). Female zebra finches have also shown preferences for high song rates (ten Gate 

and Mug 1984) and for relatively more song elements (Clayton and Prove 1989), but 

there is no evidence that females prefer songs because of the song elements they contain. 

If the learning bias demonstrated by zebra finches were a direct bias, it is predicted by 

Boyd and Richerson that juveniles could be recorded singing several different songs 

before settling on the best one. There is no evidence for this mode of learning bias. 

If, on the other hand, cultural transmission were guided by an indirect learning 

bias, then it would be predicted that song tutor choice would be positively correlated with 
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behaviors or traits that make that adult male a particularly good choice. Perhaps the 

behaviors associated with mate attraction and mate retention, for example. In zebra 

finches an indirect learning bias would result in a positive correlation between song tutor 

choice and some behavioral or physical property of that adult. A great deal of 

experimental evidence provides support for the existence of indirect learning biases in 

juvenile zebra finches. In Williams' (1990) aviary study 62% of the song elements copied 

from 12 potential song models were copied from 3 adult males. Song tutor choice in these 

juveniles was found to positively correlate with a relatively large amount of interactions 

with fledglings and with a relatively large amount of parental care given to those 

fledglings, i.e. the property of being a good father directed song choice. In Bohner's 

(1990) study the property of being the father at the nest to 35 days posthatching was the 

factor that significantly affected song choice—being a chick's father directed song tutor 

choice. In Mann and Slater's (1994) study pupils tended to learn from the male they had 

exposure to at the nest (which would usually be the pupil's father). Pupils in this study 

also showed a preference for learning the song of the male paired to the female that raised 

them and also for paired males (as opposed to single males), so the property of being a 

successfully paired male directed song tutor choice. Several indirect learning biases seem 

to be strongly indicated in zebra finch song model choice. Lastly, if cultural transmission 

of song were guided by a frequency-dependent learning bias, one would expect the song 

sung by the most adult males to be copied by pupils. This is clearly not the case in zebra 

finches. The probability of zebra finches choosing the song sung by the most adults has 

not been directly tested, but there is evidence for individuation of song in zebra finches in 
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the present study and others (Miller 1979; Bdhner 1983; Zann 1997, Tchemichovski et 

cil. 1998). Evidence indicates that a frequency-dependent learning bias does not apply to 

this system. The evidence provided by Williams' (1990) aviary study where 3 song 

models were copied significantly more often than the remaining 9 models also supports 

that song tutor choice is not frequency dependent. The results of Tchemichovski et al. 

(1998) further suggest that the effect of tutor overabundance actually reduces some 

aspects of imitation resulting in a phenomenon they termed fraternal inhibition. Although 

the pupils in their study were housed with their father and all of their brothers, and their 

brothers were considered the other song tutors, there was clearly a tendency to not share 

the same song among siblings. 

Conclusion 

The present study was an endeavor to separate out the significant predictors of 

song choice in juvenile zebra finches in an aviary setting where all individuals were free 

to interact with one another. The strengths of this study include the following: 1) The 

song analysis techniques used in this study were extremely reliable and provided the 

resolution necessary to determine the relevant predictors of song tutor choice. 2) Cross-

correlation was used to empirically determine the ceiling and floor for song matching and 

was incorporated into the song analysis method used in this study. 3) A quasi-

experimental design was used in a naturalistic aviary environment to mimic the social 

environment of the zebra finch, and 4) Chicks were cross-fostered within the same aviary 

to determine the genetic and social influences of song choice. The results of this study 
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were several: 1) Chicks cross-fostered to nests within the same aviary as their parents' 

nest recognized and learned their genetic father's song after fledging despite their lack of 

exposure to him in the rearing environment. 2) Brothers raised together inhibited song 

similarity in one another. 3) Males with strong pair bond maintenance behavior were 

copied more often than males that did not display these behaviors. 4) Males that were 

relatively more aggressive were copied less often. 5) Simply being a father or a mated 

male was not a significant predictor of song tutor choice. The quality of being an 

attentive father or mate was a significant predictor of song choice. 6) The song of the 

male that raises the chick was copied more often than was the song of other males. 7) The 

quality of being both a father and the male that raises the chick were additive—the 

interaction of the two significant predictor variables was not significant. 8) The methods 

for song copying analysis adapted from Williams (1990) were verified for reliability 

using cross-correlation analysis and proved to be reliable. 

Zebra finch song choice is a complex behavior with several significant predictors. 

This study has revealed some of the determining factors in song choice, including 

copying males that spend relatively more time maintaining the pair bond, genetic 

relatedness between the tutor and pupil and the influence of the rearing father. 46.2% of 

the variance in song element similarity was explained by the predictors in this model, 

with the bulk of the variance in song choice attributed to individual learning differences 

between pupils. The variable Model explained 10.0% of the variance in song tutor choice, 

so it is also clear that the variables included in this model do not explain all of the 

variance in song choice. Perhaps other attributes of potential song tutors are significant 
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predictors of song tutor choice—aspects which may include the physical size of the 

model, for example. The present study has served to clarify some of the behavioral and 

genetic aspects of a song tutor that render him a good choice for pupils and has provided 

directions for further research. 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLES AND FIGURES 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Figure 1-1: a. and b. Examples of representative songs from two different adult males. 
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CHAPTER 2; METHODS 

Figure 2-1: Examples of element types. 

ar S ^ 

a. harmonic b. noise c. harmonic harmonic d. harmonic- noise 
combination combination 

Figure 2-2: Examples of Subcategories from the Song Element Catalogue (Appendix B). 
a. Subcategory A I, the subcategory with the most song elements, b. Subcategory G I, one 
of the subcategories containing only one song element. 

a. Element Subcategory Al: 

lOa IDf 17-13 31-11 31c 32B 32b 35c 

I  i  i l l  
41c 45-11 45b 49-11 16241 

« 

->? 

b. Element Subcategory Gl: 

23e 
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Table 2-1: Description of Song Similarity (SS) Rating Scale 

RATING DESCRIPTION 
0 no match; song element pairs that shared a score of "0" did not share the 

same category 

1 slight similarity between two song elements; two elements in the same 
categor>', but phonologically as different as they could be while still 
sharing the same category (two elements in the same category, but not in 
the same subcategory) 

2 moderate similarity between two song elements; two elements that shared 
a subcategory but were as different as two elements could be while sharing 
the same subcategory 

3 strong similarity between song elements within the same subcategory 

4 a "perfect" empirical match between two song elements within the same 
subcategory 

Table 2-2: Description of Song Element Sequence Similarity (SES) Rating Scale 

RATING DESCRIPTION 
0 no correspondence in the song elements that preceded or followed the 

song element being compared 

1 a weak correspondence with one of the two song elements that flanked the 
song element in question 

2 a strong correspondence in only one of two song elements or a weak 
correspondence with both 

3 a moderate correspondence with both of the adjacent elements, or a strong 
correspondence with one and a moderate correspondence with the other 

4 the preceding and following song elements closely corresponded in the 
comparison song 
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Table 2-3: Social Relations Model Matrix and Key 

OBJECTS 
MALES FEMALES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

cn 
1 Cii C12 Ci3 Cl4 Ci5 C16 X,. 

U 
< 

2 C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 
X2* 

s 3 C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 X3. 

C/3 
u 

4 C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46 X4. 
>-] 
< 
s 

5 C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 
XS' 

u 
u. 6 Cei C62 C63 C64 Ces Cee 

X6* 

X»[ X»2 X»3 X*4 X»5 X»6 

KEY 
i = Row (Subject Birds) 
J = Column (Object Bird) 

Cij = cell mean (the mean of the Cij = 
behavioral interactions of bird i 
towards bird j) 

Ci.= row mean. Represents the degree to 
which each individual ordinarily 
behaves 

Oj = column mean. Represents the degree 
to which each individual is 
ordinarily the target of others' 
behavior 
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Table 2-^: Examples of the Composition of a Single Observation in a Cell of a Social 
Relations Matrix, a. In Example Ibird #15 was the subject who aggressed on bird #49. 
Observers A and B differed slightly in the behaviors that they recorded. Observer A saw 
#15 CHASES (twice), BEAK FENCES and PLUCK FEATHERS, all directed towards 
#49 in the same observation period, which yielded a score of 4 for observer A. Observer 
B saw #15 CHASES and BEAK FENCES, both directed at #49. This yielded a score of 2 
for observer B. The two scores are averaged to yield a final score of 3. b. In Example 2 
bird #50 was the subject bird and #16 was the object bird. Observers A and B saw the 
exact same interaction take place between these two birds; they both saw #50 IS 
ALLOPREENED by #16 and #16 CONTACTS #50. Observer A and B's scores of 2 were 
averaged to yield a final score of 2. This score was added to the cell for 
#50SUBJECT#16OBJECT in the Contact Social Relations matrix. 

Parameter a. Example 1 b. Example 2 

Time 9:28 am 10:51 am 

Date April 17, 1997 November 5, 1997 

Observer A Greer Kim 

Observer B Jennifer Jessie 

Subject Bird 
Identification 

Juvenile #15 Adult #50 

Object Bird Identification Adult #49 Adult #16 
Social Common Factor Aggression Contact 

Behaviors Observed By 
Observer A 

#15 CHASES #49 (twice), 
#15 BEAK FENCES w/#49 
and #15 PLUCKS 
FEATHERS from #49 

#50 IS ALLOPREENED by 
#16 and #16 CONTACTS 
#50 

Behaviors Observed By 
Observer B 

#15 CHASES #49 and 
#15 BEAK FENCES w/#49 

#50 IS ALLOPREENED by 
#16 and #16 CONTACTS 
#50 

Observer A: Final Score 4 2 

Observer B: Final Score 2 2 
Average Of Final Score 

1 Across Both Observers 
3 
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CHAPTER 3; RESULTS 

Figure 3-1: 3-1-a Through 3-l-o. Representative Song-Phrases for Each Model. 
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*note: Song #157-1 was recorded before #157 was placed in the aviary, and song #157-2 
was recorded eight months later. #157 dropped elements "a" and "c", and added elements 
"d" and "e" during that period of time. 

Figure 3-2: a. Illustrations of Match and Non-match of Pupil-Model Songs. Pupil #115 
was bom to and raised by Model #10. Despite #115's relatedness and exposure to #10, he 
copied Model #50 with strong fidelity, b. A key showing SS and SES scores for Pupil 
#115 in relation to Song Models #1 0 and #50. 

Pupil's (#115) Song 

I J K 

Song of Pupil's Father 
(Model #10) 

e f  g  e  f  g  

Song of Model Copied 
(Model #50) 

i j k 

b. 

Model Genetic Social SS SES 
10 1 1 2 0 
50 0 0 12 12 

Figure 3-3: Song-phrases from a Father (#10) and Son (#63). Pupil #63 retained the 
song element sequence from his father's song, but left out three elements elements a, b, 
and c. This comparison yielded a match of 81.2%. 

Father (#10) Son (#63) 
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Figure 3-4: Pie Graph of the Proportion of SS Variance Explained by the Significant 
Variables 
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Figure 3-5: Pie Graph of the Proportion of SES Variance Explained by the Significant 
Variables 
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Figure 3-6: Song-phrases from a Father (#23) and His Two Sons (#3 and #4). #23 were 
both the genetic and social father to sons #3 and #4, so these brothers shared a genetic 
component of song and an environmental component. Changes made to the father's song 
are noted by capitalized song element identification. Son #3 inserted a harmonic in his 
element C, thus differentiating his song from his father and brother, and Son #4 added a 
harmonic to the middle of his song element A. 

Father (#23) Son (#3) Son (#4) 

a  b e d  a b C d A b e  d  
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Table 3-1; Correlation Matrix of Different Indices of Song Similarity 

Dependent Variable 
Proportion 

SS 
SES 

Proportion SS 
l.O 

0.514 
0.643 

1.0 
0.793 

SES 

1.0 

Note: all values are significant (p < 0.0001) 
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Table 3-2a; Mean SS and SES Scores for Song Models in the 1®' Cohort 
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Table 3-2b: Mean Percentage of Song Copied Using the Proportion Method for the Song 
Models in the 1®' Cohort 
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Table 3-3a: Mean SS and SES Scores for Song Models in the 2""^ Cohort 

Song Model 

Table 3-3b: Mean Percentage of Song Copied Using the Proportion Method for the Song 
Models in the 2"*^ Cohort 
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Table 3-4a: Mean SS and SES Scores for Song Models in the 3"* Cohort 
12 

Song Model 

Table 3-4b: Mean Percentage of Song Copied Using the Proportion Method for the Song 
Models in the 3^'' Cohort 
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Table 3-5a: Mean SS and SES Scores for Song Models in the 4"' Cohort 
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Table 3-5b: Mean Percentage of Song Copied Using the Proportion Method for the Song 
Models in the 4"* Cohort 
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Table 3-6: Behavioral Factor Scores for Each Adult 

Factor Scores 
Sin£&Par^^___SocProx____^^_SocCoin___^___SocSub^__^ggres^Sex&V^ Model 
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Table 3-7: Factor Scores for Singing and Parenting for Song Models 
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Table 3-8: Factor Scores for Social Contact for Song Models 
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Table 3-9: Factor Scores for Social Proximity for Song Models 
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Table 3-10: Factor Scores for Social Submission for Song Models 
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Table 3-11; Factor Scores for Social Aggression for Song Models 
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Table 3-12: Factor Scores for Sex and Violence for Song Models 
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Table 3-13: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #1 
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Table 3-14: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #5 
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Table 3-15; Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #10 
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Table 3-16: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #17 
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Table 3-17: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #23 
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Table 3-18: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #31 
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Table 3-19: Behavioral Conunon Factor Scores for Song Model #32 
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Table 3-20: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #35 
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Table 3-21: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #41 
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Table 3-22: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #45 
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Table 3-23: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #48 
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Table 3-24: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #49 
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Table 3-25; Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #50 
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Table 3-26: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #157 
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Table 3-27: Behavioral Common Factor Scores for Song Model #162 
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Table 3-28: Hypothesis Tests For Predictors For Proportion As The Dependent 
Variable 
TYPE PREDICTOR ETA^ F-RATIO NDF, DDF P r  > F  
Pupil 0.005 0.08 57,706 1.000 
Singing and Parenting 0.001 0.99 1,706 0.3207 
Social Proximity 0.004 3.01 1,706 0.0832 
Social Contact 0.021 16.66 1,706 <.0001 
Social Submission 0.001 0.68 1,706 0.4111 
Social Aggression 0.002 1.93 1,706 0.1655 
Sex and Violence 0.000 0.00 1,706 0.9993 
Model 0.028 2.77 8,706 0.0052 
Genetic 0.105 84.05 1,706 <.0001 
Social 0.041 33.35 1,706 <.0001 
Genetic * Social 0.004 3.17 1,706 0.0753 
Mate Days 0.005 3.77 1,706 0.0528 
Parenting Days 0.000 0.03 1,706 0.8566 

R-Square = 0.217 
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Table 3-29; Hypothesis Tests For Predictors For SS As The Dependent Variable 

TYPE PREDICTOR ETA^ F-RATIO NDF, DDF P r > F  
Pupil 0.267 5.49 57,706 <.0001 
Singing and Parenting 0.026 29.88 1,706 <.0001 
Social Proximity 0.008 9.57 1,706 0.0021 
Social Contact 0.015 17.95 1,706 <.0001 
Social Submission 0.001 0.84 1,706 0.3600 
Social Aggression 0.020 23.16 1,706 <.0001 
Sex and Violence 0.000 0.44 1,706 0.5091 
Model O.lOO 14.70 8,706 <.0001 
Genetic 0.011 13.21 1,706 0.0003 
Social 0.011 13.05 1,706 0.0003 
Genetic * Social 0.001 0.08 1,706 0.3703 
Mate Days 0.000 0.55 1,706 0.4567 
Parenting Days 0.001 0.74 1,706 0.3884 

R-Square = 0.462 

Table 3-30; Unstandardized Least Squares Regression Weights And Standard Errors For 
Best Regression Models. 
For SS GLM; 
PREDICTORS UNSTANDARDIZED SE 

B-WEIGHTS 
MODEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Intercept +0.033 0.167 

Singing and Parenting -1.712 0.959 
Social Proximity -2.498 0.656 
Social Contact +3.678 0.897 
Social Aggression -3.000 0.856 

MODEL-PUPIL RELATIONSHIPS 
Intercept -0.247 0.157 

Genetic +0.454 0.686 
Social +2.550 0.692 
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Table 3-31: Hypothesis Tests For Predictors For SES As The Dependent Variable 

TYPE PREDICTOR ETA^ F-RATIO NDF, DDF P r > F  
SS 0.424 801.27 1,706 <.0001 
Pupil 0.136 4.52 57,706 <.0001 
Singing and Parenting 0.013 23.99 1,706 <.0001 
Social Proximity 0.000 0.39 1,706 0.5312 
Social Contact 0.008 14.27 1,706 0.0002 
Social Submission 0.000 0.51 1,706 0.4774 
Social Aggression 0.010 19.78 1,706 <.0001 
Sex and Violence 0.000 0.15 1,706 0.6979 
Model 0.065 15.42 8,706 <.0001 
Genetic 0.007 12.68 1,706 0.0004 
Social 0.003 4.74 1,706 0.0298 
Genetic * Social 0.001 1.30 1,706 0.2552 
Mate Days 0.001 1.17 1,706 0.2790 
Parenting Days 0.000 0.05 1,706 0.8208 

R-Square = 0.667 

Table 3-32: Standardized Least Squares Regression Weights For Best Regression 
Models 
For SES as DV; 
PREDICTORS UNSTANDARDIZED SE 

B-WEIGHTS 
MODEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Intercept -0.007 0.080 

RSS +0.541 0.018 
Singing and Parenting +1.367 0.451 
Social Contact +1.477 0.424 
Social Aggression +1.369 0.415 

MODEL-PUPIL RELATIONSHIPS 
Intercept -0.104 0.076 

RSS +0.609 0.018 
Genetic +0.523 0.332 
Social +0.737 0.337 
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Table 3-33; Results of Hypothesis Test for Brothers' Song Similarity Using SS as DV: 
TYPE PREDICTOR ETA^ F-RATIO NDF, DDF P r > F  
MOD-PUPIL 0.010 8.49 1,807 0.0037 
MOD-PEER 0.002 1.42 1,807 0.2341 
MOD-PUPIL*MOD-PEER 0.004 2.97 1,807 0.0850 
GENBRO 0.003 32.73 1,807 0.0988 
SOCBRO 0.000* 0.00 1,807 0.9799 
GENBRO*SOCBRO 0.008 6.23 1,807 0.0128 

R-Square = 0.027 

•please note that eta^ value for the SOCBRO variable was not zero, but was in fact very 
small (0.000000773) 

Table 3-34: Unstandardized Least Squares Regression Weights and Standard Errors for 
"Brothers" Regression Models 

For SS as DV: 
PREDICTORS UNSTANDARDIZED 

B-WEIGHTS 
SE 

Intercept -0.150 0.131 
MOD-PUPIL* -0.248 0.099 
MOD-PEER -0.271 0.107 
MOD-PUPIL*MOD-PEER +0.032 0.010 
GENBRO +3.64 1.232 
SOCBRO +2.55 1.183 
GENBRO*SOCBRO* -3.75 1.504 

Note: * denotes significant predictor variables 

Parameter Estimate for GENBRO*SOCBRO = -3.75 (which means that the effect of 
being genetic brothers that shared the same clutch was that of a reduced amount of 
similarity than would be expected from two genetic brothers that shared the same rearing 
environment) 
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TYPE PREDICTOR ETA^ F-RATIO NDF, DDF P r > F  
RSS 0.435 626.98 1,807 <.0001 
MOD-PUPIL 0.000 0.37 1,807 0.5430 
MOD-PEER 0.000 0.23 1,807 0.6334 
MOD-PUPIL»MOD-PEER 0.002 10.58 1,807 0.0012 
GENBRO 0.000 0.99 1,807 0.3207 
SOCBRO 0.000 0.04 1,807 0.8494 
GENBRO»SOCBRO 0.000 2.35 1,807 0.1255 

R-Square = 0.045 

Table 3-36; Unstandardized Least Squares Regression Weights and Standard Errors for 
"Brothers" Regression Models 
For SES as DV: 
PREDICTORS UNSTANDARDIZED 

B-WEIGHTS 
SE 

Intercept +0.006 0.066 
RSS* +0.436 0.018 
MOD-PUPIL -0.022 0.034 
MOD-PEER -0.056 0.036 
MOD-PUPIL*MOD-PEER* +0.020 0.007 
GENBRO -0.099 0.341 
SOCBRO -0.337 0.346 
GENBRO*SOCBRO +0.853 0.556 

Note: • denotes significant predictor variables 

CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
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Figure 4-1: Mean Song Similarity (SS) Scores for Different Types of Tutors 
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Figure 4-2; Mean Song Element Sequence (SES) Scores for Different Types of Tutors 
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Figure 4-3: Neither Genetic Nor Rearing Fathers: Who Was Copied More 
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Figure 4-4: Key for Figures 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Figure 4-5: Contact Behavior Scores for All Song Tutors 
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Figure 4-6: Aggression Behavior Scores for All Song Tutors 
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APPENDIX B 
SONG ELEMENT DICHOTOMOUS KEY 

Part I 

Lable 1" part of element (IH or IN) accordingly: 
• IH=First or only harmonic 
• IN=First or only noise 
Key out 1" pan of element, then repeat with all 
other parts of element, i.e., next part of element 
will start with IIH or UN. 

Is element a combination of harmonics and/or noises? 

Label element accordingly (IN or IH) 

\ 
Part II 

Is element (or part of element) harmonic? 

•Bands thick or thin? 
(A) . . (B) 

thicl^«^ \^hin 

•Harmonic length long or short? 
i\)y V (2) 

\on^^ \^hort 

Xno 

•Is noise "stepped'? 
(A)^ JB) 

not s^ped xste| 

•Harmonic wide-band or narrow-band? 
(a). V (b) 

narrow 
w > V V"; 

\nan 

Frequency change? 

'TTTTC' 
(0 (iO (iil) (IV) (V) 

no change up down chevron wavy 

stepped 

•Noise length long or short? 
(1)/ ><2) 

lone/ \short 

•Noise wide-band or narrow-band? 
(a)/ Jb) 

wide/^ \narrow 

•Dark spots? 

iber? (0) 

yes 

number? 

I 2 multiple 

note: see definitions for categorizations denoted with • 
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Dichotomous Key Instructions and Definitions 

Instruction 
The first step was to determine whether the song element was composed of a 

single harmonic or noise, or a combination of two or more harmonics, or a harmonic and 
a noise. 

a. harmonic b. noise c. harmonic-harmonic d. harmoniD-noise 
combination combination 

The element was then labeled accordingly. For example, the noise labeled b. (see above) 
had the following classification: INB laiii. Which indicated that it was a noise ("I" 
indicated that this is the first or only element; "N" indicated that this was a noise and not 
a harmonic). This noise has white patches (indicated by "B") which indicated that the 
shape of this element was "stepped" (the grey is not evenly spread within the element). 
This noise was designated as being "long", which was indicated by the number "I". 
"Long" was defined by a song element being equal to or longer than .09 seconds, and 
"short" was defined by the element being up to .09 seconds long. This noise was also a 
"wide-band noise", which was indicated by the lowercase letter "a". "Wide-band" was 
defined by whether the element spanned 6 kHz or more, while "narrow-band" was 
defined by the whether the element was up to 6 kHz in fi-equency. This particular element 
also has multiple dark spots (indicated by "iii") which indicate the presence of tones in 
the song element. 

If an element had two parts (see "c" and "d" above), the first part of the element 
was keyed out first in exactly the same way as an element with only one noise or 
harmonic. The second part of the element was keyed out in exactly the same way as the 
first part, except that instead of "I", "H" was used to indicate that it was the second part of 
the element. For example, element "d" above would had the following classification; 
IHB2biIINAlai. 
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Definitions 

Harmonic Definitions 

tiiiclc bands (A): harmonic elements with one amplitude peak (in dB) per 1 kHz 
(frequency) (using fast Fourier transforms). Example: 

CI 

dB 

-40-
-60-
-80. 

kHz 0 
—T— 
10 

thin bands (B): harmonic elements with two or more amplitude peaks (in dB) per 
1 kHz (frequency). Examples: 

i -60 
• -80 kjUV/VMAAAAAyv 

sir; : kHi 0 10 

•jSS. -60 
^ -80 

kHi 0 to 



long (1): 0.1 seconds or longer. 

brief (2): up to 0.1 seconds. 

wide-band harmonic (a); 6 kHz and over. 

narrow-band harmonic (b): up to 6 kHz. 

Frequency change options: 

no change (i): — 

change up (ii); 
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change down (iii): 

complex change (chevron) (iv): ^ 

complex change (wavy) (v): 

Noise Definitions 

stepped noise (B): the noise has white patches (indicated by "B") which is to say 

that the shape of this element is "stepped" (the grey is not evenly spread within 
the element). 

not stepped noise (A): the noise does not have white patches. The grey is 
predominantly uniform. Examples: 



short (2): up to 0.1 seconds. 

wide-band noise (a): 6 kHz and over. 

narrow-band noise (b): up to 6 kHz. 

dark spots (i, ii, iii, 0) 
no spots (0): 
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spots (i); noise contains one spot. 

two spots (ii): noise contains two spots. 

multiple spots (iii): noise contains three or more dark spots. 
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APPENDIX C: 
SONG ELEMENT CATALOGUE 

Element A 

Description: short noises ("noise-noise"). 

Number of Adult's elements in this category 26 

Number of element types: 7 

Element types included in this category: 

Al: INA2aO = Noise element with one part; not stepped; narrow; tall; no spots. 

IGa lOf 17-13 31-11 31c 32a 32b 35c 

41c 45-11 45b 49-11 162-11 

A2: INA2aii = Noise element with one part; not stepped; narrow; tall; two spots. 

5-12 

I Vj » 



A3: INAlbO = Noise element with one part; not stepped; wide; short; no spots. 

5e 

A4: INA2bO = Noise element with one part; not stepped; narrow; short; no spots. 

5-11 23c 32-11 35-JiJt-Il ^S-Il 157-11 

; : . i • 

i  ^ 1 1  

AS; INAlaO = Noise element with one part; not stepped; wide; tall; no spots. 

IQc 23d 

A6: INBlaO = Noise element with one part; stepped; wide; tall; no spots. 

50-11 

A7: INB2aO = Noise element with one part; stepped; narrow; tall; no spots. 

31-12 



Element C 

Description: long noise with spots ("noise-structure"). 

Number of Adult's elements in this category. 13 

Number of element types: 5 

Element types included in this category: 

CI: INBlaiii = Noise element with one part; stepped; wide; tall; three spots. 

C2: INAlai = Noise element with one part; not stepped; wide; tall; one spot. 

C3: INB lai = Noise element with one part; stepped; wide; tall; one spot. 

la 23a 41d 162b 

17b 

lb 5b 
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C4: INB laii = Noise element with one part; stepped; wide; tall; two spots. 

CS: INBIbiii = Noise element with one part; stepped; wide; short; three spots. 

I57c 

Element D 

Description: I. Thick-band, tall, narrow harmonic. 

Number of Adult's elements in this category I 

Number of element types: 1 

Element types included in this category: 

Dl: IHA2aiy = Harmonic element with one part; thick-band; narrow; tall; complex 
change: cheyron. 

5a 31a 35a 41a 

5c 

I 
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Element F 

Description: I. Thin-band, tall, wide harmonic. 

Number of Adult's elements in this category. 2 

Number of element types: 2 

Element types included in this category: 

Fl: IHBlaiv = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; wide; tall; complex change-
chevron. 

5Qc 

B. 

F2: IHBlav = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; wide; tall; complex change-
wavy. 

lOe 17-11 
I7c 
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Element G 

Description: I. Thick-band chevron harmonic. 

Number of Adult's elements in this category. 1 

Number of element types: 1 

Element types included in this category: 

Gl: IHAlaiv = Harmonic element with one part; thick-band; wide; tall; complex change-
-chevron. 

23e 
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Element H 

Description: I. Thin-band; narrow; short harmonic. 

Number of Adult's elements in this category 14 

Number of element types: 6 

Element types included in this category: 

HI: IHB2ai = NOTE: consolidated with category El. 

H2: IHB2aiii = NOTE: consolidated with category El. 

H3: IHB2ay = NOTE: consolidated with category 117. 

H4: lHB2bi = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; narrow; short; no change. 
5f 

H5: IHB2bii = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; narrow; short; change up. 

32d 5ab 157a 

H6: IHB2biii = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; narrow; short; change down. 

5d 10-11 41e 
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H7: IHB2biv = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; narrow; short; complex 
change—chevron 

le 162-12 23b lOe 1 -̂11 

rz 
!» 

cr 

H8: IHB2bv = Harmonic element with one part; thin-band; narrow; short; complex 
change—wavy. 

17-12 32f 
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Element I 

Description: I. Noise; II. Thin-band, wide harmonic 

Number of Adult's elements in this category 3 

Number of element types: 3 

Element types included in this category: 

II: INAlaiIIHB2bi = Two part element. Part I~noise element; not stepped; wide; tall; 
one spot. Part II~harmonic element; thin-band; narrow; short; no frequency change. 

45c 

12: INAlaillHBlbi = Two part element. Part I~noise element; not stepped; wide; tall; 
one spot. Part II~harmonic element; thin-band; wide; short; no frequency change. 
157b 

'j 

13: INA2aOIIHB2aiii = Two part element. Part I~noise element; not stepped; narrow; 
tall; no spots. Part II~harmonic element; thin-band; narrow; tall; change down. 

45d 
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Element J 

Description: I. Noise; II. Thin-band, narrow harmonic 

Number of Adult's elements in this category. 2 

Number of element types: 3 

Element types included in this category: 

Jl: INAlaiIIHB2ai = Two part element. Part I~noise element; not stepped; wide; tall; 
one spot. Part Il—harmonic element; thin-band; narrow; tall; no change. 

32c 

J2: INA2aO/iIIHB2ai = Two part element. Part I~noise element; not stepped; narrow; 
tall; no spots/one spot. Part II—harmonic element; thin-band; narrow; tall; no change. 

35e 
Id 
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Element K 

Description: I. Thin-band, narrow harmonic; II. Noise 

Number of Adult's elements in this category 3 

Number of element types: 3 

Element types included in this category: 

Kl: IHB2biiIINA2bO = Two part element. Part I— harmonic element; thin-band; narrow; 
short; change up. Part II~noise element; not stepped; narrow; short; no spots. 

K2: IHB2ai/iiiIINBlai = Two part element. Part I~ harmonic element; thin-band; 
narrow; tall; no change/change down. Part II—noise element; stepped; wide; tall; one 

K3; IHB2aiiiIINA2bO = Two part element. Part I—harmonic element; thin-banded; 
narrow; tall; change down. Part II—noise element; not stepped; narrow; short; no spots. 

157e 

41b 

spot. 

10b 
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Element L 

Description: I. Thick-band, narrow harmonic; II. Noise 

Number of Adult's elements in this category. 6 

Number of element types: 6 

Element types included in this category: 

NOTE: All "L" subcategories have been condensed to one "L" category. 

LI: IHA2aiiiIINA2aO = Two part element. Part I-- harmonic element; thick-band; 
narrow; tall; change down. Part II—noise element; not stepped; narrow; tall; no spots. 

17a 

i-

L2: IHA2aiIINA2aO = Two part element. Part I— harmonic element; thick-band; narrow; 
tall; no change. Part 11—noise element; not stepped; narrow; tall; no spots. 

162c 
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L3: IHA2aiIINB2aii = Two part element. Part I— harmonic element; thick-band; narrow; 
tall; no change. Part II~noise element; stepped; narrow; tall; two spots. 

35b 

L4: IHA2aiIINBlai = Two part element. Part I-- harmonic element; thick-band; narrow; 
tall; no change. Part II~noise element; stepped; wide; tall; one spot. 

IQh 

L5: IHA2biIINA2aO = Two part element. Part I~ harmonic element; thick-band; narrow; 
short; no change. Part II~noise element; not stepped; narrow; tall; no spots. 

4Sb 

L6: IHA2biIINAlaO = Two part element. Part I~ harmonic element; thick-band; narrow; 
short; no change. Part II~noise element; not stepped; wide; tall; no spots. 

49c 
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APPENDIX D 
PUPIL-TUTOR RAW DATA TABLES 

Appendix D: (includes Appendix D-1 through D-58) Raw Data for all 58 Juveniles. 
Song Measure Scores (SS and SES), Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to 
Song Models and Cohort Juvenile was Raised in. 

Appendix D-1; Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 2 

Pupil Mode^_Genetic^^^Socid_^__ffi___SES_^ro£ort_Cohort^^JParda^^Mate^ 

Appendix D-2: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 3 

Pupil 

3 
Model Genetic Social SS SES Proport Cohort Pardays MateDays 

H^H 
Bm 
HbHm 

HMH 

ISIKI3 
g|H 

kHh 

will WM 
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Appendix D-3: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 4 

Pupil Model Genetic Social SS SES Proport Cohort Pardays MateDays 

4 

Appendix D-4: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 8 

Pupill Model Genetic Social SS 
8 wssŝ  

ym 

SES Proport Cohort Pardays MateDays 

MM' 
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Appendix D-5: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 15 

_Pu£il Model Genetic Social SES Proport Cohort Pardays MateDays 
15 

MMgMm 

SBB 

Î H BMB|B 

Hm 
hHKB MmMaMil 

Appendix D-6: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 19 
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Appendix D-7: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 21 
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Appendix D-9: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 24 
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Appendix D-11: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 30 
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Appendix D-12: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 39 
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Appendix D-13: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 55 
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Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 63 
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Appendix D-15: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 66 
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Appendix D-16: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 70 
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Appendix D-17: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to 
Song Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 75 
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Appendix D-18: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 77 
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Appendix D-19: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 81 
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Appendix D-20: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 82 
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Appendix D-21: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 86 
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Appendix D-23: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 91 
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Appendix D-24: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 93 
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Appendix D-25: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 97 
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Appendix D-26: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 99 
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Appendix D-27: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 

Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 100 
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Appendix D-28: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 105 
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Appendix D-29: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 110 
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Appendix D-30: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 112 
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Appendix D-33: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to 
Song Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 120 
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Appendix D-34: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 121 
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Appendix D-35: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 125 
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Appendix D-36: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 127 
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Appendix D-37: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 130 
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Appendix D-38: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 132 
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Appendix D-39: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 133 
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Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 134 
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Appendix D-41: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 138 
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Appendix D-42: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 139 
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Appendix D-43: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 140 
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Appendix D-44: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 141 
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Appendix D-45: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 147 
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Appendix D-47: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 154 
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Appendix D-48: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 161 
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Appendix D-49: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 167 
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Appendix D-50: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 169 
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Appendix D-51: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 170 
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Appendix D-52: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 171 
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Appendix D-53: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 172 
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Appendix D-54: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 173 
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Appendix D-5S; Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 174 
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Appendix D-56: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 175 
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Appendix D-57: Song Measure Scores, Relationships to Song Models, Exposure to Song 
Models and Cohort Data for Pupil 177 
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Adult #1 

APPENDIX E 
ALL BIRD'S SONGS 
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Juvenile's Songs: 1^' Cohort 
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Juvenile #55 
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Juvenile's Songs: 2"''Cohort 
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Juvenile #100 
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Juvenile's Songs: 3'^*' Cohort 
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Juvenile's Songs: 4th Cohort 
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Juvenile #175 
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APPENDIX F 
PEER-PUPIL SONG COMPARISON SCORES AND RELATIONSHIPS 

Appendix F: (includes Appendix F-1 througii F-58) Raw Data for ail 58 Juveniles. 
Song Measure Scores (SS and SES), Relationships to Brothers and Foster Brothers. 

Appendix F-1: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 2 
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Appendix F-3: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 4 
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Appendix F-4: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 8 
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Appendix F-5: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 15 
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Appendix F-6: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 19 
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Appendix F-7: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 21 
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Appendix F-8: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 22 
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Appendix F-9: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 24 
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Appendix F-10: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 25 
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Appendix F-11; Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 30 
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Appendix F-I2: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 39 
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Appendix F-13: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 55 
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Appendix F-14: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 63 
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Appendix F-15: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 66 
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Appendix F-16: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 70 
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Appendix F-17; Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 75 
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Appendix F-18: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 77 
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Appendix F-19: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 81 
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Appendix F-20: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 82 
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Appendix F-21: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 86 
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Appendix F-22; Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 87 
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Appendix F-23: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 91 
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Appendix F-24: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 93 
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Appendix F-25: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 97 
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Appendix F-26: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 99 
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Appendix F-27: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 100 

Pupil Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 
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Appendix F-28: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 105 
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Appendix F-29: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 110 
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Appendix F-31: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 115 
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Appendix F-32: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 117 
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Appendix F-33: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 120 
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Appendix F-34: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 121 
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Appendix F-35: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 125 
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Appendix F-36: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 127 
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Appendix F-37; Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 130 
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Appendix F-38: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 132 
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Appendix F-39: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 133 
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133 mi 
133 IPII 
133 B| 
133 
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Appendix F-40: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 134 
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Appendix F-41: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 138 

Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 
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Appendix F-42: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 139 

Pupil I Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

139 

139 

139 

139 

139 

139 

139 

139 

139 I^HH 
139 I^HH 
139 

139 gj^mi 
139 

139 

139 

139 

139 
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Appendix F-43: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 140 

Pu£i^ JPeerGenetic^BrotherSocialB^ 

140 1 WSBM 
140 1 H^H| 
140 1 ^BBI HH n̂ 
140 1 

140 1 HIHraM 

140 1 •̂ nH 
140 1 IgSH HHHH MMMM 

140 j |lu|||g 

140 ^BBHj 

140 Hgllll nHHH HHH 
140 |^I|H| B|MHM 

140 

140 Kiiwl BH|H| 
140 HKHBH •HHHnra 
140 n̂ ^BH HH||̂  
140 

140 1 
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Appendix F-44: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 141 

Pupil Peer Genetic Brother^ociaIBrot^_^SES 
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Appendix F-45: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 147 

Pupil 1 Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

147 HBHHHI 
147 OjHlj 
147 m 
147 

147 |H 
147 [[HjHHn m 
147 •9 
147 m 
147 m 
147 

147 HH|HB 
147 

147 

147 HB 
147 l^s 
147 

147 
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Appendix F-46: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 150 

_Pu£il I Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 
150 

150 

150 

150 
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Appendix F-47: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 154 

Pupil 1 Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

154 

Appendix F-48: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 161 

Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 
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Appendix F-51: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 170 

Pupil Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

170 

Appendix F-52: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 171 

Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 
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Appendix F-53: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 172 

Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

Appendix F-54: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 173 

]Tu£nTTeer^Gen^i^ro^r^^in^ro^r|^^||s^r 

173 

173 

173 

173 

173 

173 

173 

173 

173 jjaaaMM 
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Appendix F-55: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 174 

Genetic Brother Social Brother 

Appendix F-56: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 175 
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Appendix F-57: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 177 

Pupil I Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 

Appendix F-58: Song Measure Scores and Relationships to Same Cohort Juveniles for 
Pupil 180 

Peer Genetic Brother Social Brother SS SES 
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APPENDIX G 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF ALL VARIABLES 

Dependent Variables 

Proportion 
Proportion of model s song sung the pupil divides equal to the total number of 

elements in common with pupil by the total number of elements in the tutor s song. 

Son^ Element Similarity (SS) 
Likert scales were used to rate two aspects of song element copying on 0-4 scales. 

Each juvenile's song contained a range of 2-7 song elements with a mean of 4.93 song 
elements. Therefore each juvenile's song was rated on a 0-35 Likert scale. The 35 point 
maximum was calculated by multiplying 5 possible Likert points times 7 song 
elements the maximum copied by a juvenile. These expanded Likert scales render this 
data more amenable for parametric statistical analysis. 

Description of Song Similarity (SS) Rating Scale 
RATING DESCRIPTION 

0 no match; did not share the same category 

1 slight similarity between two song elements; two elements in the same 
category, but phonologically as different as they could be while still 
sharing the same category (two elements in the same category, but not in 
the same subcategory) 

2 moderate similarity between two song elements; two elements that shared 
a subcategory but were as different as two elements could be while sharing 
the same subcategory 

3 strong similarity between song elements within the same subcategory 

4 a "perfect" empirical match between two song elements within the same 
subcategory 
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Son^ Element Sequence Similarity 
Description of Song Element Sequence Similarity (SES) Rating Scale 
RATING DESCRIPTION 
0 no correspondence in the song elements that preceded or followed the 

song element being compared 

1 a weak correspondence with one of the two song elements that flanked the 
song element in question 

2 a strong correspondence in only one of two song elements or a weak 
correspondence with both 

3 a moderate correspondence with both of the adjacent elements, or a strong 
correspondence with one and a moderate correspondence with the other 

4 the preceding and following song elements closely corresponded in the 
comparison song 

Independent Variables 
Pupil 

The ID of the pupil was determined by individually color banding the chick using 
4 leg bands-1 metal and 3 color. 

Social Common Factor Scores 
The social common factor scores were calculated by averaging all of the Hansen 

frequencies (the average of behavioral observations taken by a pair of trained observers 
over each sampling occasion). 

Factor Construction and Validation: (from Figueredo et al. 1992) The 
construction of the factor scores was theoretical (for e.g., used PULLS TAIL an indicator 
of sorts for other aggressive behaviors), while CFA was used for validating the factors. 

Tutor 
The ID of each potential adult male (the tutor) was determined by individually 

color banding the adult using four leg bands one metal and three color. 

Genetic 
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The nest box a chick hatched in indicated the parents of that chick the parents 
were presumed to be the male and female that occupied that nest box, which was verified 
through the nest building observation periods. 

Social 
Social patemity was defined as the male and female residents of the nest that the 

chick was raised in. 

Genetic x Social Interaction 
The interaction of being both the father that raises the pupil and the pupil's genetic 

father. 

MAT ED AYS 
Matedays was defined as the overlap of days that a pupil was fledged and learning 

song and the mate of a pair-bonded female was gravid witli unfertilized eggs. This was 
defined as 11 days before the last day of egg laying (Zann 1996) to the day before last 
egg of a clutch was laid. The mate of this female would be engaged in mating behavior 
during this time, i.e. mating, mate guarding, nest guarding, etc., and the pupil in question 
would be able to observe his behavior. 

PARENTING DAYS 
The overlap between the days that a tutor was engaged in parenting behavior 

outside of the nest box (fledging occurs at about 17 days after hatching and ends at 
nutritional independence, day 35 (Zann 1996)) and the days that the song pupil in 
question was receptive to song and fledged fi'om the nest. 
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APPENDIX H 
DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFIC BEHAVIORAL ITEMS FOR ZEBRA FINCH 

ETHOGRAM 
(from Figueredo et al. 1992) 

FA 
NFA 

Focal animal (subject under observation) 
Nonfocal animal (not under observation) 

SINGS (DIRECTED) 
BEGS (FOOD) 
IS BEGGED FROM 
FOOD IS STOLEN 
ALLOFEEDS 
SINGS (UNDIRECTED) 
BABBLES (SUBSONG) 

APPROACHES 

IS APPROACHED 

REMAINS NEAR ("STILL") 

IS SUNG TO 
ALLOPREENS 
IS ALLOPREENED 
HUDDLES 
CONTACTS 

IS SQUAWKED AT 
IS THREATENED 

IS CHARGED 
IS CHASED 
FLEES (NO PURSUIT) 
TAIL IS PULLED 
FEATHERS ARE PLUCKED 
SQUAWKS (AGGEIESSIVE) 
THREATENS 

CHARGES 
CHASES 
BEAK FENCES 
PULLS TAIL 
PLUCKS FEATHERS 
WHINES (PRECOPULATORY) 

FA directs full adult song to NFA. 
FA directs begging call towards FA. 
NFA directs begging call towards FA. 
NFA appropriates food item from FA. 
FA regurgitates food for NFA. 
FA produces undirected full song. 
FA produces juvenile subsong. 
FA comes within 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) of 
NFA. 
NFA comes within 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) of 
FA. 
FA remains within 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) of 
NFA. 
NFA directs full adult song to FA. 
FA preens NFA. 
NFA preens FA. 
Extensive body contact without preening. 
Physical contact not otherwise indicated. 
Without contact for at least 5 seconds. 
NFA directs aggressive call toward FA. 
NFA, with head up and beak agape, tilts 
body towards and visually "tracks" FA. 
NFA rapidly approaches FA. 
NFA sustains rapid pursuit of FA. 
FA escapes NFA without chase. 
NFA vigorously pulls FA tail. 
NFA removes FA feathers. 
FA directs aggressive call towards NFA. 
FA, with head up and beak agape, tilts 
body towards and visually "tracks" NFA. 
FA rapidly approaches NFA. 
FA sustains rapid pursuit of NFA. 
FA exchanges facial pecks with NFA. 
FA vigorously pulls NFA tail. 
FA removes NFA feathers. 
FA directs courtship call toward NFA. 
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FIGHTS (ESCALATED) FA bites or grapples with NFA. 
FA 
NFA 

Focal animal (subject under observation) 
Nonfocal animal (not under observation) 

SOLICITS/COURTS 

MOUNTS 
IS MOUNTED 
CONFISCATES NONFOOD 
NONFOOD IS CONFISCATED 
INVESTIGATES NONFOOD/NONNEST 

MANIPULATES NONFOOD/NONNEST 

GATHERS NESTING MATERIAL 

BUILDS/REARRANGES NEST 
WALKS 

STAYS 

RESTS 

EATS 
STEALS FOOD 
IS ALLOFED 
CONTACT CALLS 
CHORUS CALLS 
AUTOPREENS 

FLIES 

DRINKS WATER 
BROODS (NEST/EGGS/CHICKS) 

FA directs lateral darting movements with 
rapid tail fluttering towards NFA. 
FA sexually mounts NFA. 
NFA sexually mounts FA. 
FA appropriates nonfood item from NFA. 
NFA appropriates nonfood item from FA. 
FA closely examines nonfood item which is 
not typical nesting material. 
FA pushes, pulls or transports nonfood, not 
directed towards nest. 
FA collects typical nesting materials and 
transports them to nest site. 
FA manipulates materials within nest. 
FA moves more than 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) 
on foot. 
FA, with eyes mostly open, does not move 
for the entire 30 seconds. 
FA, with eyes mostly closed, does not move 
for the entire 30 seconds. 
FA consumes food or grit. 
FA appropriates food item from NFA. 
NFA regurgitates food for FA. 
FA produces short "beeping" call. 
FA joins in ling contact call with NFAs. 
FA preens, grooms, scratches self, wipes 
beak, bathes, dries body, etc. 
FA moves more than 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) 
on wing. 
FA imbibes water from any source. 
FA sits upon nest, eggs or nestlings. 
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APPENDIX I 
BEHAVIORS WHICH COMPRISE SOCIAL COMMON FACTORS & 

THE DIRECTION OF THEIR LOADINGS 
(from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Table I-l: Behaviors Which Comprise the Singing & Parenting Social Common Factor 
8l the Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
SINGS (DIRECTED) + 
IS BEGGED FROM + 
FOOD IS STOLEN + 
ALLOFEEDS + 

Table 1-2: Behaviors Which Comprise the Proximity Social Common Factor & the 
Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
SINGS (UNDIRECTED) 
BABBLES (SUBSONG) 
APPROACHES + 
IS APPROACHED + 
REMAINS NEAR ("STILL") + 

Table 1-3: Behaviors Which Comprise the Contact Social Common Factor & the 
Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
IS SLnSTG TO + 
ALLOPREENS + 
IS ALLOPREENED + 
HUDDLES + 
CONTACTS + 
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Table 1-4: Behaviors Which Comprise the Submission Social Common Factor & the 
Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
IS SQUAWKED AT + 
IS THREATENED + 
IS CHARGED + 
IS CHASED + 
FLEES (NO PURSUIT) + 
TAIL IS PULLED 
FEATHERS ARE PLUCKED -

Table 1-5; Behaviors Which Comprise the Aggression Social Common Factor & the 
Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
SQUAWKS (AGGRESSIVE) + 
THREATENS + 
CHARGES + 
CHASES + 
BEAK FENCES + 
PULLS TAIL + 
PLUCKS FEATHERS ± 

Table 1-6: Behaviors Which Comprise the Sex & Violence Social Common Factor & the 
Direction of Their Loadings (from Figueredo et al. 1992). 

Behavior Direction of Loading 
WHINES (PRECOPULATORY) 
HGHTS (ESCALATED) + 
SOLICITS/COURTS + 
MOUNTS + 
IS MOUNTED + 
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